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PREFACE

THE aim of the author has been to present a true record of the

principal seagoing concrete ships actually built up to the present,

and to analyse the merits of these ships in comparison with

ships built of steel and wood.

The main part of this book is based on personal experience

gained in the construction of about thirty vessels of concrete

during the past five years. The information referring to ships
built by others has been obtained partly through correspondence
with the designers, builders, or owners, and partly from state-

ments published by them in the engineering press. As far as

possible, facts have been ascertained from official documents,
and reference to the source of information is made in each case

The calculations are condensed in the Appendix and have,

been avoided in the general text in order to facilitate the reading
for shipping people and others, who will play an important

part in the further development of the new type of ships without

being concerned in the technical side of the question. The

usual methods of calculating displacement, speed, etc., found

in standard works on naval architecture, have been omitted,

as they are practically identical for concrete ships.

Numerous technical papers and articles on concrete ships

have appeared in the press, but unfortunately the hopes or

opinions expressed have frequently been based on anticipation

rather than on actual experience. The result has been a mass

of conflicting reports which have caused much confusion on

the subject.

If the present book should aid in clearly establishing the

true status of the best type of seagoing concrete ship to-day,

and thus form a basis for further development, the author's

chief object will be accomplished.

N. K. F.

CHBISTIANIA, 1922.

515600
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SEAGOING
AND OTHER

CONCRETE SHIPS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

WHEN a new idea or invention is first put into service it is

naturally received with a certain amount of antagonism ;
the

concrete ship is no exception to this rule. The doubts still

abounding in regard to the concrete ship arise principally from

ignorance of what has already been accomplished ;
and in order

to appreciate what has been accomplished, and so acquire a

basis for the formation of an intelligent opinion on the subject

of concrete ships, it is desirable to study, however briefly, the

development in the use of other shipbuilding materials.

From the earliest days down to almost the middle of the

nineteenth century wood was the material of which ships were

built. The use of wood was not a matter of choice, for it was

the only material available
;
and for the ships built in the days

before the nineteenth century wood was not an unsuitable

material.

The proven suitability of wood, and a natural tendency to

the use of a buoyant material for a structure whose essential

quality is buoyancy, probably retarded the consideration of

alternative materials. But the developments in shipping

resulting from the adoption of steam machinery for propulsion

stimulated the desire for improved methods of constructing

ships. The first iron steamer was the Aaron Manby, built in

London in 1821, although the first use of iron as the material for

a ship probably dates back to 1777, when an iron lighter was

built in Yorkshire. The objections urged against iron as the

material for shipbuilding were that iron was too heavy and

could not float
;

that iron was too brittle and, therefore, liable

1
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to severe damage in the event of grounding, which damage would

be difficult to repair ;
that the bottoms of the ships would

become rapidly fouled with marine growth ;
and that iron would

affect the compass by creating magnetic disturbances.

The first objection was soon ruled out
;

iron ships not only
floated as well as wood ships, but proved even to be lighter than

wood ships.

As regards the second objection, there were two historic

cases of grounding which caused this one also to be ruled out.

The first case is that of the Garry Owen, a coasting steamer built

at Birkenhead in 1834. On her maiden voyage the Garry Owen

was driven ashore in a gale in company with a number of wood

ships. The latter were all either completely wrecked or very

seriously damaged ;
the Garry Owen was undamaged. The

second case is that of the Great Britain, the first Atlantic liner

to be built of iron and to have a screw propeller. She was built

at Bristol in 1843 to the design of I. K. Brunei and was the

largest ship of her day. She had been only about a year in

service when she was run ashore on the east coast of Ireland,

where she remained throughout a whole winter exposed to the

full force of the sea. When refloated she was found to be very
little the worse for her experience. These two cases did much
to establish the reputation of iron as a shipbuilding material.

The objections relating to marine growth and magnetic
disturbance were not found to be serious. Frequent cleaning
and painting of the under body keeps down marine growth ;

and compensation for the magnetic disturbance due to the iron

hull can be made in the compass.
The principal consideration underlying the transition from

wood to iron was structural strength. It was found practically

impossible to make wood ships adequately strong if the length

approached 300 feet
;
and this length was not sufficient for the

shipping needs of the time. A further consideration underlying
the transition was the difficulty of making a wood stern post
and stern construction fit to withstand the forces developed by
a propeller, and this consideration became increasingly important
with increase in engine power. But prejudices are not easily

dispelled. So late as 1861 the British Parliament appropriated

one million pounds sterling for the purchase of timber for the

construction of wood warships.
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During the war there was a partial return to wood as a ship-

building material in the United States. This was brought about

by the great desire for mercantile tonnage and the limited capacity

of the American steel works for the production of shipbuilding

material. The results were not satisfactory ;
the ships were

leaky and structurally weak. No doubt the results would not

have been so bad had carefully selected, seasoned, timber been

used instead of the "
green

" timber which was alone available.

But on the whole, the programme of wood shipbuilding merely
affords further justification, if any is needed, for the transition

from wood to iron.

The next development in shipbuilding material was the

substitution of steel for iron, a development in detail, however,
rather than in principle. The principal defects of iron were its

unreliable character and its distinct grain. The former rendered

it almost impossible to guarantee the strength of any plate ;

the latter resulted in the plate being stronger in one direction

than in another. Steel is a very reliable material, and it has

practically no grain, so that it is equally strong in all directions
;

this latter quality is of some importance in a shipbuilding material,

for there are few points in a ship where the principal stress is

exactly longitudinal or exactly transverse, and there are almost

as many directions of principal stress as there are points where

stress exists. Steel has the further great advantage over iron

of being about 25 to 30 per cent, stronger. The disadvantages
of steel as compared to iron are greater liability to corrosion

and, in the early days, increased cost.

The transition from iron to steel, though gradual, was not by
any means such a slow process as the transition from wood to

iron. There were, of course, difficulties to be overcome. At

first the new material was uneven in quality and, in addition,

the conditions under which it could be worked were different

from those for iron
;
these two considerations, separately and

in combination, account for a large quantity of cracked and,

therefore, discarded material. The difficulty as regards liability

to corrosion was easily overcome
;

this involves merely care

in upkeep. The greatest difficulty was that of cost. But the

difference in cost between a steel and an iron hull was not in the

ratio of the cost per ton of steel to the cost per ton of iron
;

for the greater strength of steel permitted a saving in weight of
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material amounting to about 15 per cent. The increasing use

of steel consequent upon a recognition of its advantages brought
about a reduction in its cost, so that within a few years of the

introduction of steel a steel hull was actually slightly cheaper
than an iron hull

; nowadays a steel hull is very much cheaper
than an iron hull indeed, iron hulls are seldom built.

. An idea of the rate of the transition from iron to steel can

be obtained from the pages of Lloyd's Register. In 1883, when
iron shipbuilding was at its zenith, 860,000 tons of iron ships

were built in British yards ; by 1888 this amount had decreased

to 50,000 tons, and by 1895 to 10,000 tons. Steel ships were

first registered in 1878, their tonnage amounting to 4,500 tons.

In 1880 about 4 per cent, of the tonnage built in British yards
was of steel

; by 1885 this percentage had increased to 60, and

by 1890 to about 95.

The next development in shipbuilding material is the use

of reinforced concrete. This development is only in its initial

stages, but in the following chapters an outline of actual achieve-

ment is given ;
it must be borne in mind that, as indicated

above, over forty years elapsed between the first attempt at iron

shipbuilding and the building of the first iron steamer, and a

further twenty years before iron was recognized as being suitable

for the construction of seagoing ships, whereas only four or

five years have elapsed since the building of the first seagoing

concrete ship.

In the consideration of concrete as a shipbuilding material

it is not necessary to draw any comparisons with wood, for

wood as a material for seagoing ships has, on the considerations

outlined above, been discarded. In what follows, therefore, the

case for concrete is presented with steel as the background.

An opinion commonly expressed by shipping people is that

concrete may be suitable for the construction of lighters and such

small craft, but is totally unsuitable for seagoing ships. The

author is, however, of a different opinion and maintains that

concrete is even better suited for the construction of seagoing

ships than of lighters. Lighters must often be of the smallest

possible dimensions and draught for a given cargo capacity ;

and their shell must be particularly capable of withstanding

local blows and scratches due to rough handling, collisions with

wharves, etc. It is in regard to these requirements that concrete
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compares least favourably with steel, as will be indicated in the

following pages and throughout the book.

It is common knowledge that concrete hulls are heavier than
steel hulls of the same outside dimensions. This is due to the

fact that concrete is not so strong as steel and, therefore, if a

concrete hull and a similar steel hull of the same dimensions

are to be equally strong, as they ought to be, a greater weight of

concrete than of steel must be used. The author does not believe

that concrete will ever be improved to the extent that it will

be equal to steel in strength and elasticity ;
but such an improve-

ment is not necessary, since concrete has compensating advan-

tages over steel.

In comparisons between concrete and steel ships it is neces-

sary to assume as a basis either equality of deadweight carrying

capacity or equality of total displacement. All the concrete

ships built by the author were ordered on the basis of a

stipulated deadweight, and it is reasonable to assume that

for some time to come this custom will prevail on account of

the present uncertainty of the calculations of hull weight made

by inexperienced builders. Considering, therefore, a concrete

ship and a steel ship of equal deadweight carrying capacity, it

is obvious that the former will have a greater total displacement
because of her greater weight of hull

;
and the greater displace-

ment can, in general, only be obtained by the adoption of larger

dimensions. Hence the concrete ship has a greater cubic capacity,

and a larger space available for deck cargo, than the steel ship.

This is a distinct advantage in trades where the cargoes commonly
carried are light and bulky, measuring about 70 cubic feet, or

more, per ton weight. For example, by far the greater propor-

tion of the war supplies transported from the United States to

France were so light in relation to their bulk that the ships

carrying them were completely filled before they had on board

sufficient weight to sink them to their designed load draughts.

Of course, the increased capacity involves the disadvantage of

increased harbour dues, since these are assessed on a cubic capacity

basis.

The foregoing elements in the comparison between concrete

and steel can be grasped by anyone who reasons the matter out

without any reference to actual experience with concrete. But

the following facts are the results of experience, experience
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gained by the author from the construction of about thirty

concrete ships, and experience gained by the owners, officers,

and crew who have run these ships in overseas trade for some

years :

Concrete ships

are cheaper to build, and cost less in upkeep,
are less subject to vibration from engines or due to
"
panting," and, owing to the heavier hull, require less

ballast when "
light," and so have easier movements in

rough seas,

are more quickly and more cheaply repaired,

are fireproof, are not subject to corrosion,

have better insulating properties for cargoes" such as ice,

fruit, etc.,

and are more easily kept clean.

Steel ships have the following advantages :

less weight of hull,

the shell is better able to withstand local blows and scratches

resulting from rough handling.
The question of structural strength does not enter into the

comparison since adequate strength can be provided in either

material. The time of construction is generally less for concrete

ships, but is not less than the war-time records achieved in

steel construction. The speed is practically the same for ships

of equal deadweight and engine power, but this comparison is

much affected by factors such as underwater shape and external

finish, whose influence may be greater than that of mere weight.



CHAPTER II

THE FIRST SEAGOING CONCRETE SHIP

Preliminary Consideration Government Permit Assumptions for Calcu-
lation Purposes Method of Construction Engine Foundations and Stern Post

Concreting Equipment Launching Trials Docking for Inspection
Results of Experiment.

Preliminary Consideration. The construction of the Namsenfjord,
the first seagoing concrete ship, was an experiment based on the

favourable experience gained by the author from the construc-

tion of a concrete lighter in Manilla during his activity as a

Civil Engineer in the Far East.

In 1910-11 preparatory investigations of the possibility of

constructing seagoing concrete ships were begun, and the author's

first patents are dated January 1912. The building of the first

seagoing concrete ship was not, therefore, entirely due to the

world war
;
but lack of capital and other circumstances delayed

the realization of ideas fully worked out in theory at an earlier

period.

In Norway anyone is free to build lighters of concrete or any
other material without regard to Government rules

;
but the

construction of seagoing ships intended to carry a Norwegian
crew and flag is subject to the control of the Department of

Shipping.

In 1916 the author forwarded plans of a seagoing concrete

lighter of 2,700 tons deadweight carrying capacity to the Depart-

ment of Shipping. In order to obtain expert opinion on the

proposal the Department referred the plans to a specially

appointed Technical Committee.

The utmost doubt was freely expressed as to the possibility

of a concrete ship having the necessary strength and elasticity

to resist strains due to heavy seas and to vibrations from the

engines. Naval architects, concrete engineers, and sailors

expressed their unreserved opinions, through the press and

otherwise, that the whole idea was impossible and that a seagoing
i
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concrete ship was doomed to disaster the first time she encoun-

tered rough weather. It was no wonder, therefore, that the

Government authorities hesitated to grant a permit for the

construction of such a ship.

Since no shipowner was found willing to take the risk involved

in ordering the first seagoing concrete ship, the author's firm

decided to build the Namsenfjord at their own expense and for-

FIG. 1. M.S. Namsenfjord, on trial during August 1917. The First Seagoing
Concrete Ship.

warded an application to the Department of Shipping on 22nd

November 1916 for the necessary permit. The reply from the

Department, dated 9th December 1916, was to the effect that

a definite opinion could not be given until the proposal had

been investigated by the Technical Committee appointed to

consider the earlier proposal ; further, the author's firm was

required to promise to bear the expenses connected with the

investigation.

The project was discussed at a number of conferences with
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the Director of Shipping and his chief engineer, both of whom
gave it full consideration. Government officials closely watched
the practical experience gained daily with the concrete lighters
built by the author's firm

;
and detailed plans and calculations

were worked out for the ship. Meanwhile the Technical Com-
mittee got to work

;
and it was decided that plans and calcu-

lations must be approved by the Committee before the ship could

be built.

Government Permit. From the elaborate preparations being

FIG. 2. M.S. Namsenfjord. General Arrangement.

made it appeared that the investigation of the proposal would

take a long time
;

and so the author asked the Chairman of

the Technical Committee, Dr. J. Bruhn, to support his applica-

tion to the Government for special permission to construct the

Namsenfjord on his own responsibility without waiting for the

approval of the Committee. The application was forwarded to

the Department of Shipping on 9th March 1917. The reply

from the Director of Shipping, dated 31st March, granted the

desired permission, but stipulated that the ship should not be

put into commission as a cargo carrier without a permit from

the Department, that such permit should be for smooth-water
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service only, and that it should be given for a short period only,

being renewed for successively increasing periods if the per-

formance of the ship were satisfactory.

While awaiting hopefully the grant of the Government permit
for the construction of the ship negotiations had been carried

on with several shipowners ;
and in January 1917 a contract was

signed with Mr. Anzjon, of Namsos, for delivering Namsenfjord

complete at a price of kr. 90,000 (about 5,000) ;
Mr. Anzjon

intended to use the ship for the carriage of lumber on the coast,

but wanted her equipped also for the North Sea trade.

The main particulars of Namsenfjord are :

Length over-all, 84 feet
; breadth, 20 feet

; depth, 11-5 feet.

Cargo capacity (deadweight), about 200 tons.

Capacity of oil and fuel tanks, 5-5 tons.

Capacity of freshwater tanks, 8-0 tons.

Engine, Bolinder crude oil motor, 80 B.H.P.

Block coefficient, 0-75.

Designed speed, 7J miles per hour.

Total crew, 7 men.

Assumptions for Calculation Purposes. In order to ensure

that the ship would be sufficiently strong, consideration was

given to :

(a) Local stresses, in bottom, sides, and deck, due to water-

pressure and to weights of cargo carried.

(b) longitudinal stresses, in bottom, sides, and deck, due to

bending arising from local inequalities of weight and buoyancy

along the length of the ship considered as a girder.

(c) Stresses due to vibrations set up by engines.

For calculation purposes the following assumptions were

made as regards permissible stresses :

Concrete : to have an ultimate compressive strength of at

least 4,000 Ib. per sq. inch at 28 days, the proportions of mixture

and the class of material being determined from practical tests

before commencing the actual pouring.

Permissible compressive stress, 1,000 Ib. per sq. inch.

Permissible shearing stress, 120 Ib. per sq. inch.

Steel Reinforcement : to be of open hearth, mild, medium-

grade steel, of ordinary shipbuilding quality, having an ultimate
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tensile strength of 28 to 32 tons per sq. inch and an elongation
of 20 per cent, in eight inches length.

Permissible tensile stress, 12,000 Ib. per sq. inch.

Permissible shearing stress, 8,000 Ib. per sq. inch.

The methods of calculation are discussed in Chapter XI.
and actual specimen calculations are given in the Appendix.

The disposition and amount of steel reinforcement are shown
in Fig. 3. Rods of from J to 1J inch diameter were used, amount-

ing in all to 10 tons.

FIG. 3. Midship section of M.S. Namsenfjord. Left half through Hatch; right

half through Deck.

Method of Construction. The actual construction of the hull

was carried out in accordance with a system devised by the

author, using a perforated metal lath instead of wood forms

for the sides, deck, transverse bulkheads, interior water tanks,

etc. Wood centring was, however, used for frames and deck

beams. The metal lath was stiffened and supported by the

wood boxes for frames and beams. The main reinforcing bars

were tied to the metal mesh. One layer of mesh was placed

near each surface of vertical plating, and concrete was poured

between
;
the two surfaces were afterwards finished with cement

mortar.
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Engine Foundations and Stern Post. The most important

and difficult details were the engine foundations and the stern

post with rudder attached. Upon the satisfactory solution of

the problems involved in the design of these elements depended

largely the ability of the concrete ship to resist the strains due

to vibrations of the engines. It was hoped that the concrete

ship would show less vibration than a steel ship ;
should this

FIG. 4. Namsenfjord from aft, July 1917. The lower wood fender has now
been removed as it was found unnecessary.

not be the case the result might be disastrous for the mechanically

propelled concrete ship.

The engine foundation consists of two heavy girders, parallel

to the centre-line of the ship and connecting five transverse

frames. The stiffness of these girders ensures that the loads

due to engine vibration will be properly distributed over the

transverse frames and bottom slab. The engine bed-plate was

of cast iron, with holes for eight 1J inch holding-down bolts
;

openings were arranged in the concrete foundation girders to
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give access to the bolt-heads. It was considered preferable to

arrange wood packing between the engine bed-plate and the

concrete girders rather than to secure the bed-plate to the

concrete direct. The purpose of the packing is to relieve, to

some extent, the load on the holding-down bolts. The wood

packing was of oak, seven inches thick
;

in later ships, however,
the thickness has been reduced to two inches. Heavy steel

reinforcement was placed near the tops of the foundation girders

and carried down at the ends to the bottom slab and transverse

frames for anchorage. Steel washers were arranged under the

holding-down bolt-heads, and the holes in the girder were filled

in with cement mortar after the bolts were placed. The arrange-
ment has proved satisfactory, no trouble having been experienced

up to date.

From Fig. 5 it can be seen that there is an interior stern

post of concrete constructed as part of the concrete hull. To
the concrete stern post is attached a wrought-iron post of rect-

angular section having a bearing for the propeller and a vertical

post for the rudder. The wrought-iron post is secured to the

concrete post by 17 anchor bolts 15-18 inches long and f inch

diameter with hooked ends
;

these bolts were screwed into the

wrought-iron post on port and starboard sides alternately and

had their heads clenched. In addition, steel plates eight inches

wide were riveted to the wrought-iron post to form a channel

section enveloping the end of the concrete. The stern tube is

of cast iron, and is screwed into the wrought-iron post.

Concreting. Before concrete was poured all the steel rein-

forcement in bottom, frames, and deck was placed in position.

Particulars of the mixtures used are given in Chapter IX. The

bottom, sides, and deck were concreted in a continuous operation.

Thereafter the transverse bulkheads, internal walls for water

tanks, galley, lamp-room, etc., were built by plastering cement

mortar on a metal mesh with an auxiliary reinforcement of

round bars horizontally and vertically. Steel dowels were

inserted in bottom and side frames while these were being con-

creted and recesses provided for the anchorage of the transverse

bulkheads to the hull
;

this arrangement has proved satisfactory

as there have been no cracks observed between the bulkheads

and the frames.

Equipment. The deckhouses were made of wood. Outside
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fenders and bilge keels of oak were bolted to the concrete hull,

| inch diameter bolts having been embedded in the concrete

beforehand. The hatch coamings were protected against chipping
by steel beams of channel section along the upper edges, the
webs of the channels being upwards. Wood ceiling 2J inches
thick was fitted on top of the inner bottom, and wood sparring
along the faces of the transverse frames

;
see Fig. 3.

Officers' quarters, galley, etc., were located in the deckhouse,
and the crew's quarters under the deck forward. A 5 H.P.
motor winch was arranged on deck near the main hatch, and
the remaining equipment was similar to that on any other ship
of the size. In order to save weight open rails were fitted along
the sides rather than bulwarks.

Launching. The ship was built on a platform consisting of

removable shuttering which acted as forms for the bottom.
The platform was fitted on rollers, and when the hull was prac-

tically finished the platform, together with the ship, was pulled

by an electric winch on to a steel launching car. When the ship
was on the launching car the propeller, shaft, and rudder were

shipped, and everything was ready for the launch on 25th July.
The first attempt at launching was unsuccessful owing to the

car jumping the track, due to the flanges of the wheels being
shorn off. The second attempt was also a failure owing to

settlement of the foundation piles of the slipway after the

launching car and ship had been lifted back into place. Applica-
tion was then made for the use of the floating crane belonging
to the Norwegian Navy. The crane was anchored alongside the

slipway, three wire strops were placed round the ship, and the

Namsenfjord was lifted in the air and lowered into the water on

the morning of 2nd August 1917.

Trials. A couple of days after launching the machinery was

installed, and on 5th August the engine was tried while the ship
was tied to the wharf. Everything went well and on the follow-

ing day a private trial was made by the author on the Sound
at Moss.

On 8th August the Namsenfjord went on her official trial

with the Director of Shipping, his Chief Engineer, and several

consultants on board. A southerly gale was blowing in the

Christianiafjord which set up a heavy sea and so gave a good

opportunity to test the ship for seaworthiness, strength, and
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general behaviour. The ship was light during the trial, which

lasted four hours and was entirely successful. The pilot in

charge expressed his great satisfaction with the ship, particularly

in regard to her easy movements, slight vibration, and steady

steering when going into a head wind and a heavy sea. The

average speed was 7J miles per hour
;

it was found later that

the speed when loaded was rather over 7 miles per hour. After

the first few moments there was no nervousness on board in

regard to the seaworthiness of the ship ;
and the confidence

gained will be appreciated when it is realized that the permit
for the construction stipulated that the trials should take place

in
" enclosed waters where waves are entirely shut out."

Docking for Inspection. Official comments were received

from the Director of Shipping as a result of his inspection during

the trial. Equipment and life-saving apparatus were slightly

improved. But before a certificate for coasting service could

be granted various trial trips with cargoes of stone, sand, or

lumber had to be made.

On 31st August the Namsenfjord received her first cargo, of

flour, at Moss and delivered it at Skien. A couple of minor

leaks were discovered during the loading, and when the ship

returned the Director of Shipping ordered her to be docked for

inspection. On 10th September the ship was inspected by the

Director of Shipping and assistants and by the Concrete Ship

Committee. The report of the Committee stated that the

inner bottom hindered inspection, also that some fine hair-

cracks of the usual type appeared in the concrete, but that

these were only in the surface and were not considered to

jeopardize the strength of the ship. Leaks in the fore peak and

crew's quarters were made tight and the peak tank tested under

water-pressure ;
the leaks were due to faulty work when placing

bolts for the oak fenders on the stem.

Subsequent to the inspection the ship made several trips with

cargoes between Moss and Drammen. On 6th October an

official Certificate of Seaworthiness was issued, and a load-line

assigned ;
the certificate was valid for one month.

During the war there was a shortage of fuel oil in Norway,
and the Namsenfjord, like other motor-ships, was forced to lie up
for a while until oil bunkers were again procurable, when the

ship was put into the coasting trade in southern Norway and
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afterwards to Namsos. At present she is carrying lumber on
the northern coast of Norway.

The following weights were noted when the ship was com-

pleted :

Tons.

Weight of hull 134

equipment .... 32

engine . . . . 8

Light displacement . . . .174
Deadweight . . . . .182
Load displacement . . . .356

Results of Experiment. Generally speaking the Namsenfjord
was a successful experiment. She proved that the problem of

building a seagoing concrete ship propelled by engines was a

practical proposition.

It is obvious that in a first attempt of this kind experience is

gained from which details can be improved and errors avoided

in subsequent ships ;
the following are typical instances :

(a) Deckhouses of wood are not satisfactory, since the joint

between the concrete coaming and the wood wall is never tight.

Outside walls should therefore be of concrete.

(b) Steel capping on the top of the hatch coaming, as in

Namsenfjord, is expensive and difficult to fit
;
wood capping

should be used.

(c) The corners of the main hatch should be rounded or

bevelled and specially reinforced. No weakness was shown on

Namsenfjord, but this is an exposed detail on all ships, and

sharp corners should be avoided in concrete construction.

(d) A double bottom should not be arranged, at least in small

and moderate-size ships, since it increases weight, complicates

piping, and hinders inspection of the outer bottom.

(e) Wood packing should be fitted between the engine bed-

plate and the concrete foundation girders ;
this may be about

two inches thick, that is, considerably less than adopted in

Namsenfjord.

(/) Double metal mesh for walls is not desirable
;

it is better

to use only one layer of metal mesh, the concrete mortar being

plastered on up to three inches in thickness. Additional rein-

2
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forcement of round or square bars may be wired to the mesh

as required.

(g) Gravel, even of | inch size, should not be used in concrete

or mortar for vertical walls in small ships ;
it prevents the

mortar from properly surrounding the steel reinforcement, and

frequently jumps out when mortar is thrown from a trowel on

to a metal mesh. Since concrete containing gravel is, however,

stronger and cheaper than mortar containing only cement and

sand, it should be used in bottom and deck where the concrete

is poured over surfaces which are nearly level.
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Negotiations. During the spring of 1917 the author had a

number of interviews with the Director of Shipping on the

subject of the construction of further seagoing concrete ships,

and requested permission to proceed without waiting on the

investigations of the Technical Committee which had been"

appointed by the Department of Shipping. The matter was

raised with the Prime Minister and eventually, following upon
a conference called together by the Minister of Shipping and

Commerce at which the Director of Shipping, the members of

the Technical Committee, and the author, amongst others, were

present, permission was granted for the construction of one ship

of 600 tons deadweight carrying capacity and one ship of

1,000 tons deadweight carrying capacity. The permits were

granted on condition that the author assumed all financial

responsibility, and it was stipulated that the ships should be

designed to have 20 per cent, more strength than the author

would ordinarily consider sufficient on the basis of his calcula-

tions, and that they should be particularly well equipped with

pumps and life-saving appliances ;
it was stipulated also that

the ships should be tested in smooth water before proceeding
to sea, and that they should make several trips on the open
sea accompanied by escorting ships before being granted per-

mission to enter the North Sea and Coasting Trades. The

Technical Committee Accepted no responsibility for the behaviour

of the ships, but desired to be kept informed as to the experience

gained with them.

The permits for the construction having been obtained,

negotiations were commenced with a view to finding purchasers
19
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for the ships. As in the case of the Namsenfjord this was not

an easy matter, as there were prejudices to be overcome. But

on 8th May 1917 a contract was completed with Mr. Gunnar

Brekke, of Christiania, for the 1,000-ton ship, and on 23rd May
a contract was completed with Mr. G. M. Bryde, of Christiania,

for the 600-ton ship. For each ship a fixed price was arranged
for the reinforced concrete hull

;
all other work, including the

machinery installation, was to be carried out on the basis of

actual cost plus a percentage for profit. For the 1,000-ton

ship the fixed price for the hull was kr. 200,000 (about 11,000) ;

for the 600-ton ship the corresponding price was kr. 118,000

(about 6,500).

M.S. " Stier." This ship is a cargo carrier of the flush-deck

type ;
the main particulars are :

Length over-aU ..... 145' 0"

Length between perpendiculars . . 140' 0"

Breadth over concrete . . . . 27' 6"

Depth ...... 15' 9"

Contract deadweight (including bunkers) 600 tons

Capacity of oil fuel tanks ... 20 tons

Capacity of freshwater tanks . . 5 tons

Engine, Bolinder crude oil motor . . 320 B.H.P.

Block coefficient . . . . . 0-77

Tonnage, gross ..... 462-03

nett ..... 258-44

Capacities of holds :

Fore hold..... 15,010 16,341
After hold . . . .14,608 16,027
Hatches ..... 1,560 1,590

31,178 33,958

The general arrangement is shown in Fig. 6. It was originally
intended to build a double bottom, but as the result of experi-
ence with the Namsenfjord this intention was discarded. Water
ballast amounting to 40 tons can be carried in the fore peak ;

the after peak can be used as a trimming tank. The forecastle

is raised about four feet above the main deck, and has concrete

bulwarks. Open rails are fitted at the ship's sides between the
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forecastle and the steel bulwarks arranged in way of the deck-

house aft. The deckhouse contains accommodation for the

officers and crew, 11 men in all. The fuel and lubricating oil

are carried in three steel tanks. The fresh water is carried in

concrete tanks arranged in way of the engine-room.

Strength Calculations. In the building permit granted by
the Government it was stipulated that the ship should be designed
to have 20 per cent, more strength than the author would

ordinarily consider sufficient. In order to determine the standard

of strength the author worked out according to the rules of

FIG. 6. M.S. Stier, 600 tons deadweight. Capacity Plan.

Norske Veritas the sizes of frames, beams, etc., for a steel ship

of the same type and dimensions as Stier. For these members

of the structure moments of inertia and resistance were calculated

in the ordinary manner. These calculated values were then

increased by 20 per cent, and the resulting figures used as the

standards of strength for the reinforced concrete members. In

calculating the strengths of the reinforced concrete members

the permissible working stresses were taken to be 15,000 Ib. per

sq. inch, tension in steel, and 750 Ib. per sq. inch, compression
in concrete. The methods of making these calculations are

discussed in Chapter XI.
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The desire was, of course, to build the ships as light as possible ;

but it was appreciated that nothing could be more harmful to

the development of concrete shipbuilding than lack of strength

in the first ships.

Constructional Details. The structural arrangements are

FIG. 7. M.S. Stier on official trial, 7th May 1918.

indicated in Fig. 8. The sizes of the main members are as

follow :

Item. Depth. Width.

Deck beams .... 8"-12" X 6"

Side frames . 11"-14J" x 6"

18"-24"

28"

3 J''-4"

x sy
X 8J'

Bottom frames

Keelson ....
Deck slabs

Side slabs . . . . 4"-4J"

Bottom slabs .... 4"

The frame spacing is 4' 0".

The bottom frames are wider than the side frames
;

the

extra width was added on one side in order to simplify the
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centring. The side slabs were increased in thickness in the

regions of the quarter lengths where the maximum shear was

expected. The deck slabs were increased in thickness towards

the sides.

A longitudinal stringer, of concrete 14J" X 4", is arranged

LONG ITU D. SECTION
NEAR. K.E.EL5ON

FIG. 8. M.S. Stier. Midship Section.

above the bilge at the top of the wood flooring. The bilge keels

are of concrete, of triangular section 7" X 1" rounded to about

3" at the outside
;

the steel for these was placed before the

hull was concreted, but the concreting was done after the bottom

forms were removed.

The hatch coamings are of concrete 29" X 8", heavily rein-
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forced, and run continuously from the fore hatch to the deck-

house aft. The tops of the coamings are protected by oak

capping 5" thick. Between the hatches the deck is raised to

near the top of the coaming.
The steel reinforcement is of round rods J" to 1J" diameter,

the size and disposition of the principal bars being shown in Fig. 8.
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The longitudinal reinforcing rods are not spliced by welding
or directly connected in any other way. The rods are merely
placed alongside each other with the ends overlapping for a

length of 24 diameters
;

a 90 degree hook, five diameters long,
is made at each end of each rod. In this manner it is arranged
that the tensile forces shall be transmitted by means of the

bond between the concrete and the steel. The overlaps of the

rods are distributed uniformly throughout the ship. The rods

are spaced about one diameter apart (in the overlap) in order

to allow of sufficient concrete being poured between them.

TRAN5V. SECTION NEAR. BULKHEAD
LOOKING FORWARD

FIG. 10. M.S. Stier. Engine-room Arrangement.

In all, 58 tons of steel were used in the construction of M.S.

Stier.

The arrangement of stern post is similar to that in the

Namsenfjord, only heavier
;

it is shown in Fig. 9.

The arrangement of the engine seating is also shown in Fig. 9,

and follows the lines of that in the Namsenfjord, except that in

the Stier the oak packing under the bed-plate is only two inches

thick.

The arrangement of the engine-room is shown in Fig. 10.

The freshwater tanks are of concrete, and on top is arranged a

steel fuel storage tank. On the starboard side, mounted on

concrete bearers, are another steel fuel storage tank, a daily

use fuel tank, and a lubricating oil tank. On the port side is
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a 5 B.H.P. motor pump connected to all the pipe lines
;

the

repair bench and tools are also arranged on the port side.

An oak fender, 5" X 1", is fitted around the hull at the deck

level. A similar fender, protected by J" steel plate, is bolted

to the concrete stem.

The walls of the engine casing, also the walls of galley, w.c.,

and lamp-room are of concrete.

The navigating bridge has wood planking on steel beams.

A 5 B.H.P. motor winch of 1J tons lifting capacity is fitted

at each hatch. The capstan is arranged for hand-power, but

can be driven by a messenger chain from the forward winch.

The steering gear is arranged for hand-power only. The bollards

and fairleads are secured to the deck by heavy bolts having
steel washers underneath. The deck is increased in thickness

under all fittings.

The chain pipes are of cast iron, and the concrete sides are

increased in thickness and have additional reinforcement where

the chain pipes come through. In order to provide against

abrasion by the anchors an outside finish of cement and iron

powder, one inch thick, was applied from the stem to a short

distance abaft the chain pipes ;
this can be seen in Fig. 7. The

extra cement finish was found to be unnecessary and has not

been adopted in later ships.

Construction. The Stier was constructed on a platform of

wood sheeting supported on timbers across the launching ways.

Double centring was used. For the exterior centring vertical

templates shaped to the lines of the ship were erected on the

wood platform, the spacing being generally about three feet,

but closer than this towards the ends of the ship. The centring

was of f" boards nailed to these templates.

Before the concreting was started all the reinforcement was

in position, also all the centring with the exception of the inside

forms for the side slabs, which were left open to facilitate con-

creting. As the concrete worked upwards the interior centring

was put in place ;
thus the concrete was worked around the

reinforcement at every level.

The mixture of the concrete was approximately
1 part cement : 1 f parts sand : f part gravel.

This showed an average ultimate compressive strength of about

4,500 Ib. per sq. inch at 28 days.
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The ship was successfully launched on llth March 1918,

and was ready for trial seven weeks later.

Official Trials. On 7th May M.S. Stier went through her

first official trial, which was successful.

After preliminary trips in the Christianiafjord the ship went

to Skien and on with a cargo of saltpetre to Stavanger and

Bergen, thence to Aalesund, and back with a cargo of limestone

to Fredrikshald. This was a heavy cargo and the ship en-

countered a severe gale with a -rough sea at the exposed part of

the coast. According to statements by the captain and pilot

the weather was so rough that other ships of similar size refused

to put to sea. This trip was, therefore, a decisive test of the

seaworthiness and strength of the ship.

From the report, covering a month, of the Government

Inspector who accompanied the ship it appears that the pumps
were not used at all, as the ship proved to be absolutely tight.

Following on these trials the ship was docked on 7th June

at Moss Verft for official inspection by the Director of Shipping,

the Chairman of the Technical Committee on Concrete Ships,

the consultants of the owners, and other officials. The ship

was found to be in excellent condition without any signs of

weakness in the concrete hull, and a certificate of seaworthi-

ness was, therefore, issued by the Director of Shipping for

one year.

The speed of the Stier is 8 knots loaded and about 8-6 knots

light.

M.S. " Askelad." This ship is a cargo carrier of the flush-

deck type ;
the main particulars are :

Length over-all . . . .176' 0"

Length between perpendiculars . 170' 0"

Breadth over concrete . . . 31' 0"

Depth 19' 0"

Contract deadweight (including

bunkers) .... 1,000 tons

Capacity of oil fuel tanks . . 30 tons

Capacity of freshwater tanks . 7 tons

Engines, two Bolinder crude oil

motors 320 B.H.P. total

Block coefficient 0-77
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Tonnage, gross . . . . 758-88

nett .... 422-55

Capacities of holds :

Bale. Grain,

cub. ft. cub. ft.

Fore hold . . . 22,600 25,000

After hold . . . 21,600 24,000

Hatches 1,800 1,800

46,000 50,800

The general arrangement of the ship is shown in Fig. 11.

The deckhouse, containing accommodation for 13 men, has the

external walls of concrete and the internal divisions of wood
The roof of the house, forming the navigating bridge, is of

wood on steel beams. The fore-peak ballast tank is of 60 tons

capacity.

The actual strength calculations are given in the Appendix,
and they are discussed in Chapter XI.

Constructional Details. The structural arrangements are

indicated in Fig. 12. The sizes of the main members are as

follow :

Item. Depth. Width.

Deck beams . . . . 12" X 6J"

Side frames . . . . 13"-17" X 6J"

Bottom frames . . . 22"-28" X 10"

Keelson 32" x 11"

Deck slabs .... 3J"-4J"

Side slabs .... 4"-4J"-5i"-6"

Bottom slabs 4"

The frame spacing is 4' 0".

The structural arrangements are generally similar to those

in the Stier.

The reinforcement is arranged in a similar manner to that

in the Stier
; square

"
rib

" bars were, however, used exten-

sively. In all, 105 tons of steel were used.

The arrangement of the stern post is very simple, on account

of the ship having twin screws. The propeller brackets are

riveted to a vertical I-beam embedded in the concrete stern post.

The rudder post is of cast steel with flanges riveted on, and is
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secured in the same manner as the slorn post in Namsenfjord.
Details of these arrangements are shown in Fig. 13.

The stern tubes are of cast steel, lined with cast iron, with

%"<> NEAR.
'OUTER. FACE.

REINFORCEMENT IN SIDES
SEEN FROM OUTSIDE.

REINFORCEMENT IN BOTTOM
5EEN FROM ABOVE. IN KEE.LSON

HI"-!/

BOTH WAYS

FIG. 12. M.S. Askelad. Half Midship Section.

flanges to take anchor bolts
; longitudinal ribs are arranged

on the tubes to provide additional anchorage. Casings of steel

plate for the protection of the propeller shafts are fitted between

the propeller brackets and the stern tubes. Lubrication is

provided for the inner ends of the tubes.
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The engine seatings are similar to those in the Stier, but on a

smaller scale because of the lower power of each engine as com-

pared with that in the Stier.

The arrangement of the engine-room is shown in Fig. 13.

The freshwater tanks are of concrete, and on top are the oil fuel

storage tanks, of steel. The daily use tank and the lubricating
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oil tank are arranged at the sides
;

these also are of steel. The
motor pump is of 5 B.H.P.

The deck machinery and fittings, also the fenders, are similar

to those on the Stier.

The arrangement of centring and the general method of

construction were the same as for the Stier. The mixture of

the concrete was not constant
;
an average was

1 part cement : 1-8 parts sand : 0-7 part gravel

This showed an ultimate crushing strength of more than 4,000 Ib.

per sq. inch at 28 days.

No extra finish with iron powder was applied in way of the

chain pipes ;
the ships' sides were increased in thickness about

1 J inches on the inside and additional reinforcement fitted.

The Askelad was launched on 8th June 1917
;

but at that

date she was called Oddfrid.

Official Trials. On 21st August M.S. Askelad went through
her first official trial, which was successful. The vibration was

less than in the Stier, which had the same power, but concen-

trated in one engine. It was noted also with satisfaction that

the ship made nearly as good a speed as the Stier though having
75 per cent, more cargo capacity.

The Askelad carried out a number of trials with different

kinds of cargoes on the coasts of Norway. The trials were

perfectly satisfactory in so far as the concrete construction was

concerned, but minor troubles were experienced with the engines

and various improvements in deck fittings and equipment sug-

gested themselves. During the month of November heavy
weather was encountered by the ship in the course of her trials

;

on one day a heavy sea, which broke over the ship, stove in

the cover of the fore hatch. Reports sent in by the captain

and by the Government Inspector who was on board the ship

during these trial trips were perfectly satisfactory, and both

call attention to the fact that it was not necessary to use the

pumps at all during any of the rough weather.

Following on these trial runs the Askelad was docked at the

end of November for an official inspection. The concrete hull

was found to be entirely satisfactory, and so on 10th December

1918 the Director of Shipping issued a certificate of seaworthiness

3
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for M.S. Askelad for one year, permitting the ship to engage in

North Sea and Baltic trading.

Before the Askelad was completed the author had been

engaged in negotiations with the Government with a view to

obtaining a permit for a trans-Atlantic voyage. The Minister

of Shipping and Commerce requested, however, that the matter
be left over until the ship had carried out trials with different

cargoes and had crossed the North Sea. Unfortunately, by the

FIG. 16. M.S. Askelad with Staal-Beton 19, the First Concrete Tug, alongside.

time the various trials had been carried out the owners had
fixed up a number of charters for the ship which ruled out the

possibility of an Atlantic trip.

The First North Sea Trip. On llth December 1918 the

Askelad sailed from Christiania for Rouen, where she arrived

on the 23rd December. The cargo was 6,941 bales of wood pulp,

weighing normally 892 tons, but actually more, as the bales had
been lying exposed since the month of June and were wet through.
On the passage the ship had three days of very stormy weather
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a westerly gale with a heavy sea and a few bales of the deck

cargo were washed overboard. This was the first crossing of

the North Sea by a concrete ship.

Subsequent Service. After her first trip across the North

Sea the Askelad was engaged trading with all kinds of cargoes

to various Norwegian, British, Dutch, and Swedish harbours.

Occasional trips were made in the Baltic, where the ice proved

troublesome. During the period of speculation in shipping the

ship changed hands several times, always at a profit to the last

owner. On the conclusion of one of these transactions the new

owners asked for a report on the ship from the Captain, who had

been with the ship since she was built
;

the Captain testified to

FIG. 17. M.S. AsJc.elad, on trial, llth August 1918.

her general seaworthiness, to her steering qualities, and to her

low cost of upkeep. Fig. 18 will indicate that the Askelad was

put to hard service
;

it shows her at Gravesend with a cargo,

including deck load, of wood pulp. The weather on the trip

across the North Sea from Gothenburg was very bad and the

deck cargo was shifted, bending and tearing up some of the rails

and stanchions on the deck. A further indication of the hard

service performed by the Askelad is given in Chapter VII.

On 9th September 1919 the Askelad was again docked for

an official inspection. Cracks were discovered in four deck

beams, and they were chiselled open for inspection ; they were

found to be only J"-l" deep, and were merely filled up again

with cement. The concrete of the hull was hammered all over,
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and the bottom in the engine-room was cleaned of oil, scraped,

and chiselled open in places for inspection ;
there were no signs

of the concrete being attacked by oil nor was any sign of weak-

ness found. Accordingly a certificate of seaworthiness was issued

for a further year.

The following data for Askelad are of interest :

Tons.

Weight of reinforced concrete hull . 733

equipment . . . 120

machinery . . . 31

Displacement, light . . . 884

Deadweight, freeboard 2' 6J" . . 1,036

Displacement, loaded . . . 1,920

The freeboard of 2' 6J" required by the Director of Shipping
is only temporary ;

it is 3 J" more than would be required for

a steel ship of the same type and dimensions as Askelad. During
her official trials the Askelad was actually loaded down to a free-

board of 2' 3", and carried a cargo of 1,050 tons
; making an

addition for bunkers, fresh water, provisions, etc., the dead-

weight with 2' 3" freeboard amounts to about 1,090 tons.

The Askelad is continuously engaged in Baltic, North Sea.

and Channel trade, the owners being Messrs. A. I. Langfeldt &

Co., Christiansand.

It is difficult to obtain information about the Stier, now
known as the Aliakmon, for she was sold to Greece, first to E. D.

Papayannis and then to another owner
;

at present she is

employed in Mediterranean and Red Sea service. The last

Norwegian captain of the Stier, who was also for a time captain

of the Namsenfjord, has reported very favourably on her, calling

attention particularly to the low cost of upkeep.

Summary of Results. These trial ships have now been con-

tinuously in service for fully three years, and the experience

gained with them demonstrates that concrete ships possess

valuable qualities with which they were not originally credited.

Two features are, above all others, necessary for seagoing ships

built of any material : Strength and Watertightness. These are

of prime importance. All the other qualities cost, deadweight

capacity, speed, running expense, cost of upkeep are matters of

secondary importance, frequently affected by local considerations.
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Until the Stier and the Askelad (together with the Namsen-

fjord) proved that the seagoing concrete ship possessed in full

measure the above qualities of prime importance they were

thought to be impossible of attainment with concrete as the

material of construction. A summary of the results of experience
as regards the "

prime
"

qualities, and also the "
secondary

"

qualities, is given below.

Strength. Both ships showed that the strength of the concrete

hull was ample. In fact, the author believes that the strength
as calculated by his methods could be reduced by 20 per cent,

without danger of weakness
;

if this were carried out it would

put concrete ships on an equality with steel ships in the matter

of strength.

Watertightness. Both ships have proved to be absolutely

watertight, and are in this respect superior to wood ships and

even to many steel ships.

Cost. M.S. Stier

Concrete hull only, without fittings

of any kind . . . . Kr. 118,000 (6,500)
All equipment, engines, deck

machinery, etc., including in-

stallation . . . . Kr. 415,000 (22,800)

Total cost . . Kr. 533,000 (29,300)

M.S. Askelad

Concrete hull only, without fittings

of any kind . . . . Kr. 200,000 (11,000)
AJ1 equipment, engines, deck

machinery, etc., including in-

stallation . . . . Kr. 493,000 (27,000)

Total cost . . Kr. 693,000 (38,000)

Cost per ton of deadweight :

Stier = Kr. 888 (49)
Askelad = Kr. 660 (36)

The cost of construction varied greatly during the war, and

so comparisons with costs for steel and for wood ships can be

made only between ships built in the same country. To the

best of the author's knowledge the Askelad was the cheapest
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ship per ton of deadweight for her size and type built in Norway
during the period 1917-20.

Deadweight Capacity. M.S. Stier carries just the deadweight

stipulated in the contract, namely 600 tons
;

but M.S. Askelad

carries 1,050 tons, that is, 5 per cent, more than required by
the contract.

It should be remembered that, owing to the increased size

of ship as compared with a steel ship of the same deadweight,
the concrete ship has a greater cubic capacity per ton of dead-

weight than a steel ship.

Speed. The Stier made 8-6 knots light and 8-0 knots loaded

on her trials. Later she showed a better speed. The Askelad

made a slightly better speed than the Stier, in spite of her much

larger cargo capacity. The Askelad's speed is equal to that of

a steel ship of the same deadweight carrying capacity and engine

power. This is contrary to expectation in view of the heavy
concrete hull

;
but it can be accounted for in part by the smooth-

ness of the concrete hull there are no projecting rivet heads or

overlaps of plating and the reduced skin friction.

Running Expenses and Upkeep. The same crew and engine

power are employed in a concrete ship as in a steel ship of the

same cargo capacity, and so there is no difference in the costs of

fuel and wages. The trial ships were not painted either inside

or out, except with coal tar or antifouling composition on the

bottom below the waterline to prevent marine growth. (Experi-
ence showed that it was desirable to apply the antifouling com-

position direct to the concrete, when the surface became "
as hard

as glass
" and lasted very well.) There was, therefore, a saving

in this respect. Further, the low first cost of the ships as com-

pared with steel ships resulted in reduced "
charges

"
for interest

on capital and for depreciation ;
also it was proved that the costs

of repairs required by collisions or groundings were very low.

As far as the hulls are concerned there were many details

in which improvements could have been effected. But as the

slight defects noted were matters of arrangement or design,

and were not in any way due to the material of construction,

they need not be discussed here. As indicating a defect arising

out of the material of construction, it may be mentioned that it

was found necessary to fit panelling on the inside walls of concrete

deckhouses used for living-rooms.



CHAPTER IV

COMPARISON OF SOME SHIPS BUILT TO CLASS WITH
THE AUTHOR'S TRIAL SHIPS

Classification of Concrete Ships Comparative Values of Cargo Carriers

American Concrete Ships S.S. Selma and Latham
;

S.S. Cape Fear and Sapona.

Classification of Concrete Ships. Concrete ships were first

recognized by classification societies in September 1917, when

Lloyd's Register of Shipping approved plans submitted by the

author for several types of seagoing concrete motor-ships and

barges, which were granted the Class
" Al for Scandinavian

Coasting Service," "Subject to annual survey" and subject

to the notation
"
Experimental

"
being made in the Register

Book. At about the same time the Norwegian Veritas were

preparing their
" Provisional Rules for Classification of Concrete

Ships." This recognition was of the first importance and was

partly due to the success of M.S. Namsenjjord, which a month

previously by practical demonstration had furnished indisputable

proof of the strength and seaworthiness of the Seagoing Concrete

Ship.

Class is to a ship what a report of good name and standing

in the community is to a man, and it was very important for

the new type of ship to secure even a modified form of class at

this early date. About twenty-five million tons of shipping, or

one-half of the world's entire tonnage, have been built according

to the rules of Lloyd's Register of Shipping, and of the remainder

by far the largest portion has been built to class in other institu-

tions. Obviously the first rules for classification of concrete

ships could only be of provisional character, pending further

practical experience, and they were naturally conservative and
" on the safe side." On the other hand, economy of materials

and labour in construction is of the utmost importance for the

future development of concrete ships in competition with steel

ships ; by economizing in the material worked into a ship the

41
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deadweight carrying capacity is increased, and by economizing
in labour and materials the first cost is kept down. The problem

is, therefore, to determine how little material may be put into

a ship without the finished product showing signs of weakness.

Having this important point firmly in mind the object of this

chapter is to prove that concrete ships can safely be constructed

FIG. 19. M.S. Patent, 600 tons deadweight, built to Class A 1 "Experimental"
in Norwegian Veritas. The ship is partly covered with ice while docking in

Christiania.

much lighter with less expenditure of materials and labour

than as required at present by classification societies.

Comparative Values of Cargo Carriers. The principal factors

determining the commercial value of a cargo carrier are :

Carrying capacity.

Speed.

First cost.

Running expenses.
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For ships of the same dimensions and outside shape, and
with the same engine power, the speed and running expenses are

the same and need not be considered in this comparison. But

comparisons of carrying capacities for two different sizes of ships
are given below

; they are drawn between trial ships built by
the author's firm and similar ships built by the author's firm

under the regulations of the Norwegian Veritas Classification

Society :
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They were worked out from the actual cost figures obtained

after the construction was finished. The buying prices were,

for steel 32 per ton and for Portland cement 1 7s. 6d.

per barrel delivered at the yard. The prices are high owing
to war conditions.

M.S. Concrete and M.S. Askelad were sister ships in every

respect but the detail design of the concrete hulls
;

and as

shown in the table above, the differences in design involved in

the Concrete additional weights of 38-5 tons of concrete and

FIG. 20. M.S. Concrete, 972-5 tons deadweight, built to Class A 1
"
Experi-

mental "
in the Norwegian Veritas.

15-0 tons of steel. Adopting the unit costs given above the

excess first cost of the Concrete as compared with the Askelad

amounts to :

38-5 tons of concrete at 14 Ss. = 554

15-0 tons of reinforcement at 47 15s. = 716

Total = 1,270

The cost of M.S. Concrete complete, including engines and

equipment, was 46 per ton deadweight ; and, as given above,

the deadweight carrying capacity of the Concrete is 63-5 tons
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less than that of the Askdad. Expressing the reduction in

deadweight in pounds sterling the amount is :

63-5 tons at 46 per ton = 2,921,

which may be taken either as a reduction in selling value or as

an increase in first cost. Hence the total increased cost of the
Concrete as compared with the Askelad, an increase brought about

by the classification requirements embodied in the Concrete

amounts to 1,270 + 2,921 = 4,191. The total cost of M.S'.

Concrete complete was about 45,000, so that the increased first

cost amounts to 9 J per cent, per ton deadweight.

The increased first cost brought about by classification

requirements is emphasized if the cost of the naked hull alone is

considered
;

and the differences between the Concrete and the

Askelad are only in the hulls in machinery and equipment the

two ships are exactly alike.

The total cost of the hull of M.S. Concrete was 15,000, which

represents 15 8s. per ton deadweight. On this figure the

increased first cost corresponding to the reduction in deadweight
amounts to 63-5 tons at 15 Ss. per ton, that is, 978. The total

increased first cost of the naked hull is, then, 1,270 -f- 978
= 2,248. Hence the concrete hull built to class shows an increased

first cost o/15 per cent, as compared with a hull built to the author's

design.

It should be mentioned, too, that the Concrete was built

exceptionally light because the Norwegian Veritas consented to

some modifications in their provisional rules on account of the

author's experience in building concrete ships. The difference

in favour of the author's design is, therefore, not so pronounced
as in the examples given below, which refer to ships built to

class by others.

American Concrete Ships. As further examples for comparison
are selected two types of seagoing concrete ships built by the

U.S. Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation which

in January 1918 organized a special Concrete Ship Section

to deal with the new type of ship. The author is indebted to

the Engineers in charge of this department for various technical

particulars of the ships. The information as to the actual

carrying capacities of, and experience with, the finished ships

was obtained from the American Fuel Oil and Transportation
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Company, Inc., of New York City, who at present own and

operate two of the largest ships. The information as to the

costs of the completed ships is taken from the reports of the

special
" Committee on Reinforced Concrete Barges and Ships,"

presented to the conventions of the American Concrete Institute

at Chicago in 1920 and 1921. The prices are for the present

comparison calculated per ton actual deadweight:
All the ships were built to class in the " American Bureau of

Shipping," where they received "Experimental Class." The

author does not know how far the classification society influenced

the designs, but during a visit to Washington at the time the

designs were commenced he received the impression that nearly

all the details of the concrete hulls were fixed by the designers,

while representatives of Lloyd's Register and of the American

Bureau of Shipping were consulted on matters of naval archi-

tecture.

It is unfortunate that the two types of ships have always
been characterized as being respectively of 7, 500 tons deadweight

capacity and 3,500 tons deadweight capacity. The original

estimates showed considerably smaller figures, and the actual

carrying capacities are respectively: 6,380 tons deadweight and

3,078 tons deadweight.

A special light-weight aggregate concrete (see Chapter IX) was

used in building these ships, and it is difficult to say whether

the increased weights of hulls as compared with the estimated

figures were due to increased unit weight per cubic foot of concrete

originally estimated at 107 Ib. per cub. ft. excluding reinforce-

ment or if larger quantities of concrete were used in the hulls

than shown on the plans.

The gravel concrete used in the construction of the author's

trial ships weighed 140 Ib. per cub. ft. excluding reinforcement.

It was to be expected, therefore, that ships built of the special

light-weight concrete would have greater deadweight carrying

capacity in relation to the weight of hull than the trial ships.

But as is shown below, this is not the case
;
on the contrary, the

concrete hull of M.S. Askelad is much lighter per ton deadweight.

S.S. "Selma" and "Latham"; S.S. , Cape Fear" and
" Sapona." The first type of U.S. concrete ship is represented

by the oil-tankers S.S. Selma and Latham, owned by the American

Fuel Oil and Transportation Company, Inc. They are described
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in Chapter VI. The second type is represented by the cargo
carriers S.S. Cape Fear and Sapona,, also described (see pp.

72-77) in Chapter VI. These ships have the same freeboards as

steel ships of corresponding types ;
and in making comparisons

of carrying capacity, the same condition should apply to M.S.

Askelad. The demand for extra freeboard made by the Nor-

wegian Director of Shipping is no longer justified ; Lloyd's Register
of Shipping, for example, does not demand extra freeboard for

concrete ships as compared with steel ships of the same type.
The freeboard for M.S. Askelad should therefore be taken at

2' 3", as has been done in the comparison below.

None of the ships have shown unseaworthiness or lack of

strength ;
the carrying capacities may, therefore, be compared

without any qualification of a technical nature :
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The weight of Steel Reinforcement in the author's trial ships

was equal to 9| per cent, of the deadweight capacity. In the

U.S. Shipping Board's cargo carriers it amounted to 13J per

cent, and in the oil-tankers 21 per cent, of the deadweight capacity,

or respectively about 36 and 115 per cent, more reinforcement per
ton deadweight than in the trial ship.

The amount of concrete used in building the hull of the

Askelad was 0-343 cubic yards per ton deadweight, while the

amounts in the U.S. Shipping Board's cargo carriers arid oil

tankers work out at, respectively, 0-548 cubic yards and 0-457

cubic yards per ton deadweight, assuming that the light weight
concrete used in these ships really weighed 120 Ib. per cub. ft.

(average), as stated in the final report, 21st January 1921, of

the Committee on Concrete Barges and Ships. This shows that

respectively 60 and 39 per cent, more concrete was used per ton

deadweight to build the hulls of the classified ships than in the

author's trial ship.

From Mr. R. J. Wig's paper, "Methods of Construction of

Concrete Ships," published in the Proceedings of the Fifteenth

Annual Convention of the American Concrete Institute, vol. xv,

1919
; pp. 276-7, it appears that the buying price of the chief

materials in Hull No. 1715 an oil-tanker of the same type as

the Selma and Latham, built in Mobile, Ala. came to about

18 105. ($89) per ton of 2,240 Ib. for the steel, and about

13 shillings ($3-12) per barrel of Portland cement delivered at

the yard. The corresponding prices of materials used in building

the author's trial ships were much higher, viz. about 28 per

ton of steel reinforcement and about 1 5s. per barrel of Portland

cement. Lumber for making the wood forms and scaffolding

was about 20 per cent, cheaper in the construction of the

American oil-tanker than in the author's trial ships. But wages
were approximately 40 per cent, higher in the United States

than in Norway at that date (1918). At present they are prac-

tically the same in most trades. It becomes interesting, then,

to compare the actual first costs of the ships complete.

In the reports of the Committee on Reinforced Concrete

Barges and Ships the prices are stated as being $210-300 per

ton deadweight for the cargo ships, and about $200-280 per

ton deadweight for the oil-tankers, with the important proviso

that these prices refer to the purely nominal deadweight capacities,
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and not to the actual capacities. Taking average figures from

the above prices, and varying them in accordance with the

relation between the nominal deadweight and the actual dead-

weight, the costs per ton deadweight are :

Cargo carriers, 3,078 tons deadweight,
similar to Cape Fear and Sapona . . ( $290) 60

Oil-tankers, 6,380 tons deadweight, similar

to Selma and Latham. . . . ($282) 58

Trial ship Askelad, 1,076 tons deadweight 35

In the above considerations, where unfavourable facts as

regards carrying capacities and prices have been proved against

concrete ships built to class, there has been no desire on the

part of the author to criticize the designers, who have worked

under the strain of war conditions and have been subject to handi-

caps which are not present when private enterprise takes the

initiative and assumes the whole risk. Nor has there been any
intention of presenting the superior points of the author's design

in an extreme manner
;

for example, no allowance has been

made for the well-known fact that smaller vessels always are

more expensive in construction, and therefore command a higher

market price per ton deadweight, than larger ships.

More than 60,000 tons deadweight of seagoing concrete ships

of the above-mentioned types were actually constructed by
the U.S. Shipping Board. Reports on this tonnage will be

made known to the profession in all parts of the world
;
and it

is therefore necessary to point out as strongly as possible that

concrete ships have been built successfully at a much lower cost

than these, with much lighter weights of hull, and with at least the

same, if not greater, strength.



CHAPTER V

CONCRETE TUGS, FLOATING DOCKS, LIGHTSHIPS, AND
LIGHTERS

The First Concrete Tug The First Concrete Floating Dock The First

Concrete Lightship Concrete Water-Carrier Concrete Lighters.

The First Concrete Tug. There is one type of ship in which

cargo capacity is of practically no importance, and in which a

heavy weight of hull is an advantage rather than otherwise
;

that type is the seagoing or harbour tug, provided with powerful

machinery in order to tow or assist other ships, and made strong

enough to withstand the rough usage entailed by such service.

A tug must be seaworthy and easy to handle in all circum-

stances since she is frequently called upon to put to sea in weather

bad enough to keep larger ships in harbour. The commercial

value of a tug depends primarily on the type and power of the

engines, the fuel consumption, and the equipment for salvage

work, etc., while the size of hull is of secondary importance.

It may be assumed that the steel hull of an ordinary cargo carrier

costs about 40 per cent, of the total cost of the ship, whereas

the hull of a tug costs only about 25 per cent, of the total.

Accordingly the saving in first cost obtained by the use of concrete

for the hull of a tug is relatively less than for a cargo carrier.

There are, however, other advantages to be gained by building

tugs of concrete
; they may be stated as follows :

1. The towing force is superior to that of a steel tug of equal

engine power, particularly if equipped with internal-combustion

engines.

2. The life of the engines is increased and repairs and upkeep

expenses decreased, due to their being mounted in more rigid

hulls less subject to vibration.

3. The first cost, running expenses and costs of repairs, are

reduced.

Staal-Beton 19, the first concrete tug, was built by the author's

firm for private use, and was neither classed by a Registration
50
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Society nor built under a Government permit ;
but the authorities

knew of the construction and tacitly agreed, reserving, however,
the right to condemn the ship if she did not pass tests of sea-

worthiness and strength. Fortunately the trials of the tug were

perfectly satisfactory, and she has now given continuous good
service for nearly four years. There have not been the smallest

repairs carried out on either hull or engine during this time.

CREW'S QUARTERS

FIG. 21. Tug Staal-Bzton 19. General Arrangement.

In the winter the tug is used for ice-breaking in the harbour at

Moss and in the Sound.

Definite proof of the advantages of concrete tugs can come

only from experience ;
but Staal-Beton 19 is providing that

proof, and justifying expectations. With regard to the three

points mentioned above :

1. The superior towing force is due to the greater weight and

momentum of the concrete hull
;
once the initial inertia has been

overcome a steadier pull is maintained on the tow-rope in a

rough sea. It must be borne in mind that the resistance of the



FIG. 22. Tug Staal-Beton 19. Ready for Launching, 17th October 1917.

FIG. 23. Tug Staal-Beton 19. On trial outside Christiania, October 1917.

52
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tug itself is almost negligible in comparison with the resistance

on the tow-rope ;
and many elements enter into the tow-rope

resistance size and number of ships in tow and their steering

qualities, towing speed, currents, wind, length of tow-rope.

FIG. 24. Tug Staal-Beton 19 breaking ice in the Sound at Moss.

2. After nearly four years of continuous service the engines

in Staal-Beton 19 are in perfect condition and have never been

repaired nor even had the foundation bolts tightened up. The

opinions of marine engineers who have had experience in concrete

ships must, until comparative figures can be obtained, be accepted
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as further testimony in support of the claim advanced for longer

life of engines.

3. The costs of the Staal-Beton 19 were, in round figures :

hull 800, engines 1,100, equipment and installation 1,300,

total 3,200. The cost of the hull was found to be less than

ascertained costs of similar steel hulls of the same date.

Fig. 24 shows Staal-Beton 19 breaking ice eight to ten inches

thick without difficulty. There has been much discussion in

technical circles on the ability of concrete to withstand ice or

even sea-water, and various writers have referred, as examples,

to badly made concrete piers, etc., disintegrating, or fracturing,

with serious consequences. But from a personal examination

of Staal-Beton 19 the author can state that after three or four

winters in service, partly as an ice-breaker, there are no signs

whatever of abrasion or wear on the concrete bows. The hull is in

perfect condition everywhere. Neither repair, painting, nor

cement brushing has been done on the surface, which is in its

original state, without any protection or covering. The author

believes that Staal-Beton 19 is a conclusive example of the power

of resistance of shipbuilding concrete to the attacks of ice.

The main particulars of Staal-Beton 19 are :

Length between perpendiculars . 48' 0"

Breadth 12' 0"

Depth" r r
Block coefficient . . . . . 0-62

Engines, Bolinder motor . . . 50 B.H.P.

Weight of reinforcement in hull . . 5 tons

,,
concrete ,, . 35

., equipment . . . . 15
,,

,, engines . . . . 4
,,

Light displacement . . . . 59
,,

The detail design did not present any special difficulties, for

there was no need to save weight on the concrete hull and all

dimensions could be made ample, namely :

Deck slabs . . . 2J"
Side slabs . . . .3"

at bilges . 5"

Bottom slabs . . 3J"
Deck beams . . . 5" X V'

Side frames . . . 5" X 8"

Bottom frames . . . 7" X 10", 12", and 16"

Keelson 8" X 12"
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The reinforcement in the deck, side, and bottom slabs con-

sists of a "
rib

"
lath near the outside and J" and I" round bars,

W4>N
%

(k"^-6"O.C.
BENT UP FROM

DECK PLAN.

SECTIONS THROUGH BOTTOM AT KEELSON

SECTIONS THROUGH FRAMES.

N
NEAR. BOTH rftCE5

(STAGGERED)

REINFORCEMENT IN F*RAME5 2f BULK1HEADS.

FIG. 25. Tug Staal-Beton 19. Longitudinal Section, Deck, and Frames.

spaced from 3" to 12", staggered near both surfaces. The side

frames are reinforced with two J" rods near the inside face and
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two J" rods near the outside, tied with iV stirrups 5" apart. The

bottom frames have the same reinforcement with an additional

I" rod near the top. The keelson is reinforced with three
"

rods near top and bottom
;

it is divided from the fore end of

the engine foundation to the stern, forming a shaft tunnel

through the hold.

Two oak fenders were originally bolted round the sides, as

shown in the illustrations
;
but the lower one was removed after

the first trials. The stem is protected by a 5" X 6" oak fender

faced with a f" steel flat bar. The towing hook, sliding on a

steel arc, is attached to the concrete hatch coaming around the

engine-room.
The First Concrete Floating Dock. Many years before

seagoing concrete ships became an accomplished fact, the question

of constructing floating docks of concrete had been considered

by the author, and Fig. 26 shows the first concrete floating dock

ever built. It was ordered by A. S. Maritim, yacht and motor-

boat builders at Bestum, near Christiania. Since the dock was

intended to take only light pleasure craft a lifting capacity of

75 tons was considered sufficient
; during trials before delivery

to the owners it lifted 90 tons. After the first year of service

Messrs. Maritim, on their own initiative, expressed the following

opinion on the dock :

" BESTUM PH. CHKISTIANIA.

10 May 1918.

"It is a pleasure for us to advise you herewith that the

concrete floating dock, which you built for us last year, is working

just as satisfactorily now as last year, although it has been

frozen in the ice during the entire winter
;
and the dock has

suffered no damage whatsoever, in spite of the fact that the ice

was never cut up around the floating dock.
"
Respectfully yours,

A. S. MARITIM,

(s.) Alf Bryde,

Managing Director."

It should be added that subsequent experience to date has

been equally satisfactory, and that the dock every winter is

frozen in ice several feet thick, in the Bay of Bestumkilen, near

Christiania, where it is stationed. The ice exerts heavy pressure
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against the sides
;
and it is difficult to say whether steel and

wood docks would stand the strain as well, since it is customary
to cut the ice around them.

The dimensions of the dock are :

ft. in.

Inside breadth . . . . . 25

Outside breadth 36

Length 80

Depth of pontoon . . . . . .46
Total depth of sidewalls . . . . 20

*

Reinforcement. Concrete.

FIG. 26. Cross Section of the first Concrete Floating Dock.

The pontoon is divided by two longitudinal and two transverse

watertight bulkheads into nine compartments, each with a

separate pipe-line to the pumping chamber. Access is provided

to each compartment by manholes with watertight covers. The

bottom frames are spaced 4' apart ; they are of solid concrete

3" thick, provided with manholes and openings near top and

bottom for air and water, except in those acting as watertight

bulkheads. Fig. 26 shows a cross section of the dock. The

longitudinal bulkheads and top and bottom slabs of the pontoon

are all 2f" thick. The outer and inner walls of the side wings

are 2J" thick, and the top slab 3" thick. The reinforcement is
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very light. In the slabs it is of lath with J" and -s" round bars
;

the vertical frames are reinforced with f" to f" round bars.

Wood forms were only used in construction of interior frames

in wings and pontoon. All the slabs were plastered on "
rib

"

and "
Hy. rib

"
lath except the bottom slab, which was poured

directly on the" wood platform supporting the dock.

The pump-house is located on top of one wing, directly over

the pumping chamber, where a centrifugal pump capable of

emptying the dock in an hour is fitted. A five horse-power
electric motor drives the pump, current being supplied from the

shore by cable. All the valves are controlled from the pump-
house, where a pendulum indicates the direction in which the

dock is trimming and so the routine in which the valves should

be operated. Four sluice valves on the outside walls of the

dock allow of it being filled, and lowered, very rapidly. The

pipe-lines are made of concrete, poured around five-inch terra-

cotta pipes ;
but this construction is heavy and not altogether

satisfactory. Iron pipes permit of easier access to bends and

connexions. The keel blocks are of wood, four feet apart.

When the plans were being drawn out for the dock there

had been no experience accumulated relating to floating craft

of concrete other than lighters. It was therefore natural that

the design should be "on the safe side," and the dock is con-

siderably heavier than it need have been
;

the weights are :

Tons.

Reinforcement in hull ... 20

Concrete in hull . . . . .170
Outfit, pumps, and motor ... 20

Light displacement . . . .210
Lifting capacity . . . .90
Loaded displacement . . . 300

The weights of concrete and steel amount, respectively, to

about 190 and 22 per cent, of the lifting capacity. These are

too high, even for small docks. Designs have been prepared by
the author for docks of 4,000 tons and 8,000 tons lifting capacity,

and these show the following calculated weights :

4,000 tons 8,000 tons

Lifting Capacity. Lifting Capacity.

Weight of concrete in hull 3,800 tons 7,000 tons

steel 450 800
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In relation to the lifting capacities these weights are, respec-

tively, 95 per cent, and 88 per cent, for concrete, and 11 per
cent, and 10 per cent* for steel, showing that the cost per ton

of lifting capacity decreases as the size of dock increases.

There is perhaps no kind of floating craft more exposed to

corrosion than the pontoon of a floating dock, which is con-

tinually being filled with, and emptied of, salt water. The

numerous interior bulkheads offer extensive surface for attack,

and repairs are expensive on account of the difficulty of docking

large floating docks. The best material for the construction of

such craft is shipbuilding concrete
;

the advantages and dis-

advantages in comparison to wood or steel can briefly be summed

up as follows :

1. The first cost of concrete docks is considerably lower ; broadly

speaking, it comes to about 60 to 70 per cent, of steel docks.

2. The upkeep expenses of concrete docks are practically nil
;

while those for steel docks are considerable, because of the

liability to corrosion inside and out.

3. Repairs are much cheaper for concrete docks. There are

no bottom plates to renew, and practically all local damage below

the water-line can be repaired by the assistance of divers, without

the necessity of docking.

4. Watertightness and fireproofness of concrete docks are

superior to those of either steel or wood docks.

The disadvantages of concrete docks are :

1. Increased size for the same lifting capacity. This is

important only if space is limited where the dock is to be located,

or if the depth of water does not permit of increased depth of

pontoon.
Greater liability to local damage from collisions with ships if

the concrete surface is not protected by fenders.

Neither of these objections is serious, and local conditions

will frequently reduce both to a minimum. The author firmly

believes that within the next two or three generations all floating

docks will be built of shipbuilding concrete, just as at present

excavated dry docks are lined with concrete.

The First Concrete Lightship. Another stationary type of

floating craft which is built to greater advantage of concrete

than of steel or wood is the Lightship. The demand for such

ships is very limited, particularly in Norway, where deep water
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is found everywhere close in to the shore, and lighthouses erected

011 islands give good service. When the Director of Lighthouses
decided to station a lightship at a subaqueous rock in the

approach to Christiania the Ildjemsflu concrete was selected

as the most suitable material, and the author's firm was requested

to build the ship. While having the distinction of being the

only lightship in Norway and the first ever built of concrete

the Ildjernsflu presented no difficulties of design, and details are

not of special interest. Fig. 28 shows the ship after two years

Fio. 28. The first Concrete Lightship Ildjernsflu stationed at the approach
to Christiania since 1918.

of service
;
she was completed in 1917, except for the machinery,

and was stationed at the rock in the following year.

The ship has given entirely satisfactory service in spite of

exposure to more severe strains than originally anticipated.

The Director of Lighthouses has given the author the following

information on the matter :

" The rounded form, smooth surface, and flat bottom of the

vessel serves its purpose of enabling the lightship to rise on

the ice jams, and no ill effects can be seen from the ice. The

hull is made rather too short and rose almost on end in rough

seas. Since the chain was fixed to a loop through the chain pipes

at the bow, a terrific pounding was caused against the ship's
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bottom when rising on the seas. In November last year during
a very severe gale the vessel broke its moorings by snapping
both anchor bolts, each 2" diam., fastened in the rock, and

drifted in through the harbour, where she was rescued before

any damage was done to the concrete hull. When being re-

stationed at Ildjernsflu a strong loop of hemp cable was carried

around the aft end and attached nearly at the centre of the

ship (as on tugs), and the chain was fastened to this loop. The

arrangement has been satisfactory, and has greatly eased the

heavy pounding from waves on the ship's bottom and the strain

on the moorings."
The ship is quite small, having the following dimensions :

ft. in.

Length between perpendiculars . 42 0.

Breadth 18

Depth 90

The materials in the hull were 6 tons of reinforcement and

52 tons of concrete, making the total weight of the naked hull

58 tons. Machinery was installed for supplying power and

compressed air to the sirens and the light. Cabins were fitted

up for the keeper and his family, and large supply tanks for

fresh water were built of concrete against the ship's side. The

remaining space was taken up by store-rooms for fuel, food, etc.

The advantages obtained by building lightships of concrete

compared to steel are :

Lower first cost and upkeep, perfect watertightness and

better insulation against cold and heat for the crew. A concrete

lightship once moored at its station should barring severe

accidents never need to be removed for docking or survey.

The Ildjernsflu is painted a bright red, and most ships passing

by probably have no idea that she is built of concrete.

Concrete Water Carrier. This ship is also very small, the

dimensions being 60' 0" X 18' 0" X 7' 6", and she carries about

75 tons of fresh water. The engine is a 38 H.P. Scandia motor,

giving a speed of 5 miles an hour. The hold is divided up by

portable wood bulkheads longitudinally and transversely to

prevent the water moving about too freely. When these are

taken away the boat is used to carry ordinary cargo.

As regards carrying water, it will probably be admitted that
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concrete is much cleaner, and easier to keep clean, than either

wood or steel
;
and it should be recorded that no influx of salt

water has ever affected the freshwater cargo in Bjorvika,

although at the time of her construction many engineers had

serious doubts as to the possibility of making concrete perfectly

watertight.

Concrete Lighters. In Chapter I it has been stated that,

contrary to an almost universal impression, shipbuilding con-

crete is not utilized to its best advantage when used for con-

structing lighters. And yet a considerable number of such

craft have been built in different countries at various periods,

FIG. 29. Concrete Water Carrier Bjorvika, built for harbour service in 1917.

dating back twenty-five years or more. It is even claimed that

a small row-boat of concrete was built in 1854 by Lambot, and

exhibited by him at the World's Fair in Paris that year. The

author has given the problem considerable attention during the

past twelve or fourteen years, and has built numerous lighters

of different types and sizes. The first one was constructed in

Manilla, the others in Norway.

During the past few years many misleading and incorrect

statements have appeared in the technical and public press

about concrete lighters. Frequently the writers have been

entirely ignorant of the subject : some have been theoretical

enthusiasts, whose designs on paper were the sole foundation for
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their extravagant claims
;

others have condemned the whole

idea of using concrete for any kind of floating craft, merely from

unsatisfactory experience with perhaps one or two concrete

lighters.

Conditions differ greatly in different countries and there is

no material of construction, wood, steel, or concrete, which is

best under all conditions of service. On the large rivers in the

forest regions of Russia and Siberia wood lighters sometimes

of a temporary, raft-like character are built at a trifling cost

to transport native produce down the river, where they are

FIG. 30. Standard type of 100 tons deadweight Concrete Lighter. The first

built in Norway, August 1916.

knocked apart and the materials sold at the end of the journey.

Obviously in such a trade neither steel nor concrete can compete
with wood. On the inland canals of Europe and America, where

locks and waterways are frequently limited in dimensions, and

the lighters always move in entirely enclosed waters, steel boats

of extremely light construction are the most efficient cargo

carriers, owing to their very light weight and draught. Further,

in the districts intersected by these canals steel lighters can be

built very cheaply. Where there is plenty of water, and the

cargoes are light in relation to their bulk, like lumber, for example,
and conditions do not impose frequent collisions with docks,
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concrete lighters may be most suitable on account of their low

first cost and upkeep expenses.

Concrete lighters have given also good harbour service. The

author's firm constructed in 1916 two lighters of the type illus-

trated in Fig. 30 for A.S. Laegterkompaniet, the largest lighter

owners in Christiania. These owners have testified (in a letter

dated 21st February 1917) to the good service given by these

FIG. 31. Open Concrete Barge, 60 tons deadweight, for river and harbour

service.

two lighters ; they have recorded that the lighters have been

frozen up for several weeks, and that they have been towed

through the ice in Christiania harbour, without apparently

suffering any damage.
These standard type lighters are of light construction, the

average thickness of the deck, side, and bottom slabs being
2 inches. The frames are 9" X 4", spaced 5 feet apart ;

the

transverse frame at amidships is heavier than the others and is

carried across the hatch in an arc, forming a support for the

5
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hatch covers. There are two transverse bulkheads, 2 inches

thick, having a cargo hold between them 48' 0" long ;
the cargo

hatch is 40' 0" X 12' 6". Wood centring was used only for the

platform on which the bottom rested, and for the interior

frames
;
the concrete in the side and deck slabs was plastered on

a stiff metal lath to which was secured additional reinforcement

in the form of round bars.

The author's firm has built also some 250-ton lighters of similar

design to the 100-ton lighter, and a very small type of open river

barge, shaped like a box, with a pointed stem
;
one of the latter

is illustrated in Fig. 31. This figure shows also a couple of

concrete mooring buoys, of which several have been built
; they

are giving satisfactory service and have not been pumped out

since they were placed in position four or five years ago.

The particulars of the lighters and the barge are :

250-ton 100-ton 60-ton

Lighter. Lighter. Barge.

Length between perpendiculars . 80' 0" 64' 0" 47' 0"

Breadth (maximum) . . .20' 0" IS' 6" 15' 0"

Depth . . . . .11'$* 7' 6" 5' 6"

Weight of reinforcement, tons .10 5 2

concrete . 122 49 25

hull . 132 54 27

outfit 13 63
Light displacement ,, .145 60 30

Deadweight .250 100 54

Loaded displacement .395 160 84

Block coefficient .... 0*84 0*80 0'935

Cost in 1916 .... 1,750 450 260

More than a dozen lighters of these types have been built

and are now in service in various parts of Norway and Sweden.

The various elements involved in a comparison between

concrete lighters and steel or wood lighters are discussed below :

First cost is nearly always highest for steel and lowest for

wood, with concrete between
;
but in localities where wood for

shipbuilding purposes is difficult to obtain concrete may prove

cheaper than wood.

Upkeep expenses are larger for both steel and wood.

Repairs cost more for both steel and wood
;
but since concrete
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is more liable to local damage on the surface than steel or wood,
the greater frequency of repairs may even up the balance.

The lifetime will probably be longer for concrete than for

either steel or wood, but there is not a long enough experience
of concrete craft to provide data for a definite conclusion

;
it

should, however, certainly be the case in tropical countries,
where wood hulls are liable to destruction by insects and steel

hulls to destruction from corrosion.

Strength is a matter of design and can be made sufficient

with any of the materials of construction.

Cargo capacity in cubic feet per ton of deadweight carried is

greater for concrete than for steel or wood. This is due to the

greater weight of concrete, requiring the provision of a larger
hull for a given deadweight carrying capacity. This is an

advantage if light cargoes are to be carried, but a disadvantage
if dimensions are restricted, as by locks, etc.

Speed. Experience has shown that in spite of the greater

weight of concrete lighters they do not require appreciably

greater towing power than steel or wood lighters of equal dead-

weight capacity.

Watertightness is a necessity for all lighters ;
with the passage

of years wood lighters often open up at the seams and become

leaky, whereas concrete lighters generally become perfectly tight,

even if they leak slightly immediately after being launched.

The fire-resisting qualities of concrete are better than those

of steel or wood.

Liability to marine growth is about the same for the three

materials
;
but concrete is easier to clean because of the absence

of rivets or seams.

The time required for construction is roughly the same for the

three materials
;

but in out-of-the-way places concrete lighters

are easier to construct because less equipment and skilled labour

are required, and all the materials are easily handled without

the use of cranes or machinery.
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The " Faith." One ship stands out prominently in the develop-

ment of seagoing concrete ships, the Faith, built by the San

Francisco Shipbuilding Co. at Redwood City, Cal. This was the

first seagoing ship built in America of the new material
;
and at

the time of her completion she was by far the largest concrete

ship in the world. To Mr. W. Leslie Comyn, president of the

shipbuilding company, and to Messrs. Allan MacDonald and

Victor Poss, the engineers who designed the ship, great credit is

due for their splendid and successful achievement.

Construction was started in September 1917 on the meadow
bank of a narrow estuary, where the ship was launched on

March 14th, 1918. A couple of construction sheds were all that

remained to indicate that a large ship had been constructed in

the place ;
the usual heavy cranes and equipment of a shipyard

were conspicuous only by their absence.

The main particulars of the Faith are :

Length between perpendiculars . . 320' 0"

Breadth 44' 6"

Depth 3<y 0"

Freeboard, loaded . . . 6' 0"

Load displacement .... 8, 150 tons

Block coefficient . . . .0-835

Engines, triple expansion type . . 1,700 I.H.P.

Speed ...... about 10 knots

The designed deadweight capacity was 5,000 tons
;
and it has

been stated that the actual deadweight capacity is 4,500 tons.

The latter figure would correspond to a "
light

"
weight of 3,650

tons and a concrete hull weight of 2,700 tons. On the other

68
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hand, it has been stated also that the hull includes 520 tons of

reinforcement and 1,500 cubic yards of concrete
;

at 138 Ib.

per cubic foot the weight of concrete would be 2,495 tons, which

with the steel would give a hull weight of 3,015 tons and a

deadweight capacity of 4,185 tons, and not 4,500 tons as given
above. The author does not know which of these deadweight

figures is correct. But according as the higher or lower figure

is taken the relation of the deadweight capacity to the loaded

FIG. 32. S.S. Faith. Ready for the launch.

displacement is 55-2 per cent, or 51-3 per cent. Both of these

percentages are higher than those obtained in the concrete ships

built by the U.S. Shipping Board, even though these were built

of light-weight concrete.

The estimated cost of the Faith was $300,000 to $400,000;
the actual cost was $750,000.

The Faith is constructed with longitudinal framing between

heavy transverse frames spaced 16 feet apart. Deformed bars

provided'with lugs were used in order to obtain the best possible
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band between concrete and steel. The side and bottom slabs

are 4" to 4J" thick, reinforced diagonally ;
the shelter deck slabs

are 3" to 3J" thick. The poop, bridge, forecastle, and main

decks are of wood, as is also the ceiling on the floors in the cargo
holds. There are seven watertight bulkheads of concrete.

The Faith was launched six weeks after the pouring of the

concrete was started, and the builders were so satisfied with

the launch that it was considered unnecessary to give the hull

a trans-Pacific towing trial as originally intended. The installa-

tion of the machinery was therefore started right away, and a

couple of months later the ship was completed and ready for

her first trip. She made journeys with different cargoes to

Vancouver, Tacoma, Honolulu, Chile, and through the Panama
Canal to New York, arriving there in November 1918, after

having travelled some 12,000 to 15,000 miles. While in New
York the ship was inspected by many engineers and shipping

men, who all declared her to be perfectly sound and seaworthy.
Some minor details on deck might have been improved, such as

the attachment of the wood deckhouses and the winches. A
slight leakage of fuel oil from the concrete tank forward of the

engine-room bulkhead had occurred as the result of a light oil

being used on one journey ;
this was remedied by steaming out

the tank and covering the inner surface with spar varnish, and

it is understood that no further percolation of oil has taken place.

The ship was perfectly watertight ;
and there was no sweating

in the holds. In rough seas she exhibited the easy movements

and lack of machinery vibration which are characteristic of

concrete ships. It has been stated that cracks have occurred

in the concrete deck as the result of longitudinal strain
;

if this

were so, they seem to have been of minor importance and only

in the upper surface, which now is covered with an inch of asphalt.

During the spring of 1919 the Faith arrived in London, being

the first concrete ship to cross the Atlantic. Subsequently,

the ship was sold to Italian owners and is at present trading in

European waters.

Mr. W. Leslie Comyn, builder and first owner of the Faith,

whose energy, courage, and financial backing made the con-

struction possible, is a business man, not an engineer ;
but he

knew that wood ships built of green lumber were foredoomed

to failure, and he realized the difficulties involved in the building
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of steel ships on the West Coast, separated from the rolling mills

by almost the width of a continent whose railways were suffering

from war-time conditions. When, however, he proposed the

construction of concrete ships to the U.S. Shipping Board he

received at first no support. There is no need to dwell on the

difficulties he encountered. But it may be mentioned that in

1920 the American Concrete Institute awarded him a special

medal for his meritorious work.

FIG. 33. S.S. Faith going through the Panama Canal.

U.S. Shipping Board Investigations. The U.S. Shipping

Board was organized to meet the enormous demand for tonnage
at the time when America entered the war. The large majority

of the ships constructed by the Board were of steel, but several

hundred wood ships and a dozen concrete ships were also

constructed.

During the summer of 1917 numerous suggestions as to the

building of concrete ships were made to the Board by the author

through his brother, Hermann Fougner, C.E., and others, but

with no immediate results. In October, after the Namsenfjord
had demonstrated by actual trials the possibilities of the seagoing

concrete ship, the author crossed to the United States and had
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several conferences with leading members of the Board
;

it was

suggested that the Board should purchase a concrete ship then

under construction in Norway by the author's firm. By the

new year the suggestions and conferences had borne fruit to the

extent that it was decided to institute a concrete ship section to

investigate the whole position in regard to concrete ships.

The Concrete Ship Section of the Board was organized by
Mr. R. J. Wig, who was first the Chief Engineer and latterly the

Head
;

it was staffed by expert concrete engineers from all over

the country. Very elaborate theoretical investigations were

carried out, and also extensive laboratory experiments and

tests of structural details of the proposed ships. The tests were

of a magnitude beyond the resources of the private concrete

shipbuilder. For example, a 5,000-ton machine was used for

testing full-size specimens of bottom frames
; particulars of

experiments and tests can be obtained in
"
Structural Laboratory

Investigations in Reinforced Concrete made by Concrete Ship

Section, Emergency Fleet Corporation," by Mr. W. A. Slater,

in the Proceedings of the American Concrete Institute for 1919.

Following upon the investigations and tests a "
Special

Report ... on the Advisability of Constructing Concrete Ships
"

was presented by Mr. Wig to Mr. E. N. Hurley, the Chairman of

the Board, on 5th April 1918. In the Report it was stated that

the concrete ship could be built structurally equal to any steel

ship ;
that the concrete ship would be durable for several years ;

that the cost of the concrete ship complete would be from $100

to $125 per ton deadweight ;
that the construction of concrete

hulls would not interfere with the existing Shipping Board

programme for the building of steel and wood ships ;
and that, if

operations were started at once, approximately 560,000 deadweight

tons of concrete ships could be completed by the end of 1918.

On 9th April 1918 the Chairman of the Shipping Board sub-

mitted to the Treasury an estimate of appropriation covering

an emergency fund for concrete ships, and on 12th April it was

approved and authorized by President Wilson.

The First U.S. Standard Concrete Ship. Appended to the

report of 5th April 1918 was a description of the proposed ship

whose plans had been fully worked out by the Concrete Ship

Section, and which provided the basis for the estimate of the

tonnage which could be constructed by the end of 1918. The
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main particulars of the design, and the estimated weights, were

given as :

Length between perpendiculars . . 268' 0"

Breadth 46' 0"

Depth....... 28' 3"

Draught ...... 23' 6"

Weight of hull ..... 2,500 tons

equipment and outfit . . 191

propelling machinery . . 206
,,

Margin . . . . . 75

Light displacement .... 2,972 tons

Weight of reserve feed . . . 80
ordnance . . . . 23
fuel 300
stores 40

cargo . . . 2,760

Total deadweight .... 3,203
Load displacement . . . 6,175

Deadweight
Load displacement

The Cape Fear and Sapona, referred to in Chapter IV, p. 46,

are of this class
; accordingly the actual deadweight capacity

worked out at about 3,078 tons, and the cost per ton deadweight
at about $290.

The general arrangement, including number and positions of

bulkheads, was very similar to that of the wood standard ship

of the same dimensions
;

the propelling machinery also was

similar to that of the wood standard ship.

Calculations of the structural strength gave the following

results :

Condition of Ship.
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For a steel ship of the same size and type the maximum tensile

stress, for the conditions for calculation used above, would be

from 5 to 8 tons per square inch. In addition to the "
structural

"

stress there is a stress due to bending of the plating between

frames due to water-pressure ;
this local stress is seldom taken

into account in steel ships, but was calculated for the 268 feet

concrete ship and was found to add. about 3 tons per square inch

to the tensile stress in the reinforcement.

The strength of the transverse frames was investigated for

various conditions of loading and various immersions of the ship,

FIG. 34. S.S. Polias. Built for the U.S. Shipping Board by the Fougner Con
crete Shipbuilding Co., New York, October 1919.

upright and inclined. The maximum permissible stress in the

steel was taken at 15,000 Ib. per square inch.

The bulkheads were designed to carry a head of water up to

the deck on either side. For the collision bulkhead and the aft

peak bulkhead the maximum permissible stresses were taken

at 1,500 Ib. per square inch compression on concrete and

16,000 Ib. per square inch tension on steel
;

for the engine-room

bulkheads the maximum permissible stress on the steel was taken

to be 20,000 Ib. per square inch. In the design of bulkheads for

steel ships it is common practice to use a permissible stress of

22,000 to 23,000 Ib. per square inch.
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The deck was designed to carry a five feet head of water
;

this was in excess of the loading assumed for the steel standard

ships then being built for the Board.

Ships actually Completed. The policy of the Shipping Board
involved the concrete-ship-builder preparing his yard before

commencing actual ship construction. As things happened,
this was not a sound policy. There was a large number of yards

turning out wood ships, ships whose success was, at that time,

problematical and whose failure is, now, definite. It would have

JMfe

FIG, 35, S.S. Selma. Built for the U.S. Shipping Board by the Fred. T. Ley
Co., Mobile, Ala.

been reasonable to place one or two of these yards at the disposal

of the Concrete Ship Section so that one or two trial ships could

have been built and put through tests at a very early stage in

the programme, with decided benefits to the programme as a

whole in the way of indicating possible economies of time and

money. Had the Concrete Ship Programme not been kept

entirely as a thing apart from the Wood Ship Programme it is

possible that by the spring of 1919 a large fleet of seagoing

concrete ships would have been ready for service, instead of, as

was actually the case, the first ship being launched in December
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1918 and completed in October 1919. The estimate of the

Concrete Ship Section was that, without interfering with the

programme of wood ship construction, about 560,000 deadweight
tons could be constructed by the end o"f 1918.

The Armistice brought the Government shipbuilding pro-

gramme to a sudden termination. Only ships whose construction

had reached a certain stage were completed ;
the result was that

the Concrete Ship Programme was reduced to the following
twelve ships :

Name. Dimensions. Deadweight.
Tons.

Polias, cargo carrier . . 268' 0" X 46' 0" X 26' 6" 2,460

Atlantus . . 250' 0" X 43' 6" X 26' 9" 2,542

Cape Fear . . 268' 0" X 46' 0" X 28' 3" 3,078

Sapona .

Selma, oil-tanker .

'

. 420' 0" X 54' 0" X 36' 0" 6,380

Latham .

Palo Alto .

Peralta .

Cuyamaca

SanPasqual,,

Dinsmore .

With the exception of the Polias and Atlantus the ships

completed were all of the standard type. Most of the ships

were of the so-called 7,500-ton type. This type was designed

after the 3,500-ton type, it having been decided that the latter

type was too small
;

the change in policy involved a delay in

the building programme. The cargo carriers were delivered

between October 1919 and January 1920, and the oil-tankers,

except the Moffit and Dinsmore, between May and September
1920.

The Polias was constructed by the Fougner Shipbuilding Co.

(incorporated by the author) of New York
;
the order was given

by the Concrete Ship Section in February 1918, and was to be

followed by five more. The design was prepared by the Fougner

Co., but was revised in various details by the Shipping Board and

the structural design was subject to the requirements of Lloyd's

Register ;
it was based on the design of the wood standard ship,

so that similar machinery, equipment, and fittings could be used.
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The superstructure and all decks were of concrete, and the whole

design was worked out more heavily in details than was originally

anticipated. There is no doubt that much steel and concrete

could have been saved in the frames, longitudinals, and super-

structure. The average thicknesses of the shell and deck slabs

were, respectively, 5" and 4|" ;
these do not appear excessive for

a ship of the size, but would probably have been adequate in

association with a five feet frame-spacing instead of the four feet

spacing actually used. The side frames were 8" thick by 24"

average depth. The deck was carried by two continuous girders

forming the hatch coamings and supported by widely spaced

pillars of 9" diameter steel pipe filled with concrete.

The side slabs were reinforced with two layers of J" square

bars, arranged diagonally in both directions. The deck and

bottom slabs had a layer of f" square bars diagonally each way
in the middle, also the heavy longitudinal reinforcement, of 1"

square bars, near the upper and lower faces. The frames were

reinforced with 1J" square bars near the inner and outer faces

and the keelsons with 1J" square bars near the tops.

Had "
light-weight

"
concrete, as described in Chapter IX,

been used about 400 tons of weight of concrete would have been

saved, and the deadweight carrying capacity correspondingly

increased. A further saving of weight could have been obtained

by making the keelsons and bottom frames of T section, instead

of rectangular section
;
but this saving would have been achieved

at the expense of increased cost for centring. Engineering News-

Record, for 12th December 1918, contains considerable detailed

information on the structure of the Polias
;
but the ship's name

is not given as she had not then been named.

The Polias was run on a reef off Rockport, Maine, early in

1920 and has been abandoned. Particulars of the damage to

the ship are given in Chapter VII.

The Cape Fear was sunk in a collision with S.S. City of Atlanta

in Narragansett Bay during October 1920
;

she lies in about

125 fathoms between Castle Hill and Rose Island.

Hence there remain, in all, not more than ten seagoing

concrete ships of the Shipping Board Programme ;
there may,

in fact, only be eight ships, for there is no definite information

as to the completion of the Moffit and Dinsmore, both of which

had accidents during launching.
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The Selma and Latham have been in the service of the

American Fuel Oil and Transportation Co., who informed the

author, in July and October 1920, that they have been fine steady

ships in rough weather, entirely oil-proof and watertight. Both

ships have grounded against the harbour jetty at Tampico, and

the owners estimate that the costs of the repairs were only half

what would have been incurred by steel ships.

The Atlantus was until recently chartered by the Clyde

Steamship Co., who found her entirely seaworthy, but rather

heavy ;
she was not remunerative in the service where she was

engaged, due principally to the drop in freight rates and the high

operating expenses. She is now laid up, as are also the Sapona
and Peralta, together with hundreds of steel ships owned by the

Shipping Board.

The Palo Alto is believed to be chartered by the American

Fuel Oil and Transportation Co., and the Cuyamaca and San

Pasqual by the France and Canada Oil Transportation Co.

From the above brief record it is evident that very little

practical experience has been gained from these concrete ships ;

and it remains for the future to prove their merits. But the

author desires to point out that even experience of these ships

will not be by any means decisive for the future of concrete

ships. These ships constitute only a link in the chain of develop-

ment, nothing more. Had circumstances permitted their designers

and builders to revise and improve on subsequent ships, there is

no doubt that the subsequent ships would have been better ships,

both cheaper and lighter.

Further information on the U. S. Concrete Ships, also informa-

tion on the yards in which they were built, can be obtained in

the Proceedings of the American Concrete Institute for 1919. For

example, Mr. J. Glaettli, jun., has contributed " Problems in the

Design of Reinforced Concrete Ships
"

;
Mr. R. J. Wig has

written on " Methods of Construction of Concrete Ships
"

;

and Mr. A. L. Bush, who succeeded Mr. Wig as head of the

Concrete Ship Section of the Shipping Board, has contributed
"
Layout and Equipment of the Government Concrete Ship-

yards." These papers were, however, written before any of the

ships were completed, and estimates of carrying capacities, costs,

etc., given in them require modification to bring them into

accordance with actual facts.
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Oil-tankers. The first concrete oil-carriers ever constructed

were built in the spring of 1918 by the Fougner Concrete Ship-

building Co. for the Standard Oil Co., of New York. In all six

ships were built, comprising three harbour barges for carrying
oil in bulk in the hull compartments and in cases on deck, two
canal barges, one to carry oil in bulk and the other to carry asphalt
in cylindrical steel tanks, and a hulk for the storage of oil in

cases and in barrels. Investigations during the last few years
have shown that the common grades of fuel oils can be retained

safely in concrete vessels, without leakage or injury to the con-

crete
;

but before carrying out the contract with the Standard

Oil Co. the Fougner Co. made numerous experiments in order

to confirm, and extend, the then available information on the

matter.

The first harbour barge, Socony 200, is 98' 0" by 31' 0" by
9' 6" and carries about 400 tons deadweight ;

the general arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 36.

Socony 200 is of similar type to the ordinary New York
Harbour deck scow. The hull is divided internally by four

transverse and three longitudinal bulkheads, all oiltight except
the centre longitudinal bulkhead, which is pierced by large

openings. Only the three central compartments are arranged
for the carriage of oil. The deck is of concrete, covered with

spruce flooring laid on nailing strips. Manholes are provided
for access to all compartments. Equipment for towing and for

handling cargo, the quarters for the crew, and the deck fittings,

etc., are the same as usually arranged by the Standard Oil Co.

on barges of the size and type. The sides of the barge are pro-
tected by three horizontal fenders, 6" by 8", of white oak

;
between

these, at the ends and the most exposed places on the sides, are

fitted solid planking of pine, as can be seen on Fig. 37. The

pump-room is aft under the deckhouse.

The two other harbour barges are of the same type as Socony

200, but are each of 700 tons deadweight.
The canal barges Socony 201 and Socony 50 are 132' 0" by

12' 0" by 12' 4", and carry about 550 tons deadweight each.

The first was launched in November 1918 and the second in

January 1919. Both have the pump-room amidships and the

crew's quarters aft. Socony 201, which carries oil in bulk in the

hull, is divided by six transverse and one longitudinal bulkhead
;
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access to the compartments is obtained through trunks on the

deck. Outside fenders are fitted as on Socony 200. The equip-

ment and pumping plant were supplied by the Standard Oil Co.

These barges have given satisfactory service
;
but they have

been subject to minor damages through rough handling. There

is no kind of craft which receives harder usage than the New
York Harbour barge, which is constantly bumping against other

barges, and against tugs and wharves. The author is of the

FIG. ST. Socony 200. The Launch, July 1918.

opinion that concrete is not at present suitable for such craft
;

but the great advantage of the fire-resisting property of concrete,

and the easy upkeep of the tanks, are points in favour of the use

of concrete for oil barges.

The oil storage hulk, whose general arrangement is shown in

Fig. 39, is 152' 9" by 35' 8" by 13' 3", and carries 1,200 tons of

oil in cases or barrels on deck in the concrete superstructure.

The hull is divided into watertight compartments by four

transverse bulkheads and one longitudinal bulkhead, with

additional subdivision in the ends. Two open longitudinal

6
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bulkheads are fitted for structural reasons. The average thickness

of the sides, bottom, and deck is 3 inches. The walls and roof

of deckhouse are 2 J" thick
;
a concrete fire wall, 4" thick, encloses

the deckhouse to a height of 27 inches. Above the fire wall are

fireproof sliding doors and windows. The fittings are all of the

Standard Oil Co.'s usual type. Fenders are fitted as on the

barges.

The oil storage hulk shown in Fig. 39 has been inspected by

a member of the Special Committee on Concrete Ships and Barges

FIG. 38. Socony 201. 550 tons deadweight.

of the American Concrete Institute
;
see report dated 21st January

1921. .It was found that the concrete was in excellent condition
;

some cracks were discernible, but there was practically no leakage,

and the barge appeared to be doing its work satisfactorily.

Oil Storage generally. Until recently there was no great

demand for oil stations, for the good reason that ships burning
oil were few and far between. Before the war less than one per
C3nt. of the world's mercantile tonnage used oil fuel. The case

is different now. According to Lloyd's Register, in 1919-20

eighteen per cent, of the world's mercantile tonnage used oil

fuel, either under boilers or in internal combustion engines ;
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in 1918-19 the percentage of tonnage using oil fuel was twelve.

Of the total tonnage classed in 1919-20, 47 per cent, was arranged
for the use of oil fuel.

In view of the development in the use of oil fuel it is obvious

that oil bunkering stations will be required in most ports ;
and

owing to the great value of harbour frontage the cost of shore

stations with land tanks will generally be prohibitive. Hence,

the author firmly believes that within the next ten years hundreds

of floating oil stations of the type shown in Fig. 39 will be in

service. For this type of craft shipbuilding concrete is un-

questionably a better material of construction than any other

known to-day ;
concrete shows up to advantage on the scores

of cheapness, durability, low upkeep expenses, and safety against

fire risks. For oil hulks the question of fire risk is of the utmost

importance ;
it requires no great imagination to conceive what

would happen if hundreds of tons of flaming oil were to float about

in a harbour. Neither wood nor steel is fireproof, but concrete

is. And by storing bulk oil only in inside compartments additional

safety against the risk of burning oil escaping is obtained.

Craft of the type shown in Fig. 39 can be almost box-like in

exterior shape and, with intelligent supervision, can be constructed

by local labour anywhere in the world
;
and they will generally

be built most cheaply at, or close to, the place where they are

to be stationed. Sand, gravel, and in most countries Portland

cement and some lumber, can be procured locally or shipped

only from a short distance. The steel will generally be the most

difficult element to obtain, but that amounts to only about a

fourth of the steel required to build a similar ship of steel.

Concrete oil containers on land may be somewhat outside

the scope of this work, but many features are closely related to

those of the floating oil-tankers. The author is aware that the

cylindrical steel tanks above ground frequently used by oil

companies may in certain localities be quite as cheap in first

cost as concrete, or even cheaper. But the matter does not

end there. Very often it is necessary to arrange the fuel oil

reservoir under ground. Concrete is then better suited to resist

hydrostatic or earth pressures, has greater weight against upward

pressure, is a better non-conductor of heat and cold, lightning

and electrolysis, does not rust, and is fireproof. Most of these

points are also in favour of concrete oil tanks above ground.
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In this connexion some interesting papers are published in

the Proceedings of the American Concrete Institute, vol. xv.

1919 :

" The Design of Reinforced Concrete Fuel-Oil Reservoirs,"

by H. B. Andrews
;

"
Tests of Concrete Tanks for Oil Storage,"

by J. C. Pearson and G. A. Smith
;

" The Fire Hazard of Fuel

Oil," by J. W. Lord.



CHAPTER VII

DAMAGES AND REPAIRS

M.S. Askelad M.S. Nicanor M.S. StierS.S. Polios.

M.S. Askelad. At 7 a.m. on 16th January 1919 the Askelad

left Havre for the North and, following instructions from the

French naval authorities, steered a course close to the shore at

low speed. There was a strong wind, with a heavy sea. Full

speed ahead was ordered at midday, and during the afternoon

Fecamp, P. Valery, St. Valery, Pt. d'Ailley, P. Treports Pirere,

and Cayeux were passed. At 9.15 p.m., in a strong wind with

rain and a heavy sea, the ship struck a sandbank in the estuary
of the River Somme, about midway between Cayeux and Pte. de

St. Quentin ;
the place where the ship struck is marked " A "

in Fig. 40. The helm was put hard over in an attempt to get

the ship out to sea ;
but the ship was driven inshore, coming

to rest eventually in the position marked " B "
in Fig. 40, about

four miles from "
A." While being driven ashore the ship

bumped violently at every heave of the sea, and this continued

after she was brought up on the beach. The shocks were so

severe that footing could not be kept on the bridge. Heavy seas

swept the ship, and the starboard lifeboat and the dinghy were

carried away. After a time the shocks became less violent and

by about 11 p.m. they had died away. Shortly after it was

found that the ship was practically high and dry at the bow,

and a member of the crew who had been sent out to investigate

reported that it was possible to get to land in about half an hour,

and that it was necessary to wade waist-deep in only a few places

on the way. The crew, therefore, took the opportunity of getting

ashore with their belongings, also some food and water, as they
were afraid that the ship would break up at the next high tide.

In a report to the owners, dated 18th January, the Captain

stated that the ship was still bumping violently at high tide,

86
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though the weather had moderated a bit
;

in his report was the

remark "
Strange to say, the ship is quite tight." During the
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day of the 17th the Captain had made arrangements for a tug
to come from St. Valery when the weather moderated ; and on
the forenoon of the 18th an attempt was duly made to get the

ship off, tug and ship's engines working together. But the
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attempt was unsuccessful. The tides were falling and the

Captain was of the opinion that there was no use in making any
further attempt at refloating before the beginning of February,
. . . "if the ship holds together."

"
Should another gale spring

up there is every probability that the ship will break to pieces,

although she seems to be strong as a rock." (The passages

quoted are from the Captain's report dated 18th January.)
The attempt at refloating made on the 18th January was a

failure in part through the main engines stopping as the result of

the cooling water-pipes becoming choked with sand. In order to

get over this trouble and ensure that the engines would be available

when needed the ship's engineers arranged a temporary circulating

system, taking supplies from the sanitary tank on the bridge to

the engines, and using the fore-peak tank as a storage tank from

which the sanitary tank was filled
; by this means it was possible

to keep the engines going for a spell at each high tide.

While waiting for the spring tides at the beginning of February
the ship was shifted as far as possible every high tide. As

preparation for the ensuing high tide advantage was taken of

low tide to dig a trench in the sand astern of the ship, and also

to shift the kedge and stern anchors a further stage out to sea.

Then at each high tide the ship was taken a short distance

seawards, the efforts of the main engines being backed by the

deck machinery pulling on wires attached to the anchors out

astern.

Towards the end of January the Captain was enabled to

make an aeroplane survey of the channels in the sands,

by courtesy of the commanding officer of the aerodrome at

St. Valery ;
and then on the night of 1st February the ship was

floated off after working the main engines and pulling on the

anchors for about an hour. The ship was then taken out to

deep water by way of the channels surveyed by the Captain,

and anchored to await the morning.
On 6th February the Askelad left St. Valery for London,

arriving there four days later. Owing to a strike there was a

difficulty in obtaining dry dock accommodation, but a survey
with the ship afloat was carried out by representatives of the

Norwegian Veritas, of the underwriters, and of the engine-builders.

The underwriters' surveyor reported the presence of various

cracks in the concrete. There were cracks in the centre keelson
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in nearly every frame space in the holds
;

in most of the bottom
frames in the holds near the centre-line

;
and also in a few of

the bottom frames near the bilges. But these cracks seemed to

be only in the surface. As regards the deck, there were cracks

in the raised portion between the hatches, and in the portion
between No. 2 hatch and the fore end of the deckhouse

;
these

cracks all radiated from the hatch coamings at the centre-line

of the ship, and were probably due to the hold pillars underneath

FIG. 41. M.S. Askelad aground.

being forced up by the keelson when the ship was bumping over

the sandbanks. Such an explanation is consistent with the

presence of cracks in the keelson and floors. There was no

indication of damage to the two forward bulkheads, but there

were slight cracks in the bulkhead between the engine-room and

No. 2 hold. There was a very small quantity of water in the

bottom of the ship ;
but the pumps had not been in use since the

ship left St. Valery. This water was, however, completely bailed

out and the bottom carefully examined
; only a few cracks were

found, and these were in the bottom frames, low down. But
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from the presence of the water it was inferred that there was a

crack through the bottom, though it was obviously of little

importance. In the report from which this information was

extracted the underwriters' surveyor expressed the opinion that

the ship was sufficiently seaworthy to go to Grimsby, but that

she should be dry-docked there for examination of the bottom

and of the propeller shafts.

The Askelad accordingly left the Thames on 7th March, and

arrived at Grimsby on the 10th, where she was dry-docked two

days later. It was found that some cement finish had been

rubbed off and that there was a slight leak in No. 2 hold. A
few patches of cement plaster were applied by the crew, but no

other work was done on the concrete hull. There was a certain

amount of work done to the machinery, the principal item being

the renewal of the starboard propeller on account of the loss of

a blade during the grounding or the refloating ;
but no work was

called for as the result of any defect in the concrete hull.

After the survey at Grimsby the Askelad was immediately

put into service and was not again dry-docked until September,
when she was surveyed at Moss as required by the Norwegian

Department of Shipping in terms of the yearly certificate of

seaworthiness. Following on this survey minor repairs were

carried out on the deck fittings, and the cement finish on the deck

was repaired in a few places. The total bill for the work done

at this time amounted to kr. 1879-31 (about 100) ;
of this

amount the cost of the cement used was about two pounds, by
far the major portion being due to alteration to deck fittings.

It can safely be said that the total cost of repairing the concrete

hull after the grounding on the French coast did not exceed twenty-five

pounds.

Captain, officers, and crew deserve great credit for the work

done in salving the ship. In recognition of this work the under-

writers presented gold watches and chains to captain and chief

engineer.

The grounding of the Garry Owen, referred to in Chapter I,

did much to establish the reputation of the iron ship ;
the

grounding of the Askelad has equally established the reputation

of the concrete ship.

M.S. "Nicanor." This ship was built by the author's firm,

and is of practically the same dimensions and type as the Namsen-
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fjord. During the night of llth April 1919 she ran on a sub-

merged rock near South Torgersogap, when on a passage to

Christiania
; subsequently the strong current in the channel

carried her over on to another rock which held her abaft amid-

ships. After vainly trying to get the ship off by her own power
a call was sent out for a salvage boat, and one arrived during the

following day. The salvage boat put a hawser on to the bows

of the Nicanor, which were nearly under water, intending to

pull alongside by means of her winch
;
but the pull on the hawser,

instead of bringing the salvage boat alongside, slewed round the

bows of the Nicanor, causing her to slide slowly off the rock

and dive to the bottom of the channel, where she rested almost

on end in six fathoms of water. A month later the Nicanor

was salved and taken to a steel ship builder for repairs.

A survey of the damage showed that there were ten holes

in the concrete hull, some cement finish rubbed off, both bilge

keels damaged, and the wood fender on the stern damaged.
There was damage to machinery and accommodation as the

result of immersion, and damage also to deck fittings and gear.

The costs of the repairs, as assessed by Magistrate for insurance

claim purposes, were :

Repairs of bottom and stem .... 250

,, deckhouse, crew's quarters, painting,

etc 175

,, rails, boat davits, boat deck . . 75

,, engines . . . . . . 250

,, rigging, hatches, etc.
.^

. .50
Equipment lost or destroyed .... 200

Dock dues 150

Total . .1,150

The ship in her damaged condition was valued at 2,800.

Repairs were very expensive in 1919, but even so the concrete

hull could easily have been repaired for 100 to 150, instead of

250 as given above. To the 100 or 150 there must be added, of

course, the dry dock dues
;

but these would not amount to

150, as given above, on account of repairs to concrete, for in

the particular case the time in dry dock was determined by the

other repairs, the concrete work only taking a week.
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M.S. " Stier." During a dense fog on the evening of 17th

December 1918, when bound for Christiania, the Stier touched

bottom in the Christianiafjord, but she slid over the obstruction

and continued on her way ;
the holds were sounded and found

to be dry. Shortly afterwards the ship struck hard against a

small reef, but again she slid off
;

this time, though, there was

leakage, for the fore peak was found to be flooded. Both holds

were again sounded and found to be dry, the collision bulkhead

holding good ;
and the ship was able to make port under her

own power.

The Stier was not repaired until several weeks had elapsed,

and she made the passage round to Moss for repairs in her

damaged condition. The work was carried out by a steel ship

building firm, and the costs as assessed by Magistrate for insurance

claim purposes were :

Repairs to bow ...... 325

Repairs to keel aft ..... 1

Removing interior ceiling for inspection . . 60

Overhauling winches, etc. .... 65

Dock dues 209

Total . . 660

The damage to the concrete hull could in this case also have

been made good for a much smaller figure than given above
;

in fact, the author's firm would gladly have done the work for

175, but for personal reasons the owner wanted the steel builder

to do the work. And as the steel ship builder had no experience

of concrete, and got no assistance from the classification society,

since the Stier is not classed, the repairs were not carried out so

fast or so cheaply as might have been.

S.S. "Polias." This ship, while southward bound to Norfolk

in light trim, was run on to the CiJley Ledge, off the coast of

Maine, on 6th February 1920. At the time of the grounding
the ship was running at full speed, making probably 9J to 10

knots. Eleven of the crew put off in one of the boats against

the captain's orders
; they have not been heard of since, nor

has any trace been found of their boat. The remainder of the

crew, about thirty men, stayed by the ship overnight and were

taken off by coastguards.



FIG. 42. M.S. Stier in dry dock after grounding.
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A few weeks after the accident an inspection was made by
a representative from the U.S. Shipping Board, a few days of

calm weather having allowed a diver to make a careful examina-

tion of the underwater damage. The ship was found to be

lying on a shelving rock, with the stern in about 1 1 feet of water,

and the bow nearly submerged, at low tide. In grounding the

ship had evidently passed between two jagged rocks, for the

sides were ripped open practically from end to end, the depths

of the openings varying from about two feet to about seven feet.

HHHHHHE

FIG. 43. S.S. Polias aground on Cilley Ledge.

But the damage was found to be confined almost entirely to

the shell, although in a few places small pieces had been torn

out of the frames. A careful examination of the above water

portion of the ship failed to discover structural damage ;
the

ship had evidently not deflected, as there were no cracks dis-

cernible in the deck. Further information on the report of the

Shipping Board representative, Mr. Lewis R. Ferguson, can be

obtained in Engineering News-Record for 4th March 1920.

In the latter part of April 1920, Mr. Ferguson received a

letter from the officer in charge of the coastguard near the Cilley

Ledge ;
in the letter was the following interesting statement :
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"
Yes, the old steamer still lies in the same position, and

tho' severe storms have washed over and around her since you
were here she remains the same

;
no apparent change has been

noticed, and with the exception of the paint washing off I do

not believe the hull has been damaged in the least.
"

I am still of the opinion that the concrete boat is, if kept

off the rocks, the strongest built ship afloat, as no steel or wood

ship would have stood the severe storms that have beaten

against the Polias during the past two months with such little

damage being done."

The above statement should provide plenty of food for thought
for those who will contemplate the probable fate of a steel ship

of even the best construction after running on to these rocks

at a speed of ten knots.

Owing to the depression in shipping the Polias has not been

salved. She will probably remain for many years in her exposed

position, bearing testimony to the strength and durability of

the seagoing concrete ship.

Striking confirmation of the remarks in the previous para-

graph comes to hand at the moment of going to press in tho

following paragraph (reprinted from The Times Trade Supplement

(Engineering Section, p. 173) of 22nd July 1922), which it has

been ascertained refers to the Polias :

A WRECKED CONCRETE SHIP

In February 1920 a concrete steamship, 250 feet long, struck a sub-

merged reef of rock off Port Clyde, U.S.A. Inspection of the vessel in

the following July is said to have revealed no damage except a hole in

the bottom, the concrete hull, decks, and bulwarks being in perfect
condition in spite of the heavy seas to which they had been subjected.
A second inspection in August 1921 disclosed little change in the state

of the vessel. Some of the timber upper works had been washed away,
but the hull appeared as solid as the rock on which it rested. According
to recent reports the hull is still intact after exposure to the sea for over

twenty-eight months. The chief of the salvage crew is reported to have
stated that a steel or timber vessel would not have survived for more
than three months in the same situation. The test is one showing very

clearly the high resistance of reinforced concrete to exceptionally severe

shocks and stresses.



CHAPTER VIII

COMPARISONS OF CONCRETE SHIPS WITH STEEL
SHIPS

First Cost Units of Material and Labour per Ton Examples of Costs

Speed Strength Running Expenses The Future of the Concrete Ship.

First Cost. It is very difficult to present reliable and useful

information on first cost. Current market prices do not give

any guidance, since, as is well known, during the present depres-

sion in shipping ships change hands at prices far below the first

costs. The majority of shipbuilders do not care to publish their

cost data
; or, if they do publish any of it, they do so in such

a form that it does not give a true idea of the cost of production.

Further, the war-time inflation of wage rates and costs of materials

introduces a disturbing element. Accordingly, the figures used

in the comparison below can be taken as only approximately
correct. But they are based on actual costs of completed

ships ;
the concrete ships were built by the author's firm, the

steel ships by a firm on the west coast of Norway. Only hulls

are taken into account in the comparison, since engines and

equipment are practically the same whether the hull be of concrete

or steel.

Concrete, Ships

Units ol Material and Labour per Ton. The materials used

are : Concrete of mixture 1 : 1-85 : 0-65
;

steel reinforcement of

mild, medium grade, round rods, and second quality pine or

spruce boards for centring :

One ton (2,240 Ib.) of concrete in the finished hull afloat requires :

f 1-9 barrels of Portland cement (at 3-8 cub. ft.).

Concrete-^
14 cub. ft. of sand.

{ 5 cub. ft. of gravel.

10 cub. ft. wood for centring.
96
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24 hours of carpenter work on centring.

,
14 concreting.Labour 5

.

10 ?> plastering nnish.

,, erecting scaffolding and launching.

100 per cent, of cost of labour should be added for

supervision and all other charges.

One ton (2,240 Ib.) of steel reinforcement in the finished hull

afloat requires :

2,240 Ib. of steel delivered in the yard.

116 hours of bending, cutting, and placing.

100 per cent, of actual cost of labour for charges.

Notes. Wood materials for the centring are assumed to be

used three times.

Average wages for masons and helpers should be figured for

plastering the cement finish. One cubic yard of concrete weighs
1-7 tons.

The cost of a concrete hull is found by adding the weights of

concrete and steel multiplied by their respective unit prices. It

is best to calculate separately the weight and cost of equipment.
The estimate can be summarized as follows :

Weight. Cost.

Concrete .....
Reinforcement ....
Engines and equipment

Deadweight ....
Displacement loaded in tons (at 2,240 Ib.) :

Steel Ships

The material used is steel of ordinary shipbuilding quality.

One ton (2,240 Ib.) steel in the finished hull afloat requires :

2,240 Ib. of steel delivered in the yard.

104 hours of shaping, erection, and riveting.

100 per cent, of actual cost of labour for charges.

Notes. The number of working hours per ton is an average
of actual figures from seven ships, varying in sizes from 1,600

tons to 8,000 tons deadweight built between 1900 and 1919.

The 100 per cent, addition to the actual cost of labour, for

7
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supervision (including foremen), overhead charges, tools, etc., is

also an average figure, which may vary considerably. Sometimes

this item is covered by adding a much lower percentage, namely
between 30 and 50 per cent., to the cost of labour plus materials

;

and this in the end gives practically the same figure.

The deadweight capacity is known, and it is useful to express

the weight of hull in terms of the deadweight. For concrete

ships the concrete and reinforcement should be figured separately.

In the preceding chapters it has been shown that the majority
of concrete ships have been constructed far too heavily. The

Askelad and Faith have practically the same ratio of weight of

hull to deadweight ;
but since the exact quantities of steel and

concrete are known only for the Askelad, data from her con-

struction are used in the present calculations.

Concrete Ships

For Askelad : 1,076 tons deadweight and 628-0 tons con-

crete give 0-583 ton (0-343 cub. yd.) concrete per ton deadweight ;

1,076 tons deadweight and 105-0 tons reinforcement give 0-0976

ton reinforcement per ton deadweight.

Steel Ships

The average gross weight of steel required in constructing the

hulls of seven ships, varying in size from 1,600 to 8,000 tons

deadweight, was found to be 36-5 per cent, of the deadweight.

On account of waste in cutting plates, punching rivet-holes, etc.,

this amount is reduced by about one-tenth in the finished hulls
;

but the gross quantity of steel should naturally be used as a

oasis in determining the cost of production. Therefore :

0-365 ton of steel is required per ton deadweight.

Examples of Costs. From the above data the costs of con-

structing hulls of concrete and steel can be readily estimated

for any prices of labour and materials. In Chapters II, III, and

IV are given the actual costs of some concrete ships, but these

are of no permanent interest
;

neither are war-time prices of

steel ships. Comparisons of practical value can only be made
when and where it is desired to build either concrete or steel

ships, and the costs must be based on the local prices of labour
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and materials. It is of course impossible to say what these

may be five or ten years hence, when shipbuilding perhaps again

becomes normal after the present depression, but the following

figures are assumed in order to give an example :

It is desired to build a cargo carrier of ordinary type, either of

concrete or steel. Deadweight capacity to be 2,000 tons.

Unit prices of materials and labour :

s. d.

Portland Cement, per barrel . . . 10

Sand and Gravel, per cub. ft. . . . 004
Second quality Pine and Spruce, per cub. ft. 020
Steel Reinforcing Rods per ton (2,240 Ib.) . 15

Steel Plates, Angles, etc., per ton (2,240 Ib.) 1600

Average wages for skilled tradesmen and their helpers :

s. d.

Carpenters per hour . . . . .016
Concrete workers per hour . . .013
Brick-masons (Plasterers) per hour . .020
General labour per hour . . . .010
Steel shipbuilders per hour . . .019

Concrete Hull

s. d.

Portland Cement, 1-9 barrels @ 10/- . . 19

Sand and Gravel, 19 cub. ft. @ 41 . . 064
Second quality lumber, 10 cub. ft. @ 2/- . 100
Carpenter work, 24 hours @ 1/6 . . 1 16

Concreting, 14 hours @ 1/3 . . . 17 6

Plastering, 10 hours @ 2/- . . .100
Scaffolding and launching, 18 hours @ I/- . 18

100 per cent, of cost of labour charges , 4116

One ton of Concrete . . .1184
s. d.

Steel reinforcement, 1 ton @15 . . 1500
Placing, bending, etc., 116' hours @ I/- . 5 16

100 per cent, of cost of labour for charges . 5 16

One ton of Steel Reinforcement , 26 12
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s. cl

0-583 ton of Concrete @ 11 8s. 4d. . . 6 13 1

0-0976 ton of Steel Reinforcement @ 26 12s. 2 12

Cost per ton deadweight . .951
2,000 tons deadweight @ 9 5s. Id., 18,508 6s. Sd.

Steel Hull

s. d.

Steel plates, angles, etc., 1 ton @ 16 . . 1600
Shaping, riveting, erection, etc., 104 hours

@ 1/9 . 920
100 per cent, of cost of labour for charges . 920

One ton of Shipbuilding Steel
,

. 34 4

0-365 ton Steel @ 34 4s 12 10

Cost per ton deadweight . . 12 10

2,000 tons deadweight @ 12 10s., 25,000.

From the above it is seen that, with the assumed prices of

materials and labour, the steel hull costs : 25,000-18,508 =

6,492 more than the concrete hull.

In other words : The hull of a steel ship is 35 per cent, more

expensive in first cost than that of a concrete ship of the same type

and deadweight capacity.

Speed. Several elements combine to form the total resistance

of a ship to motion through water
;
but by far the most important

element in the case of ordinary cargo carriers is the skin resistance,

which amounts to nearly 80 per cent, of the total resistance in

the case of a steel ship. Skin resistance is due to the friction of

the water against the sides and bottom. Obviously the smoother

the immersed surface the less the resistance. On steel ships the

projecting plate edges and rivet-heads contribute appreciably
to the skin resistance

;
Mr. G. S. Baker has shown in a paper to

the North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders

in 1915 that as compared with a smooth hull the additional

resistance due to plate edges and rivet-heads amounts to about

10 per cent. Accordingly, due to her smooth surface, a concrete

ship may be expected to show appreciably less resistance than

a steel ship of the same dimensions and form. And it is with
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this, as well as watertightness, in mind that the author recom-

mends the application of a cement mortar finish to the outer

surfaces of the hulls of concrete ships ;
with careful trowelling

the finished surfaces are very smooth and dense.

How far vibration, rolling, and pitching affect the speed of a

ship can probably not be accurately ascertained, except through
actual trials of full-size sister ships built of different materials.

But it is a fact, proved beyond doubt, that concrete ships have

easier movements and much smaller vibrations than similar

steel ships. In the author's opinion these advantages, which

are due to the greater stiffness and heavier sides of the hull,

account to a considerable extent for the good speeds generally

obtained by concrete ships.

Not long ago the author had an excellent opportunity of

observing the movements in the hull of a steel ship. It was in

the North Atlantic in November during a raging gale. The ship

was a large passenger steamer about six hundred feet long, and

practically empty as regards cargo 600 tons of matches was all

she carried but the bottom ballast tanks were filled. The
"
panting

"
of this ship was most remarkable, especially when

she was hit a hard blow in the fore-part of her bottom, while

riding on the crest of another wave. And it seems logical that

excessive resistance must be caused by such an undulating
surface passing through water

;
for instance, a pliable spear

vibrating through the air will not travel as far as one that is more

rigid. It should also be remembered that the vibration is two-

fold in steel ships driven by engines ;
as well as the temporary

deflections of the hull from external forces of the waves, there

is a perpetual vibration due to the engines.

That considerable deflections do take place in steel ships is

amply proved by shorn-off rivets, and in many other ways. It

is equally certain that they do not affect the concrete ship to any

appreciable extent, otherwise cracks would at once appear in

the surface of bottom and sides, even from deflections of fractions

of an inch. No such cracks have been seen on any of the concrete

ships built by the writer, which have now been in use for nearly
four years.

Concrete ships are, however, in the matter of speed subject

to one disadvantage, namely, increased displacement for given

deadweight. The increased displacement involves increased
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wetted surface, resulting in increased skin resistance. But this

disadvantage will be diminished as the weights of concrete hulls

are reduced.

Strength. In preceding chapters it has been shown that

concrete ships have been built having sufficient strength for

normal service, and even, as in the case of the Askelad, sufficient

strength for abnormal service.

Running Expenses. The principal elements which combine

to make up the total running expenses are : Interest on capital

invested
; Depreciation ;

Insurance
;

Bunkers and Stores
;

Crew's Wages and Provisions
; Handling of Cargo; Brokers'

Fees
;
Harbour and Dock Dues

; Upkeep and Repairs. It is

the sum of these charges on revenue and items of expenditure
which is of prime importance to the shipowner.

Several items of running expenses are the same for concrete

ships as for steel ships of the same deadweight, namely, Bunkers,

Stores, Crew's Wages, Provisions, Handling of Cargo, and

Brokers' Fees. Harbour Dues are slightly larger for concrete

ships, since they are based on register tonnage, which is larger

for concrete ships than for steel ships of the same deadweight
on account of increased dimensions. The charge made on

revenue to cover Interest on Capital invested is less for a concrete

ship than for a steel ship of the same deadweight ;
this item, of

course, depends entirely on first cost, or purchase price, and so

the reduced cost of construction of the concrete ship involves

an appreciable saving in running expenses.

The cost of Insurance ought to be rather less for concrete

ships, but, in fact, underwriters have, up till now, demanded

higher rates than for steel ships. The result is that some Nor-

wegian owners of concrete ships have discontinued insurance,

except for complete loss, as they have found it unnecessary to pay
exorbitant premiums to cover costs of repairs which often are

carried out by the crew in a few hours.

The greatest savings in the running expenses of concrete

ships are accomplished on the scores of Depreciation, Upkeep, and

Repairs. After four years of service there are no signs of attack

from sea-water, rust spots on the unpainted concrete surfaces,

nor other signs of depreciation on the ships built by the author's

firm. A barge with pile driver, now belonging to the Moss

Harbour Authorities, was docked for inspection on 20th June
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1921, after having been continuously in sea-water for four years
and four days. The surface, when cleaned of seaweeds, was

just as smooth and solid as it was four years ago. In no place

was the finish rubbed off or loose. The docking, cleaning, and

coating of the barge which up to then had received no painting

with coal tar was done at the trifling cost of about 9. This

little ship furnished proof of an interesting fact, namely, that

outside cement finish can be applied a considerable time after

the concrete has hardened, and yet will adhere perfectly. The
hull was concreted on 23rd April 1917 and the following few

days. The sides were plastered with cement finish between 4th

and 9th May, and the under side of bottom between 15th and

19th May 1917.

The matter of repairs has been treated at some length in

Chapter VII.

Actual figures for comparing the running expenses of concrete

and steel ships under exactly the same conditions have not so

far been available. One reason for this is the annual survey
demanded by the classification societies or by the Director of

Shipping. Another reason is the already mentioned attitude of

the underwriters, who unnecessarily increase the insurance

premiums. The principal concrete shipowner in Norway, Mr.

Thygo Sorensen, of Christiania, expressed his opinion to the

author substantially as follows :

" There is no doubt that concrete ships are cheaper to run,

out up to the present considerable extra expense has been

incurred by the annual survey (for steel ships only every four

years), and by the fact that even the inner ceiling must be

removed for inspection. Outside inspection of the hull ought
to be sufficient, as long as it seems to be perfectly sound."

This is a reasonable attitude, and it will probably be only a

matter of time before concrete ships are surveyed no more fre-

quently than steel ships. Many cases of minor damage have

occurred, where the concrete surface has suffered abrasion from

collisions with docks, etc., but as regards seagoing ships such

damage could nearly always have been avoided with more care.

In a letter to the designers, Messrs. Leopold Walford, Ltd.,

London, express their opinion on the upkeep expenses of the

S.S. Armistice (see Chapter XIII), estimating these to average

about one-fifth of those for a steel ship working under the same
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conditions. They base their views on figures noted for three

typical steel ships, which respectively compare to the Armistice

as 2 J to 1, 3 to 1, and 10 to 1. Their experience covers 1 J years

of service.

The Future of the Concrete Ship. There are no technical

difficulties to prevent the building of concrete ships of much

greater size than have already been built. The author believes,

however, that with the present materials of construction the

future of the concrete ship lies in sizes from about 2,000 tons to

6,000 tons deadweight. For short voyages between harbours of

limited depth the smaller sizes are required, and for oversea

cargo service the larger sizes should probably be economical.

The construction of concrete ships of larger sizes than 6,000 tons

requires relatively more steel reinforcement in the hull and more

equipment in the builder's yard, as the centring is heavier to

handle
;

it is doubtful whether the cost per ton deadweight
would be lower.

When a really satisfactory light-weight concrete is invented,

with better elastic properties than at present, it will involve a

great improvement and radically change the interior details of

the hull. All frames will probably be eliminated
;

in other

words, the steel reinforcement will be embedded in a thick slab,

where it will act as frames spaced very close together, and so

will be very effective. The weight of reinforcement will be

reduced for three reasons :

On account of the thick concrete sides absorbing more of the

shearing strains, without the aid of reinforcement.

Because the steel near the inner and outer faces can be better

utilized in a thick slab, having greater
"
effective depth."

Because with a concrete able to stretch slightly more than

the present material, high carbon steel of much greater strength

can be employed as reinforcement to full advantage. Such

steel cannot be used in the construction of steel ships, where

the material is exposed to twisting and bending as well as tension

and compression ;
but as reinforcement it can be used safely.

The exterior form of the ship should be maintained exactly

as desired by the naval architect, but the elimination of interior

frames would improve facilities for loading cargo. The cubic

capacity for
" bale

"
goods would be increased considerably

because the massive slab would not be nearly as deep as the
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present frames, and the saving on inside centring and work in

placing the reinforcement is obvious. Such construction of sides

would permit greater deflections, so reducing greatly the risk of

injury from local blows, and the thickness would prevent minor

damage from penetrating.

The author firmly believes that this improvement in concrete

will come, and that it will play a very important part in the ship-

building of the future. He does not dream of a concrete with an

elasticity of steel or wood, nor does he expect the material to

possess great tensile strength the steel reinforcement supplies

that
;

but he does believe that a concrete will be developed
which will stretch rather more than the present material. The

new concrete will stretch sufficiently to prevent cracks forming
around a reinforcement of high carbon steel worked to perhaps

thirty per cent, higher tensile stress than is used now. The

author anticipates also that this concrete will be between one-

half and two-thirds of the weight of the present material. In

conclusion the author may sum up his views as follows :

" With the present materials, seagoing concrete ships have

been built cheaper than steel ships. They are seaworthy and

strong, with low upkeep expenses and no higher fuel consumption
than steel ships of the same deadweight. On account of their

larger cubic capacity and better insulating qualities against

temperature changes, they are especially suited for cargoes like

lumber, coke, ice, fruit, etc."

Up to now seagoing concrete ships or rather the builders

of such ships have hardly had a fair chance to develop the

new construction, on account of war conditions and the following

depression with over-production of steel and wood tonnage.
It is not true that the seagoing concrete ship was a " war-pro-
duct "

or poor substitute doomed to sink into oblivion. It

would have arrived regardless of the war, and shows even in

its present crude state of development some advantages over

steel ships, and a decided superiority over seagoing, engine-

driven, ships of wood. Some years from now, when the excess

of war-tonnage has been absorbed and when demand for tonnage

begins to overtake the supply, the next chapter of concrete ship-

building will commence. It will call for special reinforcement

for concrete ships, manufactured to save field work, a lighter

concrete, greater refinements of construction, especially of the
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centring and placing of the concrete. The classification societies

will have collected experience from the concrete ships in use,

and will no doubt be less exacting in their demands
;
and the

result will be a type of ship built with one-third the amount of

steel used in a steel ship, and that material thoroughly and

permanently protected against corrosion.
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SHIPBUILDING CONCRETE
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Introductory. Concrete is probably the most commonly used

material in modern constructional work. Not only are founda-

tions and underground work almost exclusively built of this

material, but superstructures such as buildings, bridges, dock

walls, etc., are built of it to an extent that could not have been

conceived fifty years ago. This vast development was made

possible by two inventions the manufacture of artificial Portland

cement, and the reinforcing of concrete by steel.

The concrete of former days did not possess the strength or

reliability of the present reinforced material, and could not be

used to build an ordinary flat roof or floor. It was employed

only as a mortar or for vault and arch construction like stone or

brick work. The difference between the poorest grade of iron

known to our ancestors and the shipbuilding steel of to-day is

no greater than that between the concrete of fifty years ago and

that used for the building of concrete ships. But there is still

ample room for improvement in concrete whether for land or

ship work.

Concrete for land work and concrete for ship work differ

materially. Concrete for land work should be :

of strength and mixture as specified or as required by
local building regulations.

composed of durable, clean materials,

as cheap as possible, while of the specified quality.
107
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Concrete for ship work should be :

of maximum strength and elasticity,

of maximum watertightness.
of minimum weight, subject to the strength being

sufficient.

In this case the cost is of minor importance.

The fact that the cost is of minor importance in concrete

for ship work may seem to be surprising. But it is explained by
the other fact that the total cost of all the concrete materials in

the hull of a seagoing concrete ship amounts only to about five

per cent, of the total cost of the ship complete ;
of this five

per cent, the Portland cement makes up about three per cent.

and the aggregate about two per cent. For lighters, in which

there is no machinery and little deck equipment and fittings,

the cost of the concrete materials amounts to about 10 per cent,

of the total.

Concrete consists of the following materials :

Portland cement.

Water.

Fine aggregate (sand).

Coarse aggregate (gravel or broken stone).

Of these elements the cement and water are active, and the

others inactive. It is obvious that the cement is of great influence

in determining the quality of concrete
;

but it is only recently

that investigations have shown that the amount of water is also

a matter of vital importance.

Portland Cement. It is known from structures still in exist-

ence that various kinds of cement were used even in ancient

times. The cements used were, however, different from the

Portland cement used to-day ; they were entirely of natural

origin, whereas the present-day article is a factory product.

Natural cements are still available, but they are rarely used

since they are of erratic quality and are inferior in strength to

the manufactured article.

Early in the nineteenth century the Frenchman Vicat tried

to produce an hydraulic cement by burning a mixture of limestone

and clay at a high temperature, but without satisfactory results.

At about the same time the Englishman Joseph Aspdin worked
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on the same lines and finally succeeded. Aspdin took out

patents on his method, and called the product Portland Cement

because in colour and hardness it resembled the building stone

obtained from Portland. Owing to lack of chemical knowledge
the early material was uncertain in quality and so was not much
used. The accidental discovery that waste products from the

burning when ground to a fine powder made a better cement

was the foundation of the present methods of manufacture.

And practical experience, together with extensive chemical

investigation, has made Portland Cement a reliable material of

exact chemical proportions whose properties need never be

doubted if it is obtained from a reputable manufacturer.

Portland Cement is a finely pulverized mixture of burnt clay

and limestone, having approximately the following analysis :

Silica. Alumina. Iron Oxide. Calcium Oxide. Magnesia.

Si02 A12 3 Fe2 3 CaO MgO
19-25% 5-9% 2-4% 60-64% 1-2-5%

The raw materials are obtained from many sources, but they
are always proportioned in such a manner that the chemical

analysis of the finished product agrees closely with the figures

above.

The development in the use of Portland Cement can be

roughly appreciated from figures of production. In the United

States the annual production was 990,000 barrels in 1895, and

about 94 million barrels in 1917, practically a hundredfold

increase in 22 years. In Germany 29 factories produced in

1877 2,200,000 barrels
;

in 1907 the production was 26,750,000

barrels from 87 factories
;
and at the outbreak of the war the

annual output was approximately 50 million barrels.

Setting and Hardening. According to latest investigations

during and after manufacture, Portland Cement contains three

principal compounds which harden by hydration :

Tri-calcium silicate (3CaO . Si02).

Di-calcium silicate (2CaO . Si02).

Tri-calcium aluminate (3CaO . A12 3).

Of these tri-calcium silicate seems to have the greatest

cementing quality. It is the last constituent completed during
manufacture and is formed by combination of calcium oxide
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(CaO) with 2CaO . Si02 . Some free CaO is also present in amounts

depending on the burning process. The iron oxide, magnesia,

alkalies, etc., have little effect on the three principal cementing

compounds, but are added to bring about a combination of CaO
with alumina (A12 3 )

and silica (Si02 ) during manufacture.

Hardening takes place in the following order :

Tri-calcium aluminate (3CaO . A12 3 ) ;
Tri-calcium silicate

(3CaO . Si02) ;
Di-calcium silicate (2CaO . Si02).

When water is added to Portland Cement these compounds
are first of amorphous and later both crystalline and amorphous
character, acting much like ordinary glue. The hardening
continues under water, as the minerals are nearly insoluble.

The initial set of Portland Cement is no doubt due to hydration
of tri-calcium aluminate.

Specification. All ordinary requirements and tests have

been standardized in detail and are practically identical in

countries where Portland Cement is manufactured. In general
the consumer will find it most practical to send samples for

testing to laboratories which specialize in this work. A descrip-

tion of such tests can readily be obtained from any testing

laboratory or from any handbook on ordinary concrete con-

struction. Briefly the following requirements must be fulfilled :

(1) Definition. Portland Cement is the product obtained by
finely pulverizing clinker produced by calcining to incipient

fusion an intimate and properly proportioned mixture of argil-

laceous and calcareous materials, with no additions subsequent
to calcination excepting water and calcined or uncalcined gypsum.

I. Chemical Properties

(2) Chemical Limits. The following limits should not be

exceeded :

Per cent.

Loss on ignition . . . . . 4-00

Insoluble residue ..... 085

Sulphuric anhydride (S03) . . . 2-00

Magnesia (MgO) 5-00

II. Physical Properties

(3) Specific Gravity. The specific gravity of cement shall

not be less than 3-10 (3-07 for white Portland Cement). Should
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the test of cement as received fall below this requirement a second

test may be made upon an ignited sample. The specific gravity

test will not be made unless ordered.

(4) Fineness. The residue on a standard No. 200 l sieve

shall not exceed 22% by weight.

(5) Soundness. A pat of neat cement shall remain firm and

hard, and show no signs of distortion, cracking, checking, or

disintegration in the steam test for soundness.

(6) Time of Setting. The cement shall not develop initial

set in less than 45 minutes when the Vicat needle is used or

60 minutes when the Gillmore needle is used. Final set shall

be attained within 10 hours.

(7) Tensile Strength. The average tensile strength in pounds

per square inch of not less than three standard mortar briquettes

composed of 1 part cement and 3 parts standard sand, by weight,

shall be equal to or higher than the following :

Age at Test, Storage of Tensile Strength,

days. Briquettes. Ib. per sq. in.

7 1 day in moist air, 200

6 days in water

28 1 day in moist air, 300

27 days in water

(8) The average tensile strength of standard mortar at 28

days shall be higher than the strength at 7 days.

The above example is extracted from Standard Specifications

and Tests for Portland Cement worked out by a special Committee

representing the U.S. Government, American Society of Civil

Engineers, and American Society for Testing Materials in 1916.

Storage. The best Portland Cement may be destroyed before

use by being stored in a wrong manner. The storage house

must be absolutely weatherproof with floor at least 2 feet above

ground level and free air circulation under the floor. Instead

of windows there should be covered openings for ventilation and
the cement must be placed at least 8 inches away from external

walls and the floor. It should be stored so that inspection and

samples can be readily taken from each shipment, which is kept

separate until approved.

Cement in bags piled on top of each other frequently tends

1 i.e. 200 wires per inch.
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to harden from the pressure (" warehouse set "). This does no
harm and is broken up by tossing the bags about, as the hardening
is not due to any chemical action in the cement.

A moderate amount of seasoning improves Portland Cement,
which sometimes contains a little free lime, which causes expansion

during hardening. By seasoning this is first slaked and then

changed to calcium carbonate, which does not swell when

hydrated.

Water. It is generally advisable to use fresh water when

making concrete. But sea-water can be used in rich mixtures,

such as shipbuilding concrete ; the results of extensive tests

do not indicate any detrimental effects from the use of sea-water

with such mixtures.

The water should be of ordinary clean, drinking quality ;

free from impurities such as oils, acids, alkalies, or vegetable

matter. Acids or alkalies are easily detected by litmus paper,

oils are detected by iridescent surface films, and vegetable matter

and other impurities either float in, or give a bad taste to, the

water. If in any doubt, chemical analysis and tests should be

made to decide the effect of the water on the strength and

hardening of the cement.

Water reacts chemically with Portland Cement and forms a

binding composition of amorphous and crystalline character,

which unites the grains of fine and coarse aggregate in the con-

crete. It also carries the cement particles over all surfaces of

the aggregate and promotes close adhesion by filling with the

cementing substance all minute irregularities between the

aggregate filler. Further, a certain amount of water is required

to lubricate the concrete mass in order to reduce friction between

the particles and allow the concrete to be properly placed in the

forms.

The binding strength of cement depends upon the interlacing

of crystals, and crystallization, as is well known, will only take

place from a saturated or supersaturated solution. If insufficient

water is supplied the chemical reaction will, naturally, stop

before it is completed. Too much water is also bad, because it

dilutes the cementing compound and reduces the strength of

the binding substance, even if this afterwards is partly recovered

when the water evaporates. Further, small air bubbles are often

enclosed by superfluous water and adhere to the surfaces of the
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aggregate, sometimes even to the extent of displacing the finest

aggregate ;
this defect frequently occurs also as the result of

excessive mixing. The various elements in concrete, cement,

water, fine aggregate, and coarse aggregate, all occupy definite

amounts of space. If the concrete is placed in watertight forms

all the materials remain in the mass
;
whereas if the forms are

not watertight some of the water will escape, either before or

after the concrete has hardened. But when the forms are removed

any water remaining uncombined can escape, either by evapora-

tion, gravity, or capillary action
;
and the escape of uncombined

water leaves spaces in the concrete. Hence an excess of water

reduces the strength of concrete ;
it also reduces the durability,

for porous concrete is subject to penetration by water or other

liquids of chemical action which may freeze with a bursting

effect, so causing deterioration.

A result of excess water is frequently evident in cases where

concreting has been stopped for a day. A chalky substance

laitance gathers on the surface of the material last poured ;

this is composed of light particles of inactive cement which have

floated to the top and remain there as a creamy substance,

possessing no strength, and so detrimental to the attainment of

a good joint.

The strongest and most waterproof concrete is secured by

thorough mixing with the addition of the minimum amount of

water for complete hydration of the cement. The amount of

water should be determined by means of actual tests such as are

described below. The water should be added gradually, and

the cement and aggregate should be mixed dry before any water

is added. The results of some tests showing the effects of varying
amounts of water are given in Table C on p. 126.

Aggregate. The inactive elements of concrete, sand, gravel,
crushed stone, etc., all classed as aggregate, make up about

80 per cent, of the total volume. And the quality of this
' '

filling
' '

material is just as important as that of the active, or binding,

ingredients.

There is no definite distinction between sand and small

gravel. It is customary, however, to consider all particles of

gravel, crushed stone, or other material less than J inch diameter

to be fine aggregate, and to classify as sand all mineral particles
between two millimetres and 0-5 millimetre diameter. All

8
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particles larger than J inch diameter are termed coarse aggregate.

In concrete for land work the coarse aggregate is generally from

f inch to 1J inch diameter
;
but in concrete for shipbuilding

purposes the coarse aggregate should not exceed \ inch diameter.

The essential qualities of an aggregate for shipbuilding con-

crete are : maximum density, hardness, durability, light weight,

and insolubility in water. These qualities are possessed in varying

degree by materials belonging to the following main groups ;

and aggregates in common use generally belong to one or other

of these :

Igneous Rocks, such as, for example, Granite, formed by the

consolidation of molten matter. Granite is composed almost

entirely of minerals, quartz, orthoclase, and mica or hornblende,

without any cementing substance. It is exceedingly hard and

dense ; and it has the strength and durability of a first-class

aggregate, but is rather lacking in toughness. Trap Bock, or

Diabase, is another volcanic rock of high compressive strength,

and it adheres well to cement. It is an excellent aggregate

except when it contains much iron in low oxides, for these expand

by absorption of oxygen and may rupture the concrete.

Sedimentary Rocks, such as, for example, Sandstone. Sand-

stone is in structure a natural concrete, depending for its character

upon the different aggregates present, which may be quartz,

felspar, hornblende, chlorite, magnetite, etc., cemented together

by oxides of iron and carbonates of lime or clay ;
the strength

and hardness depend on the quality of the cementing substance.

Sandstones are not, in general, suitable aggregates for ship-

building concrete since they lack strength and durability. Lime-

stone, carbonate of lime deposited under water and subsequently

hardened, is another example of a sedimentary rock. Some types

are chemical products, others are formed from shells of small

animals or hardened tissues of plants. Limestone rarely con-

sists of pure carbonate of lime and is found in many colours,

white, yellow, blue, green, etc., frequently containing some

magnesia. It is generally considered to be a suitable aggregate

for land construction ; but when it is crushed to a small size,

as for shipbuilding concrete, it ruptures in a flaky manner, and

so it should be thoroughly tested with varying mixtures.

Metamorphic Rocks (Conglomerates). These geological forma-

tions may contain rocks of varying origins, and their qualities
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must be thoroughly investigated by chemical analysis and practical

tests. Gravel is natural rock broken away from parent ledges
and worn round by rolling in rivers

;
it possesses, therefore, the

same qualities as the parent rock, and if of good mineral quality
is a very satisfactory aggregate for shipbuilding concrete. The
surface is generally rough and well suited for the adhesion of

cement.

Artificial Aggregates, such as Crushed Bricks, Cinders, Blast-

furnace Slag, and similar materials are used in cases where

strength and watertightness are not of importance.

Impurities in Aggregate. Silt, which consists of particles

between 0-5 millimetre and 0-005 millimetre in diameter, and

Clay, which consists of particles less than 0-005 millimetre in

diameter, are both as a rule harmful, although a small amount

(about five per cent.) of finely pulverized, perfectly clean, clay

improves the watertightness of the less rich concretes
;
but this

is a risky method of trying to obtain watertightness, for the clay
has a tendency to form lumps which obviously cause weak spots.

Clay should not be used in any form in shipbuilding concrete.

Mica is very harmful in high-grade concrete. It has hardly

any strength ;
and the surface is not made moist by water, so

that the cementing compound does not adhere and the mica is

merely loosely embedded in the concrete mass.

Iron Pyrites (Fe2S), a bright yellow substance, is a common
impurity in stone. In contact with water it forms sulphuric

acid, which attacks cement with disastrous results. In coarse

aggregate, however, it is not so harmful as in fine aggregate,
where it is more active in forming acids, and where its presence
should be carefully prevented.

'Stone Dust (crushed stone screenings) has practically the same
effect as Silt or Clay. It is never of value in high-grade concrete

such as is used in shipbuilding, and should be removed from the

aggregate by careful washing.

Organic impurities are all harmful. The most common

organic impurity is Loam, which not only prevents cement from

adhering to mineral grains of sand but seems to have also a

chemical action which is at present under investigation. Tannic

Acid, Colloidal Sewage, Manure, Sugar, Tobacco Juice (Spit),

etc., are examples of organic impurities having very injurious

effects on concrete. Other impurities, too minute to be seen,
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must be detected by chemical analysis, or by practical tests

where a lack of strength is difficult otherwise to explain.

Most organic impurities can be removed by careful washing.

Hence the first condition for a satisfactory aggregate is that it

shall be perfectly clean.

Sand. All fine aggregates come from rocks which have

disintegrated. Sand is the natural deposit of such material,

carried for thousands of years by rivers towards the sea. Changes
which have taken place during the vast periods of time and

travel are partly physical and partly chemical. The physical

effects have not changed the character of the particles from that

of the parent rock, which is merely broken up and reduced in

size. For instance, a quartz sand contains silicates of exactly

the same type as the parent rock; it is probably the best sand

for all concrete work.

Chemical changes of the fine aggregate which have taken

place during thousands of years are quite different from the

physical changes. The particles decompose, losing their original

character, and enter into new compositions ; examples of such

change are clay and silt. As a rule chemical changes are harmful.

The composition and character of the original rocks are of

great importance. For instance, a fine aggregate obtained from

sandstone consisting of quartz grains cemented together with

calcium carbonate or clay is not suitable for shipbuilding con-

crete. It is often white and very pleasing to the eye, but the

cementing clay absorbs water during the mixing of the concrete

and forms a soft putty, which separates the sand particles and

prevents contact with the Portland Cement, so reducing the

strength of the concrete. Calcium carbonate may be detected

by muriatic acid, which will effervesce if calcium carbonate is

present.

Sand originating from limestone formed by the fossilizing of

minute prehistoric shells is not suitable as a fine aggregate,

since it is easily decomposed and contains tiny voids.

Sea sand is generally satisfactory, but it should be taken

from the bottom, not from the beach where the grains are polished

and smooth from being rubbed together by the waves instead of

having the rough irregular surface which enables the cement

particles to adhere intimately. Further, beach sand contains

more organic matter than sand from the bottom or from above
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the beach. Saline deposits do not seem to be harmful in rich

concretes.

The sand grains should be of varying sizes. Standard testing

sand used in laboratories passes through a No. 20 sieve and

remains on a No. 30 sieve ;
the grains are therefore of uniform

size, and so the sand has a large amount of voids. Mortars made
with such sand are not strong ;

but most regulations for concrete

construction accept a strength equal to that from tests with

standard sand. For shipbuilding concrete, however, such a

strength is not sufficient, and the very best quality of sand is

required for mortar and concrete. As pointed out above, the

cost is of less importance than in land construction, and the

material may accordingly be washed and screened in a more

thorough manner.

The customary manner of specifying fine aggregate, or sand,

for land construction is merely to state that the material should

be
"
sharp, clean, and coarse." Individual opinions may differ

considerably as regards these qualities, and the specification is

not sufficiently exact for the high-class aggregate required for

shipbuilding concrete. For shipbuilding concrete the fine

aggregate must have :

Cleanness, determined by careful washing, by chemical tests,

or by both methods together. Sand containing more than one

per cent, of mica should be prohibited. ,

Coarseness, determined by granulometric screening.

Strength, determined by actual compression tests with mortars

and concretes at 7 days and 28 days with different mixtures.

Light-weight Aggregate. Extensive experiments were carried

out by the Concrete Ship Section of the U.S. Shipping Board in

order to develop an artificial aggregate of light weight. Experi-
ments towards the same end ha^e been carried out also by the

author.

The author burned clay in a limekiln under various conditions

of moisture and temperature and succeeded in obtaining an

aggregate which floats in water owing to the air-cells blown in

the material. The strength was not, however, comparable to

that of first-class gravel, and much of the advantage as regards

lightness was lost when the material was crushed down to the

sizes required in shipbuilding concrete
; many of the air-cells

were broken up and so the unit weight increased. Particulars
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of the U.S. Shipping Board material can be obtained in Engineering

News-Record, vol. Ixxxii, No. 17, p. 802.

Concrete made with any of the light-weight aggregates which

have sufficient strength to be considered for shipbuilding pur-

poses weighs about 100-110 Ib. per cubic foot, that is, about

75 per cent, of the weight of gravel concrete. But when it is

borne in mind that the reduced strength of the light-weight

concrete involves the use of more concrete in the ship in order

to attain a desired standard of strength, it is obvious that the

saving in weight of hull is not so great relatively as the saving
in weight per cubic foot.

Light-weight aggregate is harsh and unpleasant to work,

and readily forms pockets in the concrete on account of the

porous, sharp surfaces grinding against each other, thereby

causing excessive friction between the pieces of aggregate and

reinforcement. This fact accounts for the easy shattering of

the shell from an external blow recorded with reference to the

S.S. Cape Fear in the last report (21st January 1921) of the
"
Special Committee on Concrete Ships and Barges

"
to the

American Concrete Institute. In none of the collisions, ground-

ings, etc., of concrete ships built by the author's firm, in which

gravel concrete was used, has damage in the form of cracks or

shattering of surrounding concrete extended appreciably beyond
the local wound

;
the crushing has always been clearly defined

and limited.

The author does not agree with the frequent assertions that

the light-weight aggregate is waterproof because each air-cell is

closed off from its neighbours ; simple experiments for example,

floating a few pieces of the aggregate in water show that after

a few weeks, at most, the pieces lose buoyancy and finally sink.

It is believed that Lloyd's Register have not so far been satisfied

with the waterproof qualities of the light-weight aggregate.

Of course, mixing with Portland Cement, which fills up the pores,

greatly adds to the watertightness. When, further, special

coatings and paints are applied to the concrete surface a ship

built with light-weight aggregate can probably be made perfectly

watertight.

Proportions of Mixture. Scientists and engineers are at

present trying to determine general rules for securing the best

possible grade of concrete. But from the nature of the problem
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it is not probable that definite rules will cover all cases, since

finished concrete depends for its quality not only on the correct

proportions of the ingredients, but on the mixing, placing in the

forms, and conditions during the setting and hardening.

The following considerations should be borne in mind when

deciding the proportions for shipbuilding concrete :

1. The compressive strength after 28 days of age should not

be less than 4,000 Ib. per sq. inch.

2. The watertightness should be perfect for pressures due to

at least the full depth of the ship in which the concrete is to be

used.

3. The mixture should be plastic and easily worked around

the steel reinforcement in the forms without too much water

being used.

If the first condition is fulfilled the shearing strength, abrasive

quality, and adhesion to the steel will generally also be satisfactory.

If the second condition is fulfilled the density of the concrete

will generally be satisfactory, thereby assuring durability pro-

vided the aggregate is of the highest class.

If the third condition is carefully maintained, the result will

be an all-round good quality of concrete. The bad effects of too

much water have already been explained. On the other hand
;

the mixture must not be so dry that there is insufficient water

for the chemical reaction or that the concrete clogs between

the reinforcing rods and leaves hollow spaces. The amount of

water should not always be constant, but should vary according

to the temperature, speed of concreting, and position in which

the concrete is to be placed. In bottom and deck the concrete

is readily worked around the reinforcement even if the mixture

is fairly dry. In the ship's sides this is not possible, nor in

bulkheads, narrow beams or stanchions, and so in these places

the concrete must be relatively moist.

The author has found from practical experience gained during

four years by the construction of about 30 concrete ships that

the proportions of the mixture should be about

1 part Portland Cement,

2-J- parts Aggregate.

The mixture found to be most satisfactory with the brand
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of Portland Cement and the local aggregates used in the ships

built Ijy the author's firm was

1 part Portland Cement,
1-85 parts Sand,

0-65 part Gravel.

It may be mentioned that in the Namsenfjord the mixture

used in the deck and bottom was

1 part Portland Cement,
1-4 parts Sand,

2-6 parts Gravel.

The mixture used in the sides was

1 part Portland Cement,
1-5 parts Sand,

1-5 parts Gravel.

The difference between the proportions used in the Namsen-

fjord and those used latterly is the result of experience. Gravel

is difficult to work around steel reinforcement in confined spaces,

and it cannot be mixed in mortar which is plastered on, for the

gravel jumps out when the mortar is thrown on to the metal

mesh. Apart from these considerations, a large amount of

gravel in the mixture not only tends to cheaper concrete but

also to stronger concrete. Compare, for example, the following

results from tests made by the author :

Mixture. Age. Compressive Strength.

1:2 . .3 months 4,270 Ib. per sq. inch

l:2i . . 3,840

l:lj:2i . 4,520

l:lf:2| . 4,880

Since cement is the most expensive ingredient of concrete it

is obvious that the last mixture, containing 1 part cement to

4 parts aggregate, is cheaper, besides being stronger, than the

first mixture, containing 1 part cement to 2 parts aggregate.

But for shipbuilding concrete compression tests made in a labora-

tory do not always indicate the most satisfactory proportions,

because watertightness and easy-working quality are of greater

importance in relation to compressive strength than in the case

of concrete for land construction.
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In the ships built for the U.S. Shipping Board the mixture

used was generally

1 part Portland Cement,

0-67 part Sand,

1-33 parts Gravel.

As a general rule the mixture should not be made richer than

1 part cement : 2 parts aggregate, because expansion, contraction,

and Modulus of Elasticity increase with the proportion of cement.

On the other hand, the mixture should not be leaner than 1 part

cement : 3 parts aggregate, because watertightness then becomes

uncertain
;
the ship may not actually leak, but water will pene-

trate into the concrete and cause corrosion of the reinforcement.

The following table gives average values of the compressive

strengths of various mixtures, as determined from tests carried

out by the author :

TABLE A. AVERAGE COMPRESSION VALUES OF VARIOUS MIXTURES

Proportions
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class and have been examined or tested as previously described,

the following simple field tests to determine the amount of voids

in the aggregates and the density of the concrete are very useful

as indicating the mixtures likely to give the best results in actual

compression tests
; they are carried out by means of an accurate

pair of scales and a large graduated measuring glass.

The percentage of voids in the aggregate can be determined by
two methods :

1. By finding the amount of water required to fill all the

voids in a certain volume of the aggregate.

2. By determining the specific gravity of solid pieces of the

aggregate, then weighing a given volume of the aggregate, and

finally calculating the percentage of voids.

By the first method voids in, for example, sand are found

by filling the measuring glass with, say, 100 measures of dry
sand. Pour this out and fill the glass up to, say, 60 measures

with water. Into this sprinkle slowly the same 100 measures

of dry sand. These will now be found to fill the glass only to,

say, 94 measures, having shrunk six per cent.
;

while the water

will reach to, say, 121 measures, of which 121 94 =21 measures

will be above the sand, and 60 27 = 33 measures will be

filling the voids in 94 measures of wet sand. Then the voids in

33
the wet sand amount to = 0-351 = 35-1 per cent, of the wet

mass. If the sand is poured into the water hastily air is carried

in with it, the voids will not be filled, and the result will be

misleading.

If the second method be adopted the specific gravity of a

solid piece of aggregate must first be determined, either by

dropping the aggregate into a given volume of water (noting the

increase in volume of the liquid), or by suspending a piece of

aggregate by thread from the scales and noting the weight in

air and weight when hanging in water. In such tests it is

desirable to use metric measures of volume and weight, as sim-

plifying the arithmetic since 1-0 cub. cm. of water weighs 1-0

gram. For example, 670 cub. cm. of quartz weigh 1,775-5

1775*5
gram. Therefore = 2-65 is the specific gravity of quartz.

If now, say, 450 cub. cm. of sand weigh 793 gram and the same

volume of solid quartz weighs 450 X 2-65 = 1,192 gram, the
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sand is
793 = 0-665 solid, or contains : 1-000 0-665 = 0-335
1192

= 33-5 per cent, of voids.

The specific gravity of sand is practically constant at a value

of 2-65.

The specific gravity of gravel is also practically uniform ; an

average value is 2-66.

For different kinds of stone the specific gravity varies from

2-4 for Sandstone to 2-6 for Trap Rock. The percentage of voids

in dry sand ranges from 28 in coarse, well-graded material to

45 in uniform screened sand
;

in coarse aggregate it varies from

25 to 55 per cent. Natural sand contains 2 to 4 per cent, of

moisture by weight. It increases in volume to a maximum at

about 7 per cent, of moisture, because the water surrounds the

particles and separates individual grains.

The following values are based on a specific gravity of 2-65.

TABLE B. PERCENTAGES OF VOIDS IN SAND AND GRAVEL CORRE-
SPONDING TO DIFFERENT WEIGHTS PER CUBIC FOOT

Percentages
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than aggregate with angular particles, and the largest percentage
occurs when all grains are of the same size. The minimum
amount of voids is obtained in a material so graded that each

size of particle fills the voids between the other particles.

The density of concrete can be investigated by means of a

simple field test preliminary to laboratory tests of strength,

which must be carried out later.

Definite quantities of cement, fine and coarse aggregate are

weighed in proportions corresponding approximately to the

mixture it is proposed to use. The materials are mixed together

with a certain amount of water, also weighed, and after obtaining

a concrete of proper consistency, it is poured into a large measur-

ing glass, which is gently tapped on the sides a certain number

of times and the volume of concrete is noted after a certain

time, for instance three minutes. This concrete is then thrown

away and a new batch made with exactly the same total weight

of materials, but slightly altered proportions of fine and coarse

aggregate and water. After mixing and filling the concrete into

the measuring glass in exactly the same manner as before the

volume is noted, and if smaller than that of the first batch it

proves that the mixture has greater density.

By such preliminary investigations an indication is obtained

of the proportions likely to be most satisfactory.

Mixing. Shipbuilding concrete should always be machine-

mixed in a batch mixer, of which there are many well-known

types on the market. The capacity is generally J, }, or 1 cub.

yard, and the mixer should be driven at the speed recommended

by the manufacturer. The concrete should remain in the mixer

at least 1J to 2 minutes ; an average time of 3 minutes for each

batch was adopted for the ships built by the author's firm.

Before the materials are put into the mixer they are carefully

measured (by volume) and proportioned to suit a practical

measure of cement, for example 2 bags or 1 barrel in each batch.

The fine and coarse aggregates are stored in separate bins and

measured in hoppers, steel-lined or of steel, and made carefully

true to form so that the quantity of material can be closely

gauged. In this way it is unnecessary to measure the cement

except by checking once in a while the weight of cement bags

(or barrels). Water is supplied from a barrel or tank provided
with a gauge glass and a large outlet cock to permit a rapid
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supply to the mixer. In cold weather the water must be heated

by steam coils in the barrel, even to the boiling-point if necessary

and sufficient steam is available. In cold weather it is also well

to heat the aggregates by steam coils in the storage bins or by

any other method.

The details of a mixing plant depend on the facilities of the

shipbuilder and should be planned accordingly. At least two

mixers should be installed, in case of a break-down. An inspector,

preferably an engineer realizing his full responsibility, should

always be present at the mixing plant when concreting. He
sees that the materials are clean, of quality as specified, and

proportioned correctly t;
and he must assure himself that the

mixer is clean before work commences, that the water-cock and

other valves supplying materials are tight-fitting so that no

leak occurs by which extra material is added or lost in the

mixer. The amount of cement is controlled by counting empty

bags and checking up the number in relation to the number of

batches. One man controls the supply of materials and one

runs the mixer. The latter is responsible for the time consumed

and proper mixing of each batch. If a stop occurs in the con-

creting operation a batch should not be mixed longer than

30 minutes, and in such a case the mixer should be run very

slowly.

Tests have shown that even mixing for three to four hours

has not materially reduced the tensile strength of mortar, but

the results are so erratic that no certain conclusions can be made,
and other tests show opposite results. Slightly more water

should be added during exceptionally long mixing.

Concrete should always be placed in its final position within

one hour from the completion of mixing. In exceptional cases

mixtures up to two hours old can be remixed and used, but

this should never happen unless quite unavoidable and both

water and extra cement should be added to the concrete, which

must be thoroughly stirred up and remixed until it has normal

consistency.

U.S. Dept. of Agricult. Bull. No. 235 refers to tests by the

Office of Public Roads which show that mortars of mixture 1 : 2

have at the age of four months approximately the same tensile

strength whether remixed after If hours (initial set of cement)

and after 7J hours (final set of cement), or when left to harden
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immediately after being mixed. Water was added to restore

normal consistency. But the same tests show that mortar of

mixture 1 : 3 lost about 17 per cent, in tensile strength under

the same conditions.

Placing and Curing. Concrete may be transported to the

forms by carts or buckets, but not by spouts.

Spouts are satisfactory in ordinary land construction, but ship-

building concrete must be handled more carefully than land

concrete. In traversing long spouts the concrete tends to

separate and absorbs air-bubbles. When passed along spouts

concrete must be made moister than when transported in buckets

or carts.

The inspector must carefully inspect the forms and all steel,

which should be placed in position before concreting. The forms

must be tight and are sprayed with a water hose, but care should

be taken that superfluous water escapes through special drain

holes made for this purpose before any concrete is deposited.

The most important duty of the engineer in charge of placing

concrete is to decide and maintain the correct consistency of the

concrete and regulate the amount of water accordingly.

sThe facts stated on the preceding pages should be carefully

borne in mind, since apart from these only practical experience

with the actual materials can show how much water is needed.

In hot weather the mixture should be softer, because the water

naturally evaporates faster. Table C gives average values

from about 100 tests on samples taken from the concreting of

two seagoing ships during summer and autumn and shows the

effect of varying amounts of water.

TABLE C. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AFTER 28 DAYS

Mixture by Volume.
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Concrete should preferably be placed continuously until the

hull is completed. Practical difficulties may prevent this,

however, and it has been found that a shut-down from, say,

11 p.m. to 5 a.m. does no harm, when care is taken that the

surfaces of the joints are kept scrupulously clean and brushed

with a solution of neat cement and water before new concrete is

placed. No joints can then be seen after the forms are removed.

Concrete should be tamped in the forms with short rods in

layers of about 4 to 6 inches until it has a uniform consistency

like soft jelly. Water will work itself to the top, but the mixture

should not be so wet that superfluous water will collect on top
of the concrete before the next batch is placed. A few bags
of cement should always be kept near the forms so that the

mixture can be made dryer in case a single batch is made too

wet by accident.

The curing of shipbuilding concrete is generally easier than

that of ordinary concrete in roofs, floors, etc., since ships are

usually built under cover and the double forms on the sides

retain the moisture in the concrete. The most exposed part

is the deck, on which the finishing coat should not be worked

until all machinery, fittings, rigging, etc., are placed ;
this

may be several months after the ship is launched. During the

first 8 or 10 days after concreting the deck should be kept
moist with wet sacks and all exposed parts of the concrete sprayed

by means of a hose regularly in the mornings and evenings. After

this period the outside forms can be removed and the exterior

finish plastered on, the rough concrete surface having first been

thoroughly soaked by means of a hose exerting good water-

pressure.

The exterior cement finish should be mixed in the proportion

1 part Portland Cement,

2| parts Sand.

The sand may be considerably finer than that used in the con-

crete, and may pass through a No. 20 and be retained on a No. 40

sieve. The cement finish should be about J inch thick, plastered
on by hand in the usual manner, as a continuous operation. It

should be kept moist for about 10 days and be protected against

strong sunshine for another 10 days.
Much research work has been done to find the best method
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of placing and curing concrete, but many experiments are based

on artificial conditions (in the laboratory) which never occur in

practical life, and the results are of little interest to the engineer

or shipbuilder.

Steam Curing. In exceptional cases, such as repairs of

ships after grounding or collisions, concrete may be cured by

special methods, so as to harden in a few days to an extent

which otherwise would require the same number of weeks or

even months. The curing can be done by steam, and interesting

tests on the subject have been made by the U.S. Bureau of

Standards (Tech. Paper No. 58) as referred to in Table D.

TABLE D. EFFECT OF CURING 1 : 4 MORTAR UNDER STEAM
PRESSURE (8" X 16" cylinders)

Gauge Pressure
Ib. per sq. inch.
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that concrete is a poor conductor of heat, and that the chemical

action of setting and hardening cement evolves heat and raises

the temperature. Both points, however, apply to concrete in

large bulk more than to concrete in shipbuilding, where the

quantities are always small.

Vibration, Pressure, etc. Vibration of the forms and com-

pression of the mass have been tried as means of producing
concrete of increased strength. Mechanical methods of shaking
and jigging the concrete have also been tried, and interesting

results from elaborate researches on these subjects are given

by Prof. Duff A. Abrams in Bull. No. 3, published by the Struc-

tural Materials Research Laboratory, Lewis Institute, Chicago, who
arrives at the following general conclusions, assuming that a
" Standard " method of hand-puddling concrete for laboratory

tests should be 25 strokes with a f inch steel bar for each 4 inch

layer of concrete in a 6" X 12" cylinder :

Varying the number of strokes from 12 to 50 in the "
Stan-

dard " method of hand-puddling had little influence on the

compressive strength.

The various methods of mechanical shaking generally gave
lower strengths than hand-puddling, and a tamping rod of large

diameter was less effective than a smaller one.

Striking the metal forms with a steel bar after puddling by
the " Standard " method had no effect on the strength of the

concrete.

Vibration by means of an electric hammer did not affect the

strength of concrete hand-puddled by the " Standard " method

if carried on for about 30 seconds, but the strength of the concrete

was reduced by about 10 per cent, when vibrated for about

60 seconds.

Jigging generally reduced the compressive strength, no matter

the height of drop, or rate or duration of treatment
;
the greater

the drop the greater the reduction in strength.

Pressure applied during moulding increased the compressive

strength of concrete to the extent of 2035 per cent, for pressure

from 200-500 Ib. per sq. inch. The increase in strength was

due to water being expelled ;
the duration of pressure therefore

made very little difference.

It is concluded that all these artificial methods of treating

the concrete do no good and may be harmful if too severe or

9
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too long-continued ; finally it is stated, that by applying such

methods concrete may be placed dryer than usual, that excess

water brought to the surface must be removed, and that coarser

aggregate than usual may be used.

Compressive Strength. In the introduction to this chapter
it was stated that shipbuilding concrete should possess maximum

strength, elasticity, and watertightness. Since these qualities do

not always go together it becomes necessary to investigate each

separately by actual test, and it may be found that a partial

sacrifice of one quality is necessary to obtain the others.

Investigators in different countries have tried to devise

empirical formulas giving definite mathematical relations between

the properties of finished concrete and the proportions of the

mixture. The author is inclined to believe that the application

of such formulas, with their preliminary preparations of aggregate,

will be restricted mostly to laboratory investigations because no

general rule can cover the conditions for every shipyard ; further,

concrete is made on the spot, not manufactured in a laboratory

by scientists, and shipped to the builder like steel.

Amongst the large number of rules presented by different

authorities to determine the strength of concrete the author

has only been able to recognize two which apply in all cases,

namely :

1. The strength of concrete increases with inherent strength of

cement and aggregates, provided the minimum amount of water to

make the mixture workable is used.

2. Strength increases with age for an indefinite period.

It may be assumed that the strength of concrete generally

increases with the richness of mixture (amount of cement), but

this is not always the case. Note, for instance, in Tables A and E
that a mixture 1 part cement : 4 parts aggregate (1 : 1-5 : 2-5)

has greater strength than 1 part cement : 2J parts aggregate

(1:2: 0-5) or 1 part cement : 3 parts aggregate (1 : 2-25 : 0-75).

Further, density generally denotes strength, but this assump-
tion also has frequent exceptions, and cannot be considered a

rule. Maximum density generally means maximum water-

tightness, but the greatest strength is often obtained by using

coarser aggregates in the mixture. Aggregates of different

sizes and gradings may be combined in different proportions to

produce concretes of practically the same strength.
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Everything depends on the materials actually used and the

placing and curing of .the concrete. Rules and results of tests

with other mixtures are, therefore, only of comparative value,

and each shipbuilder ought to carry out his own investigations

with all materials at his disposal. Such tests should investigate

compressive strength, shear strength, adhesion to steel (bond),

elasticity, and watertightness.

In Table A are shown 7 day and 28 day tests of one mortar

and six different mixtures of concrete. Some further tests of

compression after 7 days, 28 days, and 3 months are given in

Table E for two mortars and one concrete, mixed and placed

under two different conditions, but from the same materials.

TABLE E. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

Proportions by
Cement, Sand,
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Compared to results obtained by other experimenters the

shearing values are very low. It is probable, therefore, that,

in spite of precautions taken, considerable tension has contri-

buted to the failure of each specimen. Pure shear stress is

difficult to obtain in a laboratory and rarely occurs in practice.

The tests were carried out on briquettes 2f" X 2f" X 8J", firmly

fixed in iron frames from both ends towards the middle third,

which was loaded.

A formula sometimes used to find the shearing strength of

concrete is :

S = \ . V @- T, where 8 = shear strength, C = compres-
sive strength, T = tensile strength.

TABLE F. SHEARING STRENGTH

Proportions by Volume :

Cement, Sand, Gravel.
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The tests were made by pulling rods out of concrete blocks,

in which they were inserted about 5 to 7 inches. The exact

diameters of the rods varied from 15-1 to 15-5 mm., and the

surface of contact between steel and concrete varied from 66-4

to 86-2 sq. cm. The steel rods were taken from stock and tested

in their usual condition, with a slight surface film of rust. The

bond between concrete and steel is nearly always increased

considerably by mechanical means, namely, by the fitting of

hooks on the ends of rods, or by the use of special bars either

twisted or provided with lugs.

Elasticity. Tables H and I give the moduli of elasticity,

in compression and tension, for the concretes already considered,

together with measurements of the permanent and total defor-

mations in each test. The compressive tests were carried out

with briquettes 2f" X 2|" X 8J", sectional area 50 sq. cm., age 28

days. Each figure is the average of three tests.

TABLE H. ELASTICITY OF CONCRETE IN COMPRESSION

Proportions of Volume :

Cement, Sand, Gravel.
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TABLE I. ELASTICITY OF CONCRETE IN TENSION

Proportions by Volume :

Cement, Sand, Gravel.
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The average leakage shown by all four tests during the last

week was 67 g. =0-19 cub. cm. per sq. cm. surface per week,

or in round figures, a 2 mm. layer of water per week.

Note. The above water-pressure was equal to about three

times that on bottom of the standard size ships to be constructed.

The thickness of the concrete plates tested was only 4 inches,

while the thickness of bottom in ships of this size is generally

4J to 5 inches, of which the outside J inch is waterproof cement

mortar finish.

For these tests 1 per cent, of alum was dissolved in the water

used in making the concrete, but later experience has shown that

rich concretes (say 1 : 1-85 : 0-65), proportioned to obtain the

greatest density, and of proper consistency, are watertight under

moderate pressures without any artificial means of waterproofing.

Some of the much advertised compounds may help to make

lean concretes waterproof, but they nearly all reduce the

strength. To secure complete watertightness in ships a rich

mixture of concrete with an outside J inch finishing coat of

mortar is generally quite sufficient. In order to make still more

sure, and to prevent marine growths, concrete ships may be

painted below the water-line with hot coal-tar.

Contraction and Expansion. Concretes expand with rise in

temperature and contract when the temperature is lowered.

The coefficient of expansion per degree F. is 0-000006 for a

mortar of mixture 1 : 2, and 0-00000677 for a concrete of mixture

about 1 : 1 \ : 3, according to experiments made at Cornell

University by Prof. A. P. Mills. The range of temperatures

was from 70 to 212 F. on specimens from one to eight

months old.

Tests show that the coefficient of expansion increases

slightly with richness of mixture. A fact of great importance is

that average concrete has almost exactly the same coefficient of

expansion as average steel (from 0-00000617 to 0-00000676).

Concretes expand also under moisture and contract when

dried or exposed in air after having been immersed in water ;

and this is true not only of the early hardening period, but even

after 20 years in service. Prof. A. H. White at the University

of Michigan (Proc. Am. Soc. Test. Mat., vols. xi. and xiv) found

that two briquettes I" X 1" X 4", of 1 : 3 mortar, expanded
0-05 per cent, in length in a 3-4 months' period when placed in
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water
; they contracted in air at about the same speed. Other

tests with the same proportions, but other brands of cement,

showed greater changes in volume. A mortar stored in air

contracted about 1-10 per cent, during the first three months,
and a briquette of a rich mortar finishing coat from a side walk

20 years old expanded about 0-16 per cent, through being stored

for two years in water
;
while a specimen from the gravel concrete

base of the same side walk expanded about 0-12 per cent, in the

same period.

The conclusions obtained from various tests are that concrete

drying out in air generally contracts from 0-02 to 0-05 per cent.,

and expands at least half this amount when immersed in water.

This means (assuming E = 2,000,000) that tensile stresses from

400 to 1,000 Ib. per sq. inch may occur in a concrete structure

restrained from freely contracting ;
the concrete will then crack

and frequently does so. Difficulties from strains induced by
expansion are more rare and never cause failure in compression,
but at the worst a buckling action in large surfaces.

Shrinkage stresses in concrete, with resulting hair-cracks in

the surface, are at present seemingly unavoidable, but they can

be reduced in size to be quite harmless and of no importance.
The best means of accomplishing this are :

1. Light steel reinforcement (temperature bars) placed near

the surface to absorb internal stresses from expansion and con-

traction and distribute these so that no large cracks can occur.

2. The exterior mortar finish should not be too rich nor too

thick. It must adhere closely to the underlying concrete, which,

being protected against moisture and temperature variations,

changes less in volume.

3. The outside finish should not be trowelled too much, since

this brings the cement out and causes more hair-cracks in the

surface.

Trass Concrete. The subject of using Trass l or other puzzo-
lanas as a partial substitute for Portland Cement in rich con-

cretes has not been sufficiently investigated to justify definite

conclusions. Most of the trass obtained in Europe comes from

Germany, and it is natural that investigations regarding the

material have been made there. If the advantages claimed by

1 Trass is finely ground Tufa (Trass-stone), containing chiefly silica and
some alumina. Used alone it has very little cementing power.
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manufacturers of trass can be substantiated the material is of

considerable importance to the concrete shipbuilding of the

future. But it should be borne in mind that the Portland

Cement of to-day is of higher quality than that of about 20 years

ago, when some of the investigations were made. The tests

recorded in Table J were made by Herr Helbing at Essen in 1906.

Since the amount of water and method of mixing and placing
are not stated, the results are of uncertain value, and unfortun-

ately they deal only with trass mortars.

TABLE J. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF TRASS MORTARS

Proportions by Volume :
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The proportions of trass recommended are : 30 per cent,

trass -f 70 per cent. Portland Cement, and 40 per cent,

trass -+- 60 per cent. Portland Cement.

Apart from the lower cost, which may be doubtful in countries

where trass is not found and Portland Cement is manufactured,
the principal advantages claimed as the result of adding trass

to concrete are :

(1) Greater elasticity.

(2) Greater resisting power against action of sea-water.

(3) Lighter weight.

Definite information is not available on the first point. The

modulus of elasticity has not been ascertained, and the numerous

tests of tensile strength generally referred to in the German

statements give no proof of the amount of stretch, or elasticity, of

the mass. The results give only the resistance against stretch,

which is of small interest in reinforced concrete construction,

where all tensile stresses are assumed to be absorbed by the steel.

As regards the claim in respect of increased resistance to the

action of sea-water, there is probably some benefit from an

admixture with trass for lean concretes, especially with the Port-

land Cement of 20 years ago, that contained more free lime

which became chemically bound with the trass. In shipbuilding

concrete the use of trass should not be necessary.

The weight of ground trass is claimed by manufacturers to

be 40 per cent, less than that of Portland Cement. If an admix-

ture of 30-40 per cent, of trass is added to the Portland Cement

in shipbuilding concrete, there is a reduction of about 5 per cent,

in the weight of concrete.

Action of Sea-water. So long ago as 1882 Dr. W. Michaellis,

of Berlin, waged a war against the German Cement Makers'

Association in favour of adding trass to Portland Cement, in

order, especially, to increase the resistance of concrete to the

action of sea-water. He submitted a paper on the subject to

the Institution of Civil Engineers (No. 2592, vol. cvii, session

1891-2, part No. 1) and made a comprehensive study of the

subject which has been of benefit to the manufacture of Portland

Cement. He claimed that the excess of lime in Portland Cement

which reacts with soluble sulphates in sea-water to form gypsum
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should be prevented by providing trass as a suitable agent to

bind the free lime and form hydraulic mortar.

For many years the general question of the action of sea-

water has been much discussed in regard to concrete docks,

breakwaters, and harbour works in general. The quality of

concrete used in these structures is much inferior to shipbuilding

concrete
;

the mixture is never richer than 1 part Portland

Cement : 6 parts Aggregate (1:2:4), the grading of fine and

coarse aggregate has hardly ever been done according to scientific

principles, nor was the importance of using a minimum of water

in mixing the concrete understood. Further, a considerable

amount of concrete construction for harbour works, etc
,

is

poured in situ, where below the water-line, and this prevents the

application of a protective covering of rich mortar.

Sea-water has a disintegrating action on poor concrete, but

even before disintegration takes place corrosion of the reinforce-

ment, shown by rust spots on the surface of the concrete, may
be observed. The rust spots are frequently followed by the

cracking, and displacement, of the surface concrete due to the

expansion of the reinforcement resulting from corrosion. If the

concrete is of poor quality a thickness of 1 J inches, or even more,

may be insufficient to protect the reinforcement against the

action of sea-water. But shipbuilding concrete can protect

the reinforcement with a thickness of one-half to three-quarters

of an inch.

In the shipbuilding concrete made by the author's firm the

aggregates were scientifically graded, the mixture was rich,

properly proportioned, of the right consistency, and carefully

placed. The concrete was therefore watertight, but for further

assurance it was protected with an outside mortar finish, carefully

placed, and inspected by sounding the entire surface with heavy
hammers before the ships were launched. Coal tar or anti-

fouling composition painted on the hulls went still further ta
make the hulls immune to the action of sea-water. And none

of the ships showed any sign of the action of sea-water on the

concrete.

Action of Oils, etc. The conclusions reached with regard to

the action of sea-water on concrete apply also to the action of

oils, alkalies, acids, etc. : first-class concrete, such as shipbuilding

concrete, is not attacked appreciably by oils, etc., under ordinary
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conditions, but a poor grade of concrete is attacked. But strong
acids which injure other materials, such as sulphuric and muriatic

acids, will also affect concrete, and in tanks to hold these acids

elastic and proof linings are necessary. Substances which

contain acids in diluted form, manure for example, may injuri-

ously affect green concrete, but not concrete that has hardened

and been properly cured. It has been proved by many years

of experience that concrete sewers are not seriously injured by
the action of sewage, which commonly contains diluted acids

and other active chemicals.

Petroleum and the heavier mineral oils used for fuel do not

injure concrete, but oils containing fatty acids produce injurious

effects by forming compounds of lime. For small tanks with

no great head of oil, and for reservoirs below ground level where

slight initial leakage is of minor importance, special oilproofing

is not necessary, provided the concrete is of first-class quality

and is properly reinforced so that cracks do not occur. Deposits

in the pores from heavy oils will after a few days make the

concrete oilproof for low pressures if it is not initially perfectly

tight. But even with rich mixtures such as 1 part cement to

2 1 or 3 parts aggregate a thin surface coat of 1 part cement

to 1J or 2 parts sand should be plastered on the inside to fill

crevices or irregularities from the forms.

Interesting tests were carried out by the U.S. Bureau of

Standards on a large number of small concrete tanks 15 inches

diameter by 16 inches high inside, with no oilproofing or finish.

A few tanks were covered and tested under a pressure head of

25 feet. Eleven kinds of mineral oils, varying from commercial

petrol to very viscous residual oil (paraffin), five vegetable oils

of different types, and two animal oils were used, during a period
of 13 months. During this time the penetration of the oils not

under pressure head into the concrete averaged about 0-6 inch.

Cylinders stored in the oils showed no appreciable diminution

in compressive strength, and only coco-nut oil and lard oil seemed

to attack the concrete surface appreciably. The tests with

25 feet head on the tanks showed that even under this condition

heavy- and medium-grade fuel oils can be stored in concrete

tanks without excessive loss. The concrete in the test tanks

was made with 1 part cement, f part sand, 1J parts small

gravel. The storage of kerosenes and gasolines under a con-
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siderable head is not economical unless the concrete is oilproofed
beforehand.

For low pressures of only a few feet various types of coatings
can be applied with a brush to the concrete surface, such as :

Shellac Varnish,

Sodium Silicate (water-glass),

Magnesium Fluosilicate (MgSiFl6 ),

Spar Varnish.

The best results are obtained when the first coat is thinned

out, the second made somewhat thicker, and the third coat of

heavy consistency. A stiff brush should be used and the concrete

surface must be perfectly clean, dry, and free from cracks other

than unavoidable hair-cracks. The author has used shellac

varnish and sodium silicate
;

while in America spar varnish and

magnesium fluosilicate have been tried with considerable success.

The latter is the main constituent of numerous liquid
" hardeners "

for concrete floors, etc., which are sold under different trade

names. Magnesium fluosilicate fills the pores and neutralizes

free lime in the concrete which would otherwise attack the

film of oilproof coating.

A method of oilproofing which was used in the construction

of the oil-tankers for the Standard Oil Company described in

Chapter VI was developed by the author's brother, Mr. Hermann

Fougner. The method was found satisfactory for petrol under

a 20 feet head, and it will no doubt be satisfactory for heavier

oils under much larger heads. It consists in using a mixture of

finely pulverized iron, Portland Cement, and sand in the pro-

portions :

100 Ib. bag of pulverized iron.

1 bag of Portland Cement,

f cub. feet of sand.

To the water used for mixing one per cent, of ammonium
chloride should be added if the worker can endure the fumes

generated, for this addition accelerates the oxidation which is

the source of the oil-tightness. The concrete surface to be

treated must be thoroughly clean, moderately roughened with

a stiff wire brush, and made thoroughly moist. The mixture is
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then hand-plastered in the usual manner. A finishing coat is

applied with a brush a few hours after the plastered coat has

set. For this purpose iron-powder with five per cent, of

ammonium chloride is mixed with water, the mixture being
made as stiff as can conveniently be handled, and being stirred

frequently so that the iron does not settle to the bottom. The

quality of the pulverized iron is of great importance. The

material should be made from pure ingredients and not from

scraps containing dirt, oil, etc.
;

the fineness should be such

that the material will pass a No. 100 sieve.

With regard to this method of oilproofing, the Head of the

Marine Department of the Standard Oil Co. reported on 8th June

1920 as follows :

" The oilproofing in the tanks of our concrete barges has

been satisfactory, except that on the overhead surfaces it

flakes off, and a better adhesive substance would be an im-

provement."
The flaking-off overhead was probably due in part to the

steaming out of the tanks with live steam, a procedure which is

necessary before workmen may enter oil tanks. The defect can

be remedied by using one of the other methods for the oilproofing

of the overhead surfaces, assuming that it is necessary to treat

these surfaces.

Repairs. The simplicity of repairs is one of the great advan-

tages of concrete ships. Minor repairs can frequently be carried

out at sea by the crew
;
and every concrete ship should, there-

fore, carry a small supply of materials for the purpose, such as :

2 bags of Portland Cement.

4 ,, coarse, clean sand,

4 Ib. of alum.

\ gall, water-glass (sodium silicate).

12 \ inch diam. round steel rods 6 feet long.

** A ,, 55 55 55 55

The cement must be stored in a dry place or kept in an air-

tight tin.

Penetration of Moisture can be remedied by brushing the face

exposed to water-pressure with a hot 5 per cent, solution of

soft soap. When this has dried a warm 5 per cent, solution of
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alum is applied in the same way. The treatment should be

repeated two or three times.

Leakage through a small crack or hole can be stopped by filling

the crack or hole with neat cement mixed with water-glass.

The mixture should be stiff, and must be held in position during

the setting by centring ;
the mixture hardens very rapidly.

The hole must be thoroughly cleaned before being filled.

Larger damage for example, from grounding or collision

may be repaired while the ship is floating if above the water-line,

otherwise the work must be done in dry dock or on a suitable

beach. All fragments of the crushed concrete must be removed

and cut away, so that the entire circumference is free from cracks

or loose pieces. The edge of the hole must be made rough and

irregular to allow of a good joint being made with the new con-

crete and may widen slightly outwards. If the reinforcement

is bent, it should be straightened back into position or extra

steel put in. Broken rods can be spliced by placing new ones

alongside, arranging an overlap of 15 diameters on each side of

the break, with hooks of five diameters on the ends of the rods.

The entire circumference of the hole must be thoroughly cleaned

with a stiff wire brush. Centring must be placed against one

side
;

this may be held in position by wires attached to the rein-

forcement. The concrete should be mixed with 1 part Portland

Cement and 1J parts coarse, well-graded Sand (up to J in. size).

Alum to the amount of two per cent, should be mixed in the

water before adding this to the Cement and Sand previously

mixed dry. The concrete may be placed by careful ramming
and placing boards in front as the hole fills up, or by throwing
the concrete on in layers of plaster. The filling method is best

for all thicknesses above 2J inches. The perimeter of the hole

must be thoroughly wetted by alum water mixed with neat

cement immediately before the concrete is placed. The forms

can be removed after two or three days, but if considerable

water-pressure is exerted against the repaired portion the inside

forms should remain in position for eight days, or even longer
in cold weather, and should be well braced. During frost

the concrete materials should be heated and prevented from

freezing for at least 48 hours. The new concrete must be kept
moist for at least 4 or 5 days. If necessary, the outside face

can be coated with coal tar or an antifouling composition two
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days after pouring, but it is preferable to wait a few days

longer until the surface is dry.

Fire-resisting Power. In connexion with a proposed oil-

storage tank which was designed by the author for Singapore,

FIG. 44. Concrete Tank containing burning oil. Singapore, 1912.

an experiment on the fire-resisting power of concrete was made
for the satisfaction of the municipal authorities.

A tank 6 feet by 6 feet by 6 feet was constructed, the sides

and bottom being of 2 J inch concrete plastered on metal sheeting.

Into this were poured 500 gallons of petroleum which was

ignited by a ball of waste soaked in benzine. The flames burst

about 30 feet into the air with an explosion, and a roaring fire
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kept blazing for four hours. The tank became extremely hot,

but stood up perfectly to the pressure of water from a fire hose

playing full force against the sides. The internal coats of cement

mortar flaked off at the top during the conflagration, and cracks

were caused when the hot walls were suddenly cooled off by
water from the hose. But no burning oil escaped from the tank,

and the damage was repaired at the trifling cost of ten dollars.

10



CHAPTER X

STEEL REINFORCEMENT

Types Quality High-Carbon Steel .

Types. In ordinary land construction the sectional area of the

steel reinforcement amounts to about 0-5 to 1-0 per cent, of the

sectional area of the concrete section, although in special cases

the higher figure may be exceeded. In seagoing concrete ships

the percentage of the sectional area occupied by reinforcement

amounts to 4-5 5-5 per cent., or even more. In other words,

about seven times as much steel is embedded in the hull of a

concrete ship as there would be if the same amount of concrete

were used in construction on land. Such a proportion of steel

is too high and should be reduced considerably, both for

economical and practical reasons.

Bars of round, square, triangular, octagonal, or almost any
other section are used

; they may be twisted or provided with

lugs or indentations to ensure better bond with the concrete.

Some bars have stirrups attached, either shorn directly out of

flanges in the section or by some other patent arrangement. All

manufacturers claim special advantages for their proprietary

types, but as a rule there is very little difference between their

merits. Reinforcement is also made in sheets, either from solid

steel plates which are perforated and expanded, or by weaving

light rods and wires into a fabric.

The present types of reinforcement are not well adapted for

shipbuilding. All expanded metals, wire mesh, or other sheet

reinforcements are too light in section and cannot be used with

economy ;
and the employment of several layers is not advisable,

since the flow of the concrete round, and through, the reinforce-

ment would be seriously obstructed. Bars with rigidly attached

stirrups also obstruct the flow of the concrete. Round rods

are used for sizes below J inch diameter, and square, octagonal,

or bars of other sections are used for the larger sizes up to

1J inch diameter, or side dimension.

Costs being equal, the author prefers a type of octagonal

bar with cross ribs, because the quality has always been satis-

146
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factory ;
this type of bar bends easily cold, without warping or

springing out of place as square bars are apt to do for example,
in the bilges before concreting. Square bars have larger sectional

area than round rods of the same dimension, so that more steel

can be placed in narrow frames by using such bars than by

using round bars, and they have the advantage that they are

more rigid and easier to keep in position than round bars, so

permitting workmen to climb about the reinforcement without

disturbing it
;

but they have the disadvantage that concrete

does not flow easily round them. There is no object in using

deformed bars of less than J inch size, because the lugs or inden-

tations become so small as to have no practical value.

Quality. The steel generally used for the reinforcement of

concrete ships is the mild, medium, open hearth material used for

the construction of steel ships. Such material must have the

properties required to pass, for example, the tests laid down by

Lloyd's Register and Norwegian Veritas as follows :

Tensile breaking strength 28 to 32 tons per sq. inch.

Elongation of at least 20 per cent, on a test piece 8 inches long.

Bending the test piece cold through 180 degrees without

fracture, the internal radius being 1J times the thickness of

the test piece.

By way of comparison, extracts from the " Standard Specifi-

cations for Billet-Steel Concrete Reinforcement Bars "
of the

American Society for Testing Materials are given below :
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All steel must be free from paint, oil, heavy rust, or mill scale.

A slight film of rust is not objectionable.

High-Carbon Steel. In comparing the requirements of Lloyd's

Register with the specification of
" Hard "

Billet-Steel Rein-

forcement Bars, it will be observed that the " Hard "
steel has

considerably greater tensile strength but less elasticity against

cold bending than the shipbuilding material. The difference in

test requirements arises from the difference in the conditions

under which the materials do their work. The reinforcement

in concrete construction, whether on land or afloat, is protected

against shocks and blows
;
and the forces acting on it cause

tension, but neither torsion nor bending. Practically every
kind of stress is set up in the material of a ship, and, in addition,

the material must be able to withstand the severe treatment it

receives during its preparation in the shipyard. Consideration

of these differences in conditions would seem to indicate that it

is possible to use a higher grade of steel for reinforcement than

for the construction of steel ships. But the higher grades of

steel have practically the same modulus of elasticity as mild

steel
;
and equality in modulus of elasticity involves equality

in
"
stretch," or deformation, at a given stress. The fact that

high-grade and mild steel will stretch to the same extent at the

same stress is equivalent to the fact that the increased working
stress permissible with high-grade steel involves increased
"
stretch

"
as compared with mild steel. And the increased

"
stretch "

consequent upon the adoption of an increased working
stress involves an increased possibility of cracks in the concrete.

Thus it is neither breaking strength, nor yield point, nor elastic

limit, that determines the value of a steel as reinforcement
;

it

is the modulus of elasticity, or, using the reciprocal expression,

it is the Coefficient of Elongation, that is the determining quality.

A high-grade steel with a high modulus of elasticity would

be specially desirable for the reinforcement of concrete ships,

since the permissible increase in working stress would involve

a reduction in the weight of reinforcement. Such a material

cannot, however, be made at present. Alternatively, a concrete

with a lower modulus of elasticity, that is, a larger coefficient

of elongation, will allow the great strength of high- carbon steel

to be utilized to full advantage. But this material is not obtain-

able either.
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Some engineers object to the high-carbon steel on account of

possible irregularity in quality ;
but strict inspection and careful

manufacture can eliminate that cause of complaint, particularly

in the case of steel for reinforcing bars, since this is rolled in

small sections which are readily cooled. It may be mentioned

that a high-carbon steel containing 0-56 to 0-60 per cent, carbon

is used in the United States for the manufacture of locomotive

tires.



CHAPTER XI

CONDITIONS GOVERNING STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Theory of Design Side Frames Bottom Frames Centre Keelson

Longitudinal Strength Strength of Shell Slab Watertight Bulkheads

Norwegian Government Requirements Deflection Test on Lighter.

THE actual strength calculations prepared by the author for the

Askelad are reproduced in the Appendix. For the purpose of

indicating the conditions governing the design of the structural

members these calculations are discussed in the following pages,

comments being made on each item in the calculations in turn.

A discussion of the forces acting on the structure of a ship

is outside the scope of this book
;

so is a lengthy discussion of

the stresses in reinforced concrete structures whether on land

or afloat. To the technical reader, well versed in the theory

of reinforced concrete construction, who desires to study the

problems involved in the consideration of the strength of ships

the author strongly recommends the article on " The Theory
and Design of British Shipbuilding," by Mr. A. L. Ayre, published,

in British Shipbuilding, by the Syren and Shipping, Limited,

London. In seventeen brief chapters Mr. Ayre has condensed

in a very lucid and admirable manner all the essential theories

of general naval architecture. To the naval architect or ship-

builder who desires to study the theory of reinforced concrete

construction the author recommends the Concrete Engineer's

Handbook, by Hool and Johnson, published by the McGraw-Hill

Book Company, Inc., of New York and London. An authorita-

tive statement on the theory and design of reinforced concrete

construction is the
" Final Report of the Joint Committee on

Concrete and Reinforced Concrete," which expresses the opinions

of the affiliated committees of the American Society of Civil

Engineers ; American Society for Testing Materials ; American

Railway Engineering Association ; Portland Cement Association ;

and the American Concrete Institute, during the period from
150
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1903 to 1916, when the final Report was adopted by the Com-

mittee. The Report is published in the Transactions of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, vol. Ixxxi, December 1917.

On the special subject of Shipbuilding Concrete there is no

literature so far, but the usual theory of reinforced concrete is

applied with working stresses modified to suit the materials and

conditions.

Theory of Design. The flexure formula generally used for

reinforced concrete beams (slabs) is based on the "
Straight

Line "
theory, and corresponds with the accepted theory of flexure

as applied to other materials. It is based on the following

assumptions :

1. A plane section before bending remains plane after bending.

2. Adhesion between the concrete and its reinforcement is

perfect ; the materials are therefore stressed in compression in

proportion to their moduli of elasticity.

3. The modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression is

constant.

4. Tensile stresses in the concrete are neglected.

5. There are no initial stresses in the materials.

A. RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH SINGLE REINFORCEMENT

Standard notations, see Diagram A.

fs tensile unit stress in steel
;

fc
= compressive unit stress in concrete

;

E
s
= modulus of elasticity of steel

;

E
c
= modulus of elasticity of concrete

;

M = moment of resistance, or bending moment in general ;

A, = steel area
;

b = breadth of beam
;

d = depth of beam to centre of steel
;

Jc = ratio of depth to neutral axis to depth d
;

z = depth below top to resultant of compressive stresses
;

j
= ratio of lever arm of resisting couple to depth d ;

jd = d-z = arm of resisting couple ;

A
p = steel ratio = -4-
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The total compression in the section must equal the total

tension
;
hence :

%fjcdb = pbdfs (1)

According to the first assumption above :

f = *
. (2)

/ *n lf\
'

Is n
(
L K

)

Combining (1) and (2) gives the balanced ratio of steel,

;
or : p = J -r-r^ ,

... (3)

DIAGRAM A. ^Rectangular Beams with Single Reinforcement.

Again combining equations (1) and (2),

Jc* = n(l k)p, whence

k = \/2pn

The stress curve being a straight line, the resultant of the

compressive stresses must be located $lcd above the neutral

axis. Therefore the arm of the resisting couple is,

7
= 1-P ....... (5)

Taking moments about the centre of tension in the steel,

2M
jlcbd'

(6)

(7)
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Taking moments about the centre of compression in the

concrete, ........ (8)

jdA. jd*bp
(9)

The above equations express all relations between the

stresses in beams and slabs of rectangular section with single

reinforcement.

In practical design the equations are simplified by inserting

the values of n, f s) and f c
which have been found by tests of

the materials. They determine the maximum ratio of steel and

position of the neutral axis (equations (3) and (4)).

For example :

Maximum working stresses shall not exceed :

/,
= 16,000 Ib. per sq. in.

fc
= 800 Ib. per sq. in.

n = 15

P = * ,, /^ x
= 0-0107 (3)

1)
16000 /I 6000

800 \800.15

. 0-0107 . 15 -f- (0-0107 . 15)
2 0-0107 . 15 = 0-429

j
= 1 i

. 0-429 == 0-857

M = 0-857dA
s
16000 = 13712dA

s ....... (8)

In reinforced concrete design the problem is usually to find

the amount of steel required in the beam or slab, and for this

purpose equation (8) is the most practical, with one important

proviso : that the ratio of steel must not exceed the value determined

by equation (3), as otherwise higher compressive stresses than the

permissible maximum will occur in the concrete. That is to say

(continuing the previous example) :

A
p =~ must not exceed 0-0107.

In other words : A
3 must not exceed 1-07 per cent, of (bd).

From the above it is clear that the moment of resistance of

the beam according to equation (8) depends on the factor j,

depth of beam d
}
area of steel A

s ,
and the allowable working
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stress in the steel fs . If special conditions make it desirable

to find the moment of resistance based on the compression of

the concrete, equation (6) gives the following value (continuing

the same example) :

M _
j

. = Q857

M = Ulbd 2 ...... (6)

By equalizing the moments of resistance calculated from the

tension in the steel (8) and the compression in the concrete (6),

the above-mentioned steel ratio (0-0107) appears :

= 13712dA
s

A =

For all lower ratios of steel the values of the factor j are

greater. It is therefore a very safe assumption to reduce equa-

tion (8) to the simple formula M = 13712dAs
in the example.

B. BEAMS WITH DOUBLE REINFORCEMENT

The amount of steel sometimes required in the top of isolated

beams to help the concrete in compression can be determined

by a practical, accurate, and simple method, which obviates the

use of complicated formulae.

Assume a maximum, allowable stress on the concrete of

800 Ib. per sq. inch as in the previous example.
The top steel must be covered with concrete, and is placed,

say, 1 inch below the extreme fibre. Compression here is, for

instance, 700 Ib. per sq. inch. As n is equal to 15, the com-

pression in the steel will be about 15 . 700 = 10,500 Ib. per

sq. inch.

This means that for every square inch of tensile steel in

excess of the balanced or economic ratio (0-0107 or 1-07 per cent.)

there must in isolated beams be provided about 1-5 sq. in. com-

pressive steel in the top (vrr^xx
= 1*51.

As this steel is always placed above the resultant of com-

pressive stresses in the simple beam, the factor / tends to

increase, and equation (8) can be used with perfect safety.
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The formulae recommended by the Joint Committee are

A' = area of compressive steel
;

p' = steel ratio for compressive steel
;

/',
= compressive unit stress in steel

;

C = total compressive stress in concrete
;

C' = total compressive stress in steel
;

d' = depth of centre of compressive steel
;

z = depth of resultant of C and C'.

DIAGRAM B. Beams with Double Reinforcement.

Position of neutral axis,

k = V 2n(p + p'^-j + n2

(p + p')
2

w( + ')

V /

Position of resultant compression,

z =

Arm of resisting couple,

jd = d z

Fibre stresses,

6M
Ic

U*

M

Wnf* d'\ /, d'\\kV ~
d) I

1 "
j)J

1
~

pjbd*
~ n

1*

i.
d/

d
f'8
=
nfc-j-

1 -k

. (9)

(10)

(11)

(12)
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C. T-BEAMS

b = width of flange ;

b' = width of stem
;

t = thickness of flange.

K" ~ D *~ ~~ "~ H * "H **

1
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the stem
; they are recommended where the flange is small

compared with the stem :

Position of neutral axis,

M= v - 2
- b )* + (

nA* + <
6 - b')t\*
'~

/\ b'

nA
s -f (6 &')Z

Position of resultant compression,

- !O& + [(*d ty(t H

*(2feJ Q6 + (JW ^)
26'

Arm of resisting couple,

jd = d z (22)
Fibre stresses,

/8
=
A-^ (23)

, = 2MW ,

2
.

'
[(2M - t)bt + (kd- t)'b'}jd

D. SHEAR, BOND, AND WEB REINFORCEMENT

V = total shear
;

V' = total shear producing stress in reinforcement
;

v = shearing unit stress
;

u = bond stress per unit area of bar
;

o = circumference or perimeter of bar
;

2o = sum of the perimeters of all bars
;

T = total stress in single reinforcing member
;

s = horizontal spacing of reinforcing members.

For rectangular beams,

(26)

(For approximate results / may be taken at J.)

The stresses in web reinforcement may be estimated by means

of the following formulae :

Vertical web reinforcement.

T = (27)
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Bars bent up at angles between 20 and 45 deg., with the hori-

zontal and web members inclined at 45 deg.,

Ve
T = i.~ ..... .. (28)

jd

In the text of the Joint Committee's Report it is recom-

mended that two-thirds of the external vertical shear (total

shear) at any section be taken as the amount of total shear

producing stress in the web reinforcement. V therefore equals

two-thirds of V.

The same formulae apply to beams reinforced for compression
as regards shear and bond stress for tensile steel.

For T-beams,

(30)

(For approximate results j may be taken at J.)

E. COLUMNS

A = total net area
;

A, = area of longitudinal steel
;

A
c
= area of concrete

;

P = total safe load.

Total safe load,

P=/.(A, + AJ=/^[l+(-l)Pl] . . (31)

Unit stresses,
p

/c
=

A[l + (n- l)p]

fs
= nfc

........ (33)

Side Frames. From the rules of the Norwegian Veritas it

was found that for a ship of the dimensions of the Askdad the

frames between the stern post and 20 per cent, of the length

from the stern would be 1" X 3" X 0-44" bulb angles, spaced

23" apart, attached to a shell 0-40" thick. The arrangement of

a frame and a strip of shell plating one-frame space wide is shown

on p. 3 of the calculations. For this frame girder the moment

of inertia was calculated as shown, and it was found that,

assuming a working stress on the steel of 15,000 Ib. per square
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inch, the frame girder was capable of resisting a bending moment
of 86,000 inch-lb. per foot of length of ship. For the concrete

ship the frames were to be spaced 4' 0" apart, whence the bending
moment would be 344,000 inch-lb.

; adding to this the 20 per

cent, required by the Norwegian Government the bending moment
to be resisted by the concrete frame became 412,800 inch-lb.

The concrete frame varied in depth from 17" at the heel to 13"

near the deck, and the "
effective depth

" was taken to be 0-84

of the actual depth. From these figures and the bending moment
to be resisted it was found that, assuming a working stress of

15,000 Ib. per square inch, the area of steel required was

2-46 square inches, and this was provided by two 1" rib bars and

one f" rib bar.

From the bending moment the shearing force was estimated

in the manner shown in the calculations
;
and it was found to

amount to 19,660 Ib. The average section of the concrete frame

measured 15" X 6J", whence the shear stress on the concrete

was found to be 195 Ib. per square inch.

The frames from 20 per cent, of the ship's length from the

stern to the collision bulkhead in as teel ship to Norwegian
Veritas rules were found to be 7J" X 3" X 0-44" bulb angles,

23" apart. From the strength of such a frame, and making the

required 20 per cent, addition, it was found that the bending
moment to be resisted by the concrete frame at 4' 0" spacing was

456,000 inch-lb. This bending moment requires 2-50 square

inches of steel in a concrete girder whose average section is

16" x 6J" ;
and the required amount of steel was provided by

the adoption of the same reinforcement as in the other side

frames.

Bottom Frames. For this type of steel ship built to Nor-

wegian Veritas rules the bottom frames, or floors, would be

0-38" plate, with a 4J" X 3" X 0-38" angle at top and bottom,

and a 0-42" shell. The arrangement of the material is shown

on p. 4 of the calculations. For this girder the permissible

bending moment per foot of length was found to be 664,000

inch-lb., whence the bending moment for the concrete floors at

a spacing of 4' 0" was found to be 3,187,200 inch-lb.

This bending moment was found to require the provision of

9 square inches of steel in the top of the floor beams, which were

28" deep by 10" broad
;

the necessary material was provided
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in nine I" rib bars. The compression at the bottom of the

floor is resisted by the lower part of the concrete beams and by
the concrete shell slab, which was designed to be 4" thick. It

was found that the sectional area of concrete provided was

capable of resisting a bending moment of 3,300,000 inch-lb.,

using a working stress of 800 Ib. per square inch.

The foregoing consideration is based on the assumption that

the bending moment on the floor is such as to cause tension in

the upper material. But this is not always the case. When
there is a full load of cargo in the holds and there is a wave trough
at the midship portion of the ship the bending moment may be

such as to cause tension in the bottom of the floor. This possi-

bility was met by the provision of about 4 square inches of

steel in the bottom of the floor
;
and such an area of steel, with

the depth of floor adopted, was found to be capable of resisting

a bending moment of 1,270,000 inch-lb. A bending moment
of 1,270,000 inch-lb. would be set up by a pressure of about

300 Ib. per square foot acting downwards on the bottom.

When the holds are full the minimum water-pressure would occur

in way of the trough of a wave, and would amount to about

700 Ib. per square foot, namely, that corresponding to about

an 11 feet "head." Hence to produce a downward pressure

of 300 Ib. per square foot the cargo load would need to amount

to 1,000 Ib. per square foot
;
and such a load could be produced

only by a cargo weighing about 60 Ib. per cubic foot. But the

ship would be immersed to her load draught if completely filled

with a cargo weighing about 50 Ib. per cubic foot. Hence the

downward pressure of 300 Ib. per square foot is greater than

is likely to be found in practice, and so the floor as designed is

amply strong.

At this point it may be desirable to point out that in many
elements of a ship structure it is necessary to provide material

to resist tension at both sides of the cross-section
;
the tension

sides and compression sides are not separate and distinct. This

fact explains in great measure the higher percentage of steel

used in the construction of seagoing concrete ships than in

construction on land.

Centre Keelson. This element of the structure was treated

in exactly the manner outlined above for the side and bottom

frames, and so comment is not necessary.
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Longitudinal Strength. As far as the strength of a ship as

a whole is concerned, the worst possible cases occur when the

ship is fully loaded. There are two " worst possible
"

cases. In

both, the ship is assumed to be sailing at right angles to waves

of her own length. In one case there is a crest of a wave at

amidships and a trough at each end
;

the concentration of

support amidships and the diminution of support at the ends

cause the ends of the ship to droop relatively to the middle

portion and set up tension in the deck. The ship is then said

to be "
hogging." In the other case there is a wave crest at

each end and a wave trough amidships ;
the excess of support

at the ends and the defect of support amidships cause the middle

portion of the ship to droop relatively to the ends and set up
tension in the bottom shell. The ship is then said to be "

sagging."

The two conditions are illustrated on pp. 205 and 206 of the calcu-

lations in the Appendix.
For any ship the distribution of total weight can be calcu-

lated and plotted on a diagram. Such a "
weight

" curve is

best plotted as the summation of the weight curves for all the

different elements which make up the total weight ;
tor example,

hull, machinery, fittings, etc. Similarly the distribution of

support can be plotted. The support at any point along the

length of the ship is measured by the immersed cross-sectional

area of the ship at the point. If the curves of weight and

support are plotted on the same base-line and to the same scale,

there will be at practically every point along the base-line two

ordinates, one representing weight and one representing sup-

port. The difference between the two ordinates at any point is

the difference between weight and support, and represents

the unbalanced force, or
"
load," acting at the point. If the

differences between weight and support are plotted with

reference to a straight base-line the result is called a "
curve

of loads." At some points weight is in excess of support, and

at others the reverse is the case
; accordingly at some points

the " load "
is downwards, at others it is upwards. Curves of

weight, support, and loads are shown on pp. 205 and 206 of the

Appendix.

Graphic integration of the curve of loads in other words,

graphic integration of the vertical forces acting on the structure

of a ship gives as its result the curve of shearing for the structure

11
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of the ship. And graphic integration of a curve of shearing
force gives the associated curve of bending moment.

Curves of shearing force and bending moment for the Askelad

in the "
hogging

" and "
sagging

"
conditions are given on pp. 205

and 206 of the Appendix. The maximum values of the bending
moment are, respectively, 2,060 foot-tons and 6,600 foot-tons.

The bending moment acting on a ship is, of course, a function

of displacement, of weight, and length ;
and it is often expressed

B.M. = 4*

where A = displacement,

L = length, .

C = a coefficient between about 25 and 35 for

ordinary steel merchant ships with engines

amidships.

For the Askelad the bending moments as calculated were found

to correspond respectively to - and -
. Similar cal-

143 49

culations in the case of the Namsenfjord gave, for a displacement

of 340 tons, bending moments of 140 foot-tons and 715 foot-tons

for the "hogging" and "sagging" conditions respectively;

these correspond to and - respectively.

But the bending moments found from actual calculations

were not used for the determination of the amount of steel in the

cross-section of the Askelad. This was due to the fact that for

a ship whose design was prepared previous to that of the Askelad

the Norwegian Veritas had suggested as the standard of longi-

tudinal strength the strength of a steel ship of equal dimensions,

assuming a working stress on the material of 13 tons per
A y T

square inch
;
but a bending moment expressed by

J
was

\.2i

given as an absolute maximum. In the case of the Askelad the

maximum bending moment referred to by Norwegian Veritas

was taken as the standard bending moment for which pro-

vision had to be made
;

this bending moment amounted to

1735 X 17 . 24,570 foot-tons.
12

The stress calculations for the midship section are given on
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p. 204 of the Appendix ;
and it is shown that the chosen standard

bending moment could be resisted with the steel stressed to

12-5 tons per square inch, that is, with the steel working at a

lower stress than would have been permitted by the Norwegian

Veritas.

The calculations for moments of inertia of cross-section of

ships are made " on a steel basis
"

;
in other words, the sectional

areas of concrete-resisting compression are expressed in equivalent

areas of steel. For example, consider Item 1 in the calculations

(p. 204 of Appendix). From the sketch at the left of the calcu-

lations it is seen that Item 1 is the top of the hatch coaming.

In the
"
hogging

" condition the material at the top of the hatch

coaming is in tension
;
hence in the calculation for

"
hogging

"

Item 1 is represented by 12 square inches, the area of the rein-

forcement at the top of the hatch coaming. In the "
sagging

"

condition the material at the top of the hatch coaming is in

compression ;
hence in this case the concrete must also be taken

into account, not the steel alone. The area of the steel is 12

square inches. The gross area of concrete is 108 square inches
;

hence the net area of concrete is 96 square inches. The ratio

modulus of elasticity of steel

modulus of elasticity of concrete

was taken to be 15
;

in other words, for a given strain the

stress on the steel was taken to be 15 times the stress on

the adjoining concrete, or the load borne by the steel was

15 times the load borne by an equal area of concrete at the

same place. On this basis the 96 square inches of concrete is

equivalent to 6-4 square inches of steel. And so for Item 1

in the "
sagging

"
calculations the effective area is 6-4 square

inches for the concrete expressed in its equivalent area of steel

plus 12 square inches for the actual steel, making 18-4 square
inches in all. Items 1-4 in the "

sagging
"

calculations and
Items 5-9 in the "

hogging" calculations are treated in this way,
the net areas of concrete being converted to equivalent areas of

steel, and these equivalent areas added to the actual areas of

steel.

Strength of Shell Slab. In designing the Askelad the rein-

forcement in the bottom slab was made adequate to carry the

water-pressure due to a draught of 15' 3" when stressed to
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5,400 Ib. per square inch. But it must be borne in mind that

there is a tension stress in the reinforcement in the bottom
slabs when the ship is

"
sagging

"
;
and the tension stress due to

"
sagging

" must be added to the tension stress due to water-

pressure. Hence the reason for the low working stress on the

bottom reinforcement when considered from the point of view

of water-pressure only.

The reinforcement in the side slabs was provided on a similar

basis to that in the bottom slabs, but the working stress on the

steel was increased to 6,500 Ib. per square inch. The increased

working stress is consistent with the fact that the stresses due

to
"
sagging

"
are not so severe in sides as in bottom.

Watertight Bulkheads. When designing the Askelad the

peak bulkheads were made capable of withstanding a pressure

due to a " head "
of water to the load line at working stresses

of 15,000 Ib. per square inch for steel and 800 Ib. per square
inch for concrete

;
for the other bulkheads the same " head "

of

water was adopted, but the working stresses were increased to

29,000 Ib. per square inch and 1,600 Ib. per square inch respec-

tively. In designing a bulkhead provision must be made against
the possibility of water-pressure on either side. Hence there

must be reinforcement near both surfaces.

Deck Beams, etc. In designing the deck beams the method

of comparison with the requirements for a steel ship was adopted ;

the actual calculations were made in exactly the manner outlined

above for the side frames. When designing the hatch coamings
it was assumed that the load from the deck and from the hatch

covers amounted to 168 Ib. per square foot. In the case of the

Namsenfjord the deck beams and slabs were designed to with-

stand a loading of 250 Ib. per square foot.

Norwegian Government Requirements. In May 1916 the

author's firm received an order from the Sydvaranger Mining

Company for an ore-carrying ship of 2,700 tons deadweight

capacity. In view of the fact that the author's firm had only

begun the construction of concrete lighters the action of the

Mining Company indicated their great faith in the new method

of construction. The ship was not completed, various causes

having led to the suspension of the contract. But in virtue of

the discussions which the design of the ship called for with the

Director of Shipping, with the Technical Committee appointed
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by the Department of Shipping, and with the Norwegian Veritas,

the design contributed appreciably to the progress of concrete

shipbuilding in Norway.
The preliminary requirements of the Technical Committee

were, briefly :

The strength of any proposed concrete ship must be calcu-

lated relatively to that of a steel ship of the same dimensions.

Calculations of strength must be submitted for approval,

together with detailed plans of the concrete ship and of the

equivalent steel ship, the latter having been submitted to, and

approved by, the Norwegian Veritas
;
the calculations of strength

for the steel ship must also be submitted.

It may be assumed that a steel ship can stand a stress of

13 tons per square inch without change of shape, and from this

assumption the bending moments, etc., on the elements of the

structure can be determined. For the concrete ship the appli-

cations of the bending moments, etc., so determined must not

cause tensile stresses beyond the elastic limit of the steel, nor

compressive stresses greater than 55 per cent, of the crushing

strength of the concrete.

The bending moments at amidships as determined in the

manner outlined above are to be assumed constant over 40 per
cent, of the length amidships, and are then to be uniformly
reduced to zero at the ends. But a bending moment amounting

A x L
to - - may be taken to be the maximum possible value,

\.2i

even if calculations made for a steel ship show a higher value.

The shear strength of elements of the structure of a concrete

ship must be equal to the shear strength of the corresponding
elements of the structure of a steel ship. For example, the

shear strength of the shell slabs must be equal to the shear

strength of the single or double-riveted edge landings of the

equivalent steel ship. Similarly the shear strength of the

joint between frame and shell slab must be equal to the shear

strength of the rivets joining frame and shell plating in a steel

ship, allowance being made for the larger frame spacing in the

concrete ship.

The maximum bending moments found for frames and beams,

etc., must be assumed to act at any point in the frame, beam,

etc
,
and in either direction.
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There were requirements also in regard to quality of steel

and cement and tests of concrete
;
but these are not of importance

in the present consideration. The requirements correspond in

principle to the author's methods of calculating seagoing concrete

ships as submitted to the Director of Shipping the previous year.

Dsflection Test on Lighter. During the summer of 1917 the

author decided to carry out a deflection test on a concrete lighter.

The experiment was made just about a fortnight before the

Namsenfjord was launched, and was carried out on one of the

standard 100-ton lighters built by the author's firm. The

lighter was practically ready for launching ;
the concrete in the

sides was 30 days old, and that in the deck 50 days old. Over

12 feet of the length from each end the lighter was carried on

supports and on the launching cradle
;

over these lengths the

hull was so wedged up that the weight was practically uniformly

distributed. Over the 40 feet of length between the supports

the launching cradle was lowered about 5 to 6 inches, so that

it would be quite clear of the hull.

A load of 15 tons, in the form of gravel in bags, was placed

on top of the hatch, and a further ton, made up by 13 men,
was also placed on the hatch. Fig, 45 shows the lighter under

test.

The weight of the lighter was about 58 tons, and it was

assumed to be distributed uniformly along the length. The

additional load of 16 tons was assumed to be distributed uniformly
over the 40 feet of length between the supports. And the

support was assumed to be uniformly distributed over the 12 feet

of length at each end. On these assumptions, which are obviously

reasonable, the curves of shearing force and bending moment in

Fig. 46 were determined.

The maximum bending moment was found to be 419 foot-

tons. Since the loaded displacement of the lighter was 162 tons,

this bending moment corresponds to
,
which is not less

&G

than the amount to be expected on actual service.

The deflection of the hull between the points of support was

very carefully measured, and was found to amount to about

1-5 mm.
The hull was inspected by a representative from the Depart-

ment of Shipping and by a surveyor from Norwegian Veritas,
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TOTAL DISPLACEMENT (p) ON 6'-O" DRAFT = 162. TONS.
LENGTH B.P. (L) 64.'-o"

D * I- = IO36S FOOTPOUNDS.

16 TONS LOAD ON 4O 1



CHAPTER XII

GENERAL METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION

Preliminary Work Bottom Floor Prepared Outside Centring Completed
Bottom and Side Reinforcement in Place Frame Centring and Reinforcement
in Place Deck Centring in Place Centring and Reinforcement Completed
Concreting Concreting Finished Cement Finish Cement-Gun Concreting.

THE procedure in the construction of the ships built by the

author's firm was as described in the following paragraphs ;
for

all ships in which the concrete is poured in situ the procedure
is similar.

Preliminary Work. A bottom floor was prepared, of 1J inch

tongued and grooved boards in sheets 2' 6" X 8' 0" supported

by beams 6" X 7" spaced 18" apart. See Fig. 47, diagram (a).

Holes about 12 inches square were arranged at intervals along
the centre line for drainage and cleaning purposes. The height
of the platform (indicated by a in Fig. 47) was made sufficient

to permit of the launching ways being fitted. See Fig. 47,

diagram (6).

The mould loft floor was laid down, its size being sufficient

to permit of the half-sections of the ship, as on a body plan,

being drawn full size. The floor was of f inch boards, on

stringers 24" apart. On this floor the frame lines were drawn

in, or carved in, with a knife.

Templates, of 2" x 5" planks, were made in accordance with

frame lines on the mould loft floor. The frame lines were drawn

actually to the outside of the shell. Hence the centring fitted

inside the template in effect reduced the size of the ship ;
but

the exterior mortar finish was the thickness of the centring

boards and so compensated for the reduction due to the centring

boards. The bottom reinforcement was cut and bent, rods

above J inch diameter having hooks made on the ends. Stirrups

for keelsons, frames, etc., were made.

Bottom Floor Prepared. The outside forms were erected,
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Fia. 47. Bottom Floor and Launching Ways.
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templates made from the mould loft floor being placed every
24 inches, and centring of } inch rough boards fitted inside the

templates, beginning above point a in Fig. 48, and continuing

upwards and inwards. The stem and stern posts were erected

and thoroughly braced
;

these formed terminations for the

FIG. 48. Outside Centring.

centring. Special care was taken that the stern tube was lined

up correctly.

The exterior reinforcement in frames and keelsons was bent

according to the lines on the mould loft floor.

Outside Centring Completed. Bottom slab reinforcement,

lower steel in keelsons and bottom frames, reinforcement in

sides (slabs) and interior steel in side frames was placed. Stirrups

in side and bottom frames and keelsons were placed.
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Forms for bottom frames, keelsons, side frames, stringers,

and stanchions were prepared.

Bottom and Side Reinforcement in Place. Bottom centring

(boxes) were placed and well braced. Side forms were placed
and braced, partly from the bolts embedded for nailing strips

for the inner ceiling.

Forms for stiffener beams and one side of slab centring for

bulkheads were placed.

Top reinforcement in bottom frames and keelsons was placed,

and the stirrups already in place straightened up and bent over

the top bars. Steel was erected in the stanchions and the stiffener

beams in the bulkheads.

Frame Centring and Reinforcement in Place. Reinforcement

in bulkhead slabs, in deck, hatch coamings, and deckhouses was

cut arid bent.

The centring for the deck beams was erected and connected

to that of the side frames and the deck slab.

Deck Centring in Place. The steel was placed in deck beams

and longitudinals, a few J inch diameter rods 4 inches long being

placed under the reinforcement to keep it clear of the forms.

The steel was placed in the deck slabs, hatch coamings, fore-

castle deck, and bulwark stiffeners.

The deck beams, longitudinals, and stanchions were braced

and supported by 4" X 4" or 5" diameter posts, well braced to

each other. The lower 15 inches of the inside slab centring
boards were placed in position in the recesses behind the cleats

indicated in Fig. 49, diagram (a). The forms for coamings were

erected (c) and the anchor bolts for deck fittings placed in position.

Centring and Reinforcement Completed. The ship was

thoroughly cleaned inside by means of hoses, so that all dust,

shavings, scales, etc., were removed. When the cleaning was

finished and inspected, the openings left in the bottom centring

were closed.

Concreting. One Smith mixer, capacity 20 cubic yards per

hour, was sufficient for concreting a ship of the 1,000-ton type ;

in case of a break-down another machine was always available.

The concrete was transported in large buckets on overhead

rails attached to the roof trusses of the shed covering the ways ;

and sheet-iron channels about 2 feet long, of tapering shape,

were used for filling the frames and slabs.
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Small concrete spades, tampers of hardwood 6" x 6" x 2J"

with handles, and short f inch steel rods were used for tamping
the concrete.

Concrete carefully inspected and made according to specifi-

cation was filled in seven or eight panels of the bottom slab,

beginning aft
;

a fairly stiff mixture was used, which was thor-

oughly rammed. Then the bottom frames, keelsons, and bilges

were filled about half-way up with a fairly soft mixture. After

that an additional seven or eight panels of the bottom slab

were concreted as before, working forward. Then, going back,

the bottom frames, etc., were filled up to the top. Next the

frames, keelsons, etc., adjoining the second set of bottom panels

were half filled
;
then the succeeding panels of the bottom slab

were concreted, and so on until the stem was reached. When
the bottom was completed, the concreting of the side slabs and

frames was started, beginning aft, with two gangs, one on each

side. A layer about 15 inches deep was poured all round, and

the boards of the inside centring placed in position for the next

layer. The four or five panels furthest aft were poured one

round ahead of the others
;

the concrete was thus prevented
from running downwards (aft) and remained where it was placed.

The concreting of the deck beams and slabs was carried out in

the same manner as the floors in a building ;
the surface was

left rough for the subsequent finish, and was covered with sacks

or sawdust and sprayed regularly with water for four or five days.

Concreting Finished. The exterior side centring was first

removed and scaffolding erected around the ship. When the

concrete had sufficiently hardened the bottom forms were

removed in sections, not more than 30 feet long, corresponding

to the length of one log of the centre launching way. All concrete

was then carefully inspected, if necessary with a hammer and

chisel.

The outside cement mortar finish was then applied ;
this

finish is described below. The bottom was finished in sections,

as the outside forms were removed.

When each section of bottom finish was completed, the

centre launching way with "sleigh" timbers see Fig. 47,

diagram (&) was shifted into position. When the centre way
was in position the two sideways were blocked up in place ;

the

three launching ways were greased with tallow and soft soap.
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To start the ship when launching, a 100-ton hydraulic jack was

placed against the stem, after the last retaining braces had been

removed
; heavy pulleys, fixed in the launching

"
sleigh

" timbers

and the concrete foundations, with leads to an electric winch,

could also be used if needed. With a slope of J inch to the

foot no difficulty was found in getting the ships off.

After launching, the engines, deckhouses, equipment, etc.,

were installed, and this work was very similar to that in steel

ships. The propeller and shaft were placed in the stern tube

before launching.

The most economical complement of workmen for each ship

of the 1,000-ton type was found to be about

10 to 12 men placing steel,

12 to 15 carpenters making forms,

20 to 25 men (skilled and unskilled) for concreting.

The concreting was generally accomplished inside of two

weeks, working 16 hours per day in two shifts of 8 hours each.

For the outside cement finish, 3 expert masons with helpers

were required besides the attendants at the mixer.

Cement Finish. Doubts have been expressed as to the advisa-

bility of plastering outside finish on concrete ships. It was

feared that the outside finish would drop off
;
and it has been

considered safer to depend on the monolithic concrete surface,

presumably moulded in extra well made forms of planed boards.

But two objections should be raised against these doubts. In

the first place, the finish, when carried out strictly in accordance

with the following specification, will not come off, but will stay

on indefinitely ;
and it will thoroughly waterproof and protect

the steel and concrete. In the second place, the natural surface

of poured concrete is never entirely free from slight irregularities,

especially cavities due to air bubbles and water not chemically
bound

;
and these will appear even when steel forms are used

and the utmost care is taken in mixing and placing the concrete.

On land structures these irregularities and cavities do not matter,
but on ships, in salt water particularly, they do matter

;
the skin

friction is largely increased, the concrete may be affected by
salt water penetrating through these porous

"
blow-holes," and

there may even be corrosion of the reinforcement. To some

extent these troubles can be avoided by painting the surface
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with a plastic composition ;
but the rational, lasting method

is to use cement mortar finish.

Materials. First-class Portland Cement and clean, well-

graded sand up to No. 10 size (passing a screen with 10 meshes

per linear inch) ; proportions 1 : 2J. The cement and sand

were very thoroughly mixed in a machine mixer with fresh

water to consistencies as described below
; hand-mixing is not

satisfactory.

The surfaces to be finished were made scrupulously clean,

free from dust, and should preferably be rather rough, as from

undressed boards with plain edges. On the afternoon before

the cement finishing was started the surfaces to be treated were

well wetted by spraying with a hose.

The surfaces were splashed with plain water, or water mixed

with a special waterproofing compound, by means of an ordinary

large paint-brush. While the surfaces were moist the first layer

of thin mortar was thrown forcibly on by the trowel
;

this layer

was made as thin as possible, since it acted as a binder for the

next coat.

The second layer of rather stiff mortar (the same proportions

otherwise) was first thrown on by steel trowel and afterwards

evened off and pressed together with a wood float (or trowel).

It was applied about J inch thicker than the completed finish

was to be, and was placed before the first layer had set. Before

the mortar had set hard the surface was gauged or screeded to

the ship's true form with a board template and the trowel. This

coat was made regular, but not smooth in the surface.

The third layer, about J inch thick, consisted of mortar pro-

portioned 1 : 2J as before, but made with finer sand, up to, say,

TV inch size. It formed the "
backing

"
of the surface finish,

and was thrown on with the trowel and hand-floated in the

usual manner, but care was taken that only limited areas were

plastered at one time, because the following surface coat had to

be placed before the "
backing

" was dry.

The fourth, and last, layer was applied while the third was

still moist. In general three or four men started throwing on

the mortar. When about 2,000 square feet had been covered

one of the men commenced hand-floating ;
and when the

floated part began to dry, another man followed with the

surface finish.
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The surface finish may be carried out by two different

methods :

(a) Brush Finish. Mortar of mixture 1 : 1-5, with fine sand,
is plastered on in a very thin layer, either with a steel trowel

or a steel float and worked into the "
backing." The surface is

then brushed with a fine hair-brush about 3 inches in diameter,
with hairs 2J to 3 inches long. If necessary the brush may be

slightly moistened with clean water.

(b) /Smooth or Polished Finish. A thin mortar, of mixture

1:0-5 (fine sand), of a consistency like thick soup, is plastered
on with a steel float and pressed or worked into the backing
until the surface appears hard and polished. In order to secure

this more rapidly, it is customary to throw some dry cement on

by hand during the trowelling, and no ill effects from this practice
have been observed in the outside finish of ships.

Notes. The polished finish gives the smoothest surface, but

is more expensive in materials and labour. It is also more apt
to develop hair-cracks.

The mortar must be used right away when it is mixed. If

it stands more than 1 to 1| hours it will not adhere to curved

or overhanging surfaces.

No layer of finish should be placed without first moistening
and thoroughly cleaning the surface on which it is to be

plastered.

The Deck Finish was placed after all fittings, deck machinery,

etc., had been mounted. It was made f inch thick and

trowelled to a polished finish. It is exposed to wear, large

temperature changes, and injuries in the same manner as a

floor finish on land, and is therefore likely to need repairs. The

outside finish of the hull, on the other hand, works under almost

ideal conditions of even temperature, uniform pressure against
the concrete, and no wear, except from the water-friction, and
this shows no effect up to date after four years of service.

In conclusion, the author desires to emphasize that to achieve

a good finish is difficult work, requiring expert workmen who are

particularly skilled in such work. But if carried out strictly as

described above, by skilled men using good materials, the finish

will be entirely satisfactory. After the finish has hardened for

at least a week, it should be inspected by going over the entire

surface of the ship with a heavy hammer, hitting moderate

12
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blows to sound for possible crevices
;

should any place be

doubtful, it must be cut open with chisels and finished properly.

Cement-Gun Concreting. The concrete oil carriers built for

the Standard Oil Co. were constructed partly by use of the

Cement-Gun. Wood forms were erected on one side only,

against which the concrete was "
shot

" around the steel. Interior

bulkheads were concreted in this manner, and also the transverse

frames of the canal boats, which were shot on the reinforcement

as shown in Fig. 50. The concrete was smoothed off to regular

shape and surface by hand trowelling.

The cement-gun was also used in connexion with a method

of oilproofing concrete. Since the machine is comparatively
unknown in most countries at present, a brief description and

some figures from its practical use are of interest. The type

presently described is a proprietary machine developed and

manufactured by the Cement-Gun Company, of Allentown,

U.S.A., who have experimented for years on the subject. It is

not a concrete mixer, but a tool for placing the previously

mixed concrete (or mortar) in position.

Cement and fine aggregate are thoroughly mixed together

dry in any practical way in the proportions chosen. It should

be noted that a considerable portion of the sand jumps out by
rebound when the concrete is shot against the forms, steel or

concrete surface, and so the original mixture is materially

altered before being in place. Experience has shown that a

mixture in the machine of 1 part cement to 3J parts sand will

ultimately yield 1 part cement to 2| parts sand in the finished

product. The dry mixture is placed in a conical hopper on top,

and falls by the release of an airtight bottom valve into a cone-

shaped chamber. From there it drops by the release of a bottom

valve into another chamber, also of conical shape. The double

conical chambers form airlocks and permit a continuous supply
of materials

; by alternately opening the upper and lower valves

the air can be let out of the upper chamber without appreciably

reducing the pressure in the lower chamber. In the lower

chamber a feed wheel supplies the mixture (still dry) to a 1 J inch

reinforced rubber hose through an outlet provided with a special

valve. Compressed air is supplied from a separate air compressor.
The dry materials are shot through the hose, and water is

supplied through another hose which connects with the first at
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the nozzle and hydrates the materials as these are being shot

out. The manufacturers recommend the use of an air-pressure
of 35 to 45 Ib. per square inch or higher, and a water-pressure
about 20 Ib. higher than the air-pressure. The author's experi-

ence indicates that pressures of 18 to 20 Ib. per square inch for

FIG. 50. Shooting Concrete in Place with the Cement-Gun on Oil Carrier

Socony 201.

the smaller machines and 28 to 30 Ib. per square inch for the

larger machines are better
;

the former pressures require 150 to

175 cubic feet of free air per minute and the latter 250 cubic

feet per minute.

The capacity of the smaller gun is about 150 cubic feet of

concrete per eight-hour day and of the larger about 200 cubic

feet, placed in a layer about 2 inches thick. A minimum crew
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of three men is needed to work each gun, apart from the men

required to work the power plant. The machine is made of

steel, weighs 1,200 lb., and is mounted on two wheels like a

cart. The maximum efficient length of hose was found to be

about 100 feet.

The advantages of placing concrete with the cement-gun

depend on the type of work and the local labour conditions.

Concrete shot through the gun is very dense and hard, sets

rapidly, and can be placed in colder weather than ordinary

concrete. For fireproofing steel work, concreting thin walls,

and repairing or placing concrete linings in shafts, tunnels, etc.,

where a smooth finish is not required, the machine is very useful,

but in its present development the method has several drawbacks

in concrete shipbuilding. The rebound of sand is serious, as it

may cause sand pockets around the reinforcement and uneven

quality of the concrete in corners where straight shooting is

difficult. Fine sand is uneconomical, as the rebound with its

use is excessive. Coarse sand is much preferable not only from

the standpoint of economy, but on account of the better quality

of the concrete. The machines are at present complicated and

require experts to operate both the nozzle and the filling. Some

parts, especially the rubber lining of the nozzle, wear out rapidly

and must be frequently replaced. In cold weather moisture in

the air-lines freezes at the joints and bends, causing trouble.

For straight work easily accessible, such as floor slabs, it is

doubtful whether any saving can be made in time or cost by

using the cement-gun ;
but the method undoubtedly contains

great possibilities and will probably be perfected and simplified.



CHAPTER XIII

SOME SPECIAL METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION AND
PARTICULAR SHIPS

M.S. R. P. Durham M.S. Linnea " Pre-Cast
"
Systems S.S. Armistice

S.S. Bartds Present Tonnage of Concrete Ships Author's Recommendations.

THE feverish activity of shipbuilding displayed in all shipping

countries during the war naturally brought forth a large number

of suggestions and schemes of construction. This was particu-

larly noticeable in concrete shipbuilding, after it was proved
that seagoing ships of this material were a practical proposition.

Space does not permit the detailed consideration or even the

enumeration of all the propositions which appeared in the press,

as patent applications or mere suggestions to concrete ship-

builders. If the originators of these schemes had stated the plain

truth, that their ideas had not yet been tried out, or if they had

refrained from writing until they had reliable data to put forward,

much confusion would have been avoided and many exaggerated

or entirely unfounded statements would never have appeared.

Unfortunately for the development of concrete ships the authors

of the proposals rarely disclosed that they possessed no actual

experience ; yet they did not hesitate to publish in leading

technical journals on both sides of the Atlantic all sorts of fic-

titious data purporting to be facts ascertained from personal

experience.

But some special methods of construction were actually tried

out, and a few examples are described below.

M.S. "R. P. Durham." The Engineering News-Record, 1920,

p. 388, describes the construction of a 2,000-tons oil-tanker of

concrete, which was built in sections on end. The dimensions

of the ship, which was named R. P. Durham, are 298' X 33' 9" X
21' 10", and the capacity was estimated at 14,000 barrels of

medium oil. The design and method of construction are unusual.

The cross-section of the ship consists of two complete circular

181
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frames of 21 feet in diameter, with their centres 13 feet apart.

A central chamber 6 feet wide inside is formed by the circular

sections cutting each other. This is used for a passage-way,
and for piping, etc.

;
and bulk oil is carried in the remaining

space in the two cylindrical holds, divided by bulkheads every
30 feet. No transverse or longitudinal frames are used, but

the shell is extra heavy, 7 inches at the top and 10 inches near

the bottom. The total length of the ship is made up of seven

intermediate sections (length 30 feet) and the bow and stern

portions, which were built on ways in the usual manner. The

seven sections were constructed on end, one at a time, using

sliding forms lifted by jacks as the concreting went up. After

hardening, each section was moved on rollers to a special crane,

which tipped it into horizontal position, and it was now trans-

ported (on rollers by winch and tackle) to the launching ways,
where all were spliced together. Each section had reinforce-

ment protruding about 38 inches from each end, and this was

overlapped by steel from the next section. Concreting of the

open spaces was done by spraying the end faces of each section

with mortar from a cement-gun and filling in the gaps with

ordinary concrete in forms.

The bow section is provided with a forecastle deck and

bulwarks
;

the stern contains engine-room, fuel tanks, etc. A
high deckhouse with bridge amidships provides rooms for navi-

gation and cabins for officers and crew. Two Bolinder crude oil

motors of 160 B.H.P. each are installed.

The R. P. Durham and a sister ship were constructed at

Aransas Pass, Texas, for the France and Canada Oil Transport

Co.. New York, by the Macdonald Engineering Co. of Chicago,

who proposed the scheme. The concrete was composed of 1 part

cement to 1 part crushed coke up to \ inch size. It is stated to

have shown a crushing strength of 3,500 to 4,000 Ib. per square
inch after 60 days and to weigh 110 Ib. per cubic foot excluding

reinforcement, which is lighter than the Shipping Board's light-

weight concrete (120 Ib. per cubic foot). The R. P. Durham
was launched sidewise on 24th July 1920

; nothing is known
about her subsequent experience or behaviour in service. The

construction was delayed by a tornado which flooded the ship-

yard and destroyed the records of cost and time of construction.

It is claimed that the ship was built considerably cheaper than
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a steel tanker of the same size. The ship seems very long in

proportion to her beam and depth, but extra longitudinal strength
is gained by the internal walls of the central compartments.

The design is unique and results from actual service will be

very interesting. The author believes that the type will be

difficult to handle in rough weather, as the seagoing qualities

are those of a submarine rather than of a merchant ship. It is

probable that the construction would be improved by the ship

being built on ways in one continuous central section
; sliding

steel forms could still be used, especially for the interior centring.

FIG. 51. M.S. Linnea after launching.

M.S. " Linnea." The first engine-driven, concrete ship

built in Sweden is the M.S. Linnea, launched in December 1918 at

the yard of A. B. Betonverket, Malmo. The ship is owned by
A. B. Betongelt, Malmo, and the design as well as the method

of construction are very unusual. Briefly, the torpedo shape

of hull is adopted with a small forecastle deck and a deckhouse

aft of the hatches, as seen in Fig. 51. The length is 138 feet

overall, the cross-section is elliptical with maximum breadth

and depth amidships about 32 and 22 feet respectively. The

total displacement is 1,000 tons and the deadweight capacity
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calculated at 700 tons, which seems high and has not been con-

firmed after completion. The ship is built of a combination of

reinforced concrete and wood. Throughout the entire shell

3" X 3" strips of lumber about 4 inches apart are embedded

permanently in the central section of the concrete slab, which

is reinforced with steel rods near both faces and has a total

thickness of 5J inches.

The launching arrangement was also unique, since the ship

was built on a platform suspended in the air from hangers resting

on pile-clusters on both sides. When the concreting was

finished, the platform was lowered into the water and the hull

floated off. In the Swedish engineering journal Teknisk Tidskrift,

26th March 1919, an article by the builder describes the Linnea,

which had been launched three months before. Various infor-

mation of interest is lacking, such as the type and size of engines,

exact weight and cubic space of the hull, watertightness, interior

flooring, hatches, etc., and cost of construction. Nor has any-

thing later been published about actual experience with the

vessel in service, so far as the author is aware.
" Pre-Cast "

Systems. Several systems of building concrete

lighters from pre-cast units were tried in Great Britain during

the war. Such systems of construction enable a saving to be

made in the expenditure on centring ;
but the saving which

can be made on this item is not very great. The cost of lumber

materials (without labour) used for centring in the ships built

by the author's firm amounted to less than ten per cent, of the

total cost of the reinforced concrete in the hulls. With "
pre-

cast
"

systems the labour required erecting forms is reduced,

but the labour required for handling and placing the heavy

pre-cast units probably more than makes up for this, and would

for seagoing ships of fair size involve the provision of cranes not

otherwise necessary in concrete shipbuilding.

A lighter (shown during construction in Fig. 52) was built

according to a pre-cast unit system patented by H. C. Ritchie

and described in a paper before the Liverpool Engineering

Society reported in the Journal of Commerce, 30th January 1919.

The main features are pre-cast transverse units comprising

portions of the shell slabs about two feet long with half of a

transverse frame at each end of each unit
;

each unit is thus

of
" channel "

section. Abutting flanges of adjacent units form
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frame members, which have openings for longitudinal and

diagonal steel bars to pass through. The frames are spliced at

the bilges and centre keelson by steel loops embedded in .each

pre-cast section. The joints between the flanges of the frame

units are filled with mortar
;

the deck slab is concreted in situ.

FIG. 52. Concrete Lighter being constructed by Concrete Seacraft, Ltd.,

Liverpool, on H. C. Ritchie's system of pre-cast units.

Another system on similar lines, but simpler, as it avoids

joints and splices of the unit frames, was devised by Captain
J. H. Waller, R.E. The frames are reinforced and concreted

in place as usual. So are also the longitudinal members, keelsons,

bilge girders, and gunwale girders. The side and bottom slabs

are pre-cast in units reaching from gunwale to bilge and from
the bilge to centre keelson. Side joints are formed at successive
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transverse frames, where reinforcing rods projecting from all

sides of the pre-cast plates are hooked down around the rein-

forcement in frames before the latter are poured. A cross-

section in Fig. 53 shows the arrangement. Forms were used

only for the frame members. The first ship built according to

Waller's system was a barge 187' 6" x 32' 10" X 19' 0" for the

British Government. An article in the London Engineering

during 1919 describes the yard and details of construction.

paneled
where. _

Shear
**

Stresses

permit

Sectjon through Frames Section between Frames

FIG. 53. Cross-section of Barge built for the British Government to the design

of Captain J. H. Waller.

A third method of building pre-cast concrete vessels was

introduced by B. N. Stroyer in the construction of ten lighters

for the British Admiralty by the firm of Christian! & Nielsen,

London. Fig. 54 shows five of the ships, delivered in March

1919. The lighters are equipped with steam capstans and

winches for handling coal and are built to the approval of Lloyd's

Register. Their dimensions are 185' X 35' X 18', and the

deadweight carrying capacity is probably between 800 and 900

tons. The bottom, deck, stem and stern parts were concreted

in situ, but the sides were pre-cast in large sections horizontally
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and afterwards raised in place by cranes, before the bottom and

deck were concreted. In executing a large order for ships of

exactly the same type and size, and where it is possible to use

a dry dock for the construction, the system may save time and

possibly cost. But under ordinary conditions, particularly in

constructing larger ships, it is doubtful whether such advantages
would be gained. The side sections would be very heavy and

awkward to place in position on the launching ways, unless each

section was made quite narrow, and this would mean more joints

with expensive or weak connexions.

FIG. 54. Concrete Lighters with pre-cast sides, built for the British Admiralty
at Tilbury, by Messrs. Christiani & Nielsen.

S.S. "Armistice." The first seagoing, engine-driven concrete

ship built in Great Britain was the cargo carrier S.S. Armistice,

built by the Ferro-Concrete Ship Construction Co. at Barrow-in-

Furness. The dimensions of the ship are : length b.p. 205 ft.,

breadth 32 ft., depth 19 ft. 6 in., with steam-engine of 400 I.H.P.

The deadweight capacity is said to be 1,150 tons. On her

maiden voyage, from Londonderry to London in February 1919,

the Armistice carried 1,000 tons of oats in bulk. The ship has

been described in papers by Mr. Owens Thurston, Managing
Director of the Ferro-Concrete Ship Construction Co., before

the Institution of Naval Architects, and by Mr. De Vesian, of

the firm Mouchel & Partners (who prepared the reinforced
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concrete design) before the British Concrete Institute on 27th

March 1919. Fig. 55 shows the launching of the ship.

The Armistice was built to class in Lloyd's Register. The

concrete proportioned about 1 : 1-3 : 2-7 and was placed mono-

lithically in wood forms around the reinforcement
;

steel centring

was tried also for the sides. The transverse frames are 3 feet

apart with heavy longitudinal stringers at the bilges and gun-

wales. The hull seems to be considerably heavier than necessary.

The actual deadweight capacity is not known, but assuming that

FIG. 55. Launch of S.S. Armistice, built by the Ferro-Concrete Ship Construc-

tion Co. at Barrow-in-Furness.

it is equal to the estimate of 1,150 tons, it is only 49 per cent,

of the total displacement of 2,350 tons. The designers may
not have had free hands in the matter, since the ship was built

to class
;
but had the Armistice been constructed on the lines,

for example, of the author's design in the Askelad, the ratio of

deadweight to total displacement would have been 54-9 per

cent., giving a deadweight of about 1,290 tons, or 12 per cent,

increased cargo capacity. Some saving could have been made

on the steel reinforcement, which is said to be 190 tons or about

16 J per cent, of the deadweight. In the Askelad 9f per cent.
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steel was used, which for a vessel of 1,290 tons deadweight would

equal 126 tons, or 64 tons less than used in the Armistice. The

merits of the respective designs are best seen, however, by com-

paring the steel per ton deadweight actually constructed, which

means 16|- per cent, against 9|, or nearly 70 per cent, more steel

per ton deadweight in the Armistice design. The ship is reported

to be seaworthy and watertight. But the author is of the

opinion that the concrete used (1 part cement to 4 parts aggre-

gate) was not rich enough. Practical experience has shown

that the plasticity and certainty of watertightness so vitally

important in concrete ships can be assured only by reducing

the amount of aggregate, especially of the coarse type, con-

siderably beyond what laboratory investigations may indicate
;

and the mixture ought not to be less rich than about 1 part

Portland Cement to 2J parts well-graded aggregate (up to J inch

size). The additional cost of cement is a trifling matter compared
to the total cost of a seagoing ship.

It has been said that the Armistice after her first trials

developed some cracks in the deck near the hatches, but the

matter has evidently not been of serious importance as the ship

has given good service. In the Financier., 3rd August 1920,

there is a statement by Messrs. Leopold Walford, Ltd. (London),

as to their twelve months charter of the ship. The Managers

say that she has been running since March 1919 like a clock,

causing no trouble, disappointment, delay, or difficulty. She

has proved thoroughly seaworthy, and costs in upkeep only

about a fifth of the average cost of steel ships working under

similar conditions.

It is understood that the first cost of constructing the Armistice

was very high, but it would not be fair to assume from this

regrettable fact that subsequent ships would be as expensive.

Experience would undoubtedly have enabled her designers and

builders to reduce costs very much on later ships if the termination

of hostilities had not brought an almost immediate stop to

shipbuilding activities on the new and untried concrete con-

struction.

S.S. "Bartels." The largest concrete ship built in Europe

up to date is the S.S. Bartels, constructed in Denmark by the

N. H. & I. Cyclone A.S. in co-operation with the Kjobenhavns

Flytedok & Skibsvaerft at Fredriksholm. The ship was com-
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pleted in June 1920, and after a successful trial placed in the

coal trade to England, where she seems to have given satis-

factory service.

ffO

FIG. 57. S.S. Bartels, Midship Section.

The dimensions of the Bartels are : length 230 ft. 10 in.,

breadth 36 ft. 8 in., depth from turret deck 25 ft. 5 in., draught
loaded 17 ft. 7 in. The total displacement is 3,300 tons, made

up by 1,500 tons weight of the ship and 1,800 tons deadweight.
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The deadweight is equal to 54-5 per cent, of the total displace-

ment, and makes the S.S. Bartels together with the Askelad and

Faith the three lightest concrete ships so far constructed. The
Bartels is built to class in the Norwegian Veritas. Her light

weight of hull might seem to show that the author's criticism

of classed concrete ships as being too heavy is not justified ;

but the light hull of S.S. Bartels is due to a special type of con-

struction, which may or may not be advantageous.
From a technical point of view the system adopted in the

construction of the Bartels is sound
;

but as regards certain

practical considerations of importance, the writer doubts whether

the type is an improvement on the ordinary method. The design
of the bottom was suggested by the late Mr. Bartels and by
Mr. K. Hoigaard, who has described the ship in a paper presented
before the Danish Engineering Society (Dansk Ingeniorforening)

on the 18th February 1920. The turret or trunk deck gives

increased depth of construction against longitudinal strains
;

it also makes the vessel
"
self-trimming," in a measure, for coal

and similar cargo in bulk. On the other hand, the deck con-

struction is complicated and expensive. The ship does not

gain in seaworthiness, but is apt to work heavily in a rough

sea, and she has much less buoyancy above the harbour deck

than the ordinary ship. The turret type for steel ships is no

longer popular among shipowners, and has practically gone
out of use. With the turret deck construction the main section

of longitudinal deck reinforcement becomes too concentrated

near the hatches, instead of at the gunwales, where it is more

effective.

The bottom construction of the Bartels is radically different

from that of ordinary types. Figs. 57 and 58 show the arrange-

ment, which consists of a large number of slanting struts between

an outer and inner slab. Shallow longitudinal beams connect

the struts, which slope both ways, thereby tying the construction

together in a kind of truss system. The slabs are very light,

3J-3J inches thick
;

the beams are 10 X 10 inches
;
and the

struts are 6x6 inches
;

all are heavily reinforced, there being
no less than eight inch round rods in each strut. The amount
of steel in the Bartels has not been published, but the writer

believes it must be very considerable, judging from the plans
and photographs during construction. The labour required to
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erect the unusually complicated reinforcement and forms for the

bottom and deck must also have amounted to much above that

for ships of ordinary form
;

but cost data on these interesting
items have not been available. The period of construction was

nearly two years, but the builders no doubt met initial diffi-

culties which would not occur on later ships.

13
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The double bottom is of questionable value
;

it reduces the

cubic space of the hold, necessitates extra pipe lines with pumping

arrangement, and there is no need for water ballast tanks in

concrete ships, except fore and aft for trimming. Usually the

inner bottom adds extra weight to the hull, but this may not

be the case in the S.S. Bartels, where the inner bottom is an

integral part of the truss supporting the outer bottom. The

author would prefer a massive outside bottom slab of double

thickness (6 or 7 inches), which would not be excessive for a

ship of this size. The Bartels grounded some time ago, and

the inner bottom proved valuable as it kept the water out
;
but

it might be argued that perhaps no leak would have occurred

if the outer bottom had been much stronger.

Present Tonnage of Concrete Ships. In dealing with the

foregoing examples the intention has been to demonstrate different

methods of construction and types of ships in order to show

what ideas have been tried in concrete shipbuilding up to date.

Many other ships have been built in the countries mentioned,

as well as in France, Italy, Spain, China, India, and other

countries
;

but the vast majority of these have contributed

nothing new or of special interest to the development of the

art. The largest programme for the construction of concrete

ships, apart from that of the U.S. Shipping Board, was started

in Great Britain during 1918 by the Ministry of Shipping. It

originally embodied the construction of about 150,000 tons

deadweight, but it was at the Armistice almost abandoned. Of

ships completed in different yards may be mentioned a dozen

seagoing tugs of general dimensions 125' 0" X 21' 6" X 14' 9",

mean draught 12' 0", triple expansion engine of 750 I.H.P.
;
and

about fifty seagoing lighters 180' 0" X 31' 6" x 19' 6". It is

estimated that in all countries together about one hundred

seagoing concrete ships with an aggregate tonnage of approxi-

mately 150,000 deadweight tons have actually been completed

up to the present. In addition to this several hundred lighters

and other small craft for enclosed waters have also been con-

structed.

From these figures it would seem that ample material is

available to determine by practical experience the merits of

concrete ships. This is true only in a certain measure, which

applies to the elementary though most important points such
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as strength, watertightness, and seaworthiness. In regard to

practical considerations of equal importance, such as First Cost,

Cargo Capacity, Speed, Running Expenses, etc., not to mention

details and time of construction, the existing tonnage is not

able to offer definite information, since it consists only of experi-

mental ships, built as a rule by people who neither had a yard
nor any previous shipbuilding experience, and whose activities

were stopped before they even had a chance to build a second

vessel.

Author's Recommendations. Having considered briefly the

ideas and methods proposed by other engineers, the author

desires to mention that he has himself discarded as unpractical,

or too expensive, several of his own ideas on which patents were

granted, and numerous others which through practical experience

were found unsuitable in the construction of seagoing ships.

The methods of design and construction which so far have given

the best results are fully described in previous chapters, but the

author admits that they are far from perfect, and will in the

course of further development no doubt be much modified or

perhaps radically changed.

Whatever the future brings in the way of improvements,
there are at present some fundamental facts which may be set

down almost with certainty as recommendations for concrete

shipbuilders :

Exterior Shape. There is no reason for, nor advantage to be

gained by, building seagoing concrete ships different in outside

shape or proportions from the best practice among naval archi-

tects for steel ships of all types.
"
Simplified

"
lines do not

appreciably reduce the cost of outside centring ;
extra depth is

not needed to secure sufficient longitudinal strength, and super-
structures on deck are required for just the same reasons as on
steel ships.

Details. There is considerable scope for the ambitious

designer to improve details of the hull, which differ greatly
from those of the steel ship on account of the nature of concrete.

It is certain that it is not economical to place frames as close

together as in steel ships. It is not advisable to construct sides

or bottom of cellular types with very thin double walls. The
shell should be as massive and thick as possible without unduly
increasing the weight ;

this facilitates the placing and utilization
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of the reinforcement, and cheapens the construction. All

accidents to concrete ships have shown relatively greater weak-

ness of shell than of frames.

When a really satisfactory light concrete is developed it is

not unlikely that the shell thickness will be greatly increased,

and that frames between bulkheads will be nearly dispensed

with. Whether transverse or longitudinal frames are most

economical is an open question, and the weight of the hull comes

out practically the same in either case. For transverse frames

a minimum spacing of about 4 feet is generally to be recommended.

Construction and Launching. In the author's opinion concrete

ships should be monolithically constructed and the concreting

done in one continuous operation as far as possible within

reasonable and practical limits
;

this is in keeping with the

character of the material. The exterior centring is erected first

and the steel must of course be in place. At present it is difficult

to see any better way, but when special types of reinforcement

are manufactured for concrete shipbuilding and the industry

has been firmly established, improvements in construction will

naturally occur. There is certainly no need of any spectacular

methods of building or launching concrete ships in any other

position than that which hundreds of years have shown to be

best for ships of wood and steel.

ADDENDUM
Note to paragraph on p. 189, S.S. " Bartels." What is

now presumably the largest concrete ship constructed in Europe
is reported to have just been launched at Lavagna in Italy.

Designed by Signor Galliquani, this vessel is named the Persi-

voranza, is said to be of 4,700 tons displacement and 3,000 tons

burden, and is fitted with two motors to give a speed of 8 knots

per hour.
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APPENDIX

CALCULATIONS FOR THE TRIAL SHIP ASKELAD

1,000 tons D.W. Cargo Vessel, propelled by two 160 H.P. Bolinder

crude oil engines.

Material : Portland Cement Concrete reinforced with steel rods.

Hull No. 21.

Designed and built by Fougners Staal-Beton Skibsbygningscompani
A.S., Shipyard at Jeloen, Moss.

Note. These calculations are presented just as they were made
in the office. They may be crude in some respects, and the design
could of course be considerably improved with our present experi-

ence
;
but it should be remembered that when they were made, the

only seagoing concrete ship in the world was the little Namsenfjord.
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